Case® doctors' knives

Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •3-3/4" closed.

Star Spangled
Master blade embellishment
•Laser embellished natural
bone handles.

CA64128

Campfire Bone
Nickel silver shield.
CA26791

$59.99 ea.

$96.99 ea.

Case released the Doctor's Knife
from their vault for 2018. As the
year draws to a close, only a limited
time remains for you to add this
pattern to your collection!
2018 shot Show Exclusive
Red jigged bone handles •Laser
engraved left bolster •Nickel silver
Case Stars & Stripes shield.

"Father"
Laser embellished
natural bone handles.

CA2461D

$64.99 ea.

ca10661

$64.99 ea.

Case®
Doctor's Knife
Lighter
Featuring the knife from
the cover •Black Matte.
ZP409400

case® stonewash
chrome vanadium
red synthetic
pocketknives

Features: Stonewash finish chrome
vanadium blades •Red synthetic handles
•Brass pins and liners.

$19.99 ea.

Trapper- Nickel silver
bolsters and arrowhead
shield •4-1/8" closed.

ca26784

Sod Buster Jr.®- 3-5/8" closed.

ca26820

$39.99 ea.

$59.99 ea.

Sod Buster- 4-5/8" closed.

ca26786

$39.99 ea.

A

New! Case® Crimson Bone Damascus Pocketknives

Features: Carbon Ladder Damascus steel blades •Peach seed jigged Crimson Bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Tomahawk shields.

All
shown
actual
size!
Slimline Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.
Folding Hunter- 5-1/4" closed.

CA74174

Mini Trapper- 3-1/2" closed.

$168.99 ea.

CA74171

CA74173

$162.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-7/8" closed.

CA74172

$168.99 ea.

$87.99 ea.

This pattern goes back
into the vault at the end
of this year. Be sure to add
to your collection before
they're gone!

Small Texas Toothpick- 3" closed.

CA74175

$73.99 ea.

Doctor’s Knife- 3-3/4" closed.

CA74176

$147.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.

CA74170

$166.99 ea.
Extra strong magnets hold
your Case knife in place.

Case® Magnetic Knife Stand
with $100 Case purchase.
Knife not included. Limit (1) per order.
While supplies last. Expires 12/31/18.

B

C

r.j. McDonald Signature Series
Lighter
Black Matte •The name
of the painting is laser
lettered down the spine.

zprm30
©Produced under
license Ralph J.
McDonald 2018.

$21.99 ea.

Lighter
"Starry Night"
design in Merry
Berry presented
on High Polish
Chrome.
ZPCA26801

3rd
Release

Case® Trapper- Embellished Mirror-Polished
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Full color
artwork under clear acrylic
handles •4-1/8" closed.

ca9254jol

Case® Trappers- Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel
blades •Merry Berry Sawcut Bone handles
•Nickel silver bolsters •EXCLUSIVE dual nickel
silver sleigh shield, and 2018 dated bell
shield •4-1/8" closed.
18th
"Starry Night"
in the
Engraved Bolsters
Series
ca26801E

We have
Case®
Exclusives
for every
season!

$69.99 ea.

(also available)
Plain Bolsters
ca26801

$59.99 ea.

$19.99 ea.

$79.99 ea.

SMKW® wants all your
Christmas dreams to
come true, including
no late packages! Order
up to the last minute
using this holiday
shipping calendar.

Orders must be placed by
11:00 a.m. EST on the
specified date
for guaranteed delivery.
*Guarantees based on dates
supplied by USPS and UPS and
apply to the continental U.S. only.
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Shop for everyone on your Christmas list or make a wish list of your own!

"John Oliver's Legacy"

Case® Christmas Collectibles

Extra strong magnets hold
your Case knife in place.

Case® Magnetic Knife Stand
with $100 Case purchase.
Knife not included. Limit (1) per order.
While supplies last. Expires 12/31/18.

case® earth brown g-10 pocketknives

Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades (serrated master blades) •Earth brown G-10 handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters
•Pewter "Case XX USA" shields.

Tear Drop- 3-5/8" closed.

ca23309

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

ca23306

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed.
ca23308

$62.99 ea.

$66.99 ea.

$59.99 ea.

Tribal Lock- Lockback
•4-1/8" closed •Designed
by Tony Bose.

ca23307

$69.99 ea.
case® american workman series

Features (except where noted): "As Ground" Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Smooth red Delrin® handles
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •Case Stars & Stripes shields.
Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed.

ca13454

"As
Ground"
blades
provide
a whole
different
look!

$46.99 ea.

Mini Trapper- 3-1/2" closed.

ca13453

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

$44.99 ea.

ca13455

$49.99 ea.

Sod Buster Jr.®
No bolsters or shield •3-5/8" closed.

ca13451
Tribal Lock
Lockback
•4-1/8" closed
•Designed by
Tony Bose.
ca13452

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

ca13450
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$46.99 ea.
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$57.99 ea.

We Accept

$33.99 ea.

Hawkbill- 4-1/8" closed.

ca13456

$58.99 ea.

case® rough black®
"gum fuddy" pocketknives

Designed as tough as the original "Gum Fuddy" knives, which resulted from the
shortage of traditional handle materials during World War II. Features (except
where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Jigged rough black synthetic
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.

RussLock®- Nickel silver
pins and liners •Stainless steel
linerlock •4-1/8" closed.

ca18224

$51.99 ea.

Sod Buster Jr.®
No bolsters
•3-5/8" closed.
CA18229

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
ca18221

$42.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed.
ca18225

$29.99 ea.

$37.99 ea.
Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed.

TrapperLock
with Pocket Clip
Thumb stud
•Stainless steel linerlock
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed.

ca30113

ca18222

$42.99 ea.

Small Texas
Toothpick
3" closed.
ca18223

Baby Butterbean
2-3/4" closed.
CA18230

$103.99 ea.

$41.99 ea.

$35.99 ea.

Case® Smooth Chestnut Bone pocketknives

Real American beauties! The smooth bone handles feel as good as they look. Don't be fooled by their beauty; they work as hard as you do.
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Smooth chestnut bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Mini
CopperLock®
3-5/8" closed.
ca28704

Tear Drop
3-5/8" closed.
CA28905

$58.99 ea.

$57.99 ea.
Baby Butterbean
2-3/4" closed.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed.

ca28701

ca28708

$52.99 ea.

ca28707

$52.99 ea.

$50.99 ea.

Small Texas Toothpick- 3" closed.

ca28703

Peanut
2-7/8" closed.

ca28702

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

$46.99 ea.

$45.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
ca28700

$48.99 ea.

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

Pocket clip.

TrapperLock
with Pocket Clip
Thumb stud •Stainless
steel linerlock •Pocket
clip •4-1/8" closed.

ca30112

$102.99 ea.

December 2018
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Extra strong magnets hold
your Case knife in place.

Case® Magnetic Knife Stand
with $100 Case purchase.
Knife not included. Limit (1) per order.
While supplies last. Expires 12/31/18.

Case® stonewash chrome vanadium pocketknives

Features: Stonewash finish chrome vanadium blades •Yellow synthetic handles •Brass pins and liners
•Nickel silver bolsters and arrowhead shields (except where noted).

Tip: Extra care is
needed with chrome
vanadium. Keep a
thin film of oil on the
blade to maintain
the finish of the steel.

Sod Buster Jr.®
No bolsters
or shield
•3-5/8" closed.
ca26708

Three Blade
Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
ca26752

$37.99 ea.

$72.99 ea.

Sod Buster®
No bolsters or shield
•4-5/8" closed.

ca26753

$39.99 ea.
Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed.

ca26707

$59.99 ea.

Back in
stock!

Pocket clip.

Tribal Lock
Lockback •Pocket clip
•4-1/8" closed •Designed
by Tony Bose.

ca26755

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

$74.99 ea.

ca26706

$59.99 ea.

case® campfire bone pocketknives
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Campfire Bone
handles •Brass pins and liners (except where noted)
•Nickel silver bolsters and oval shields.

Last of our
inventory!
Hurry to order!

Small Texas
Toothpick
3" closed.
CA26766

Drop Point RussLock®
Stainless steel linerlock
•Nickel silver pins and
liners •4-1/8" closed.

CA26764

$49.99 ea.
Medium Two Blade Congress- 3-5/8" closed.

CA26767
6
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$64.99 ea.

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

$67.99 ea.

Case® "my first case®" Old Red Bone Peanut
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Peach seed jigged Old Red Bone
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver oval shield and bolsters (one with
embellishing) •2-7/8" closed •"My First Case" packaging.

ca3693

$49.99 ea.

Case® wood knife kits Build your own collectibles!

Enjoy the experience of building your very own Case knife! A great project for children and adults to do together. The pieces are hand cut
and hand packaged right here in the USA! Features: Unsharpened •Completed knife will "walk and talk" •Ages 7 and up. Each kit includes
(except where noted): Blades, liners, handles and shields all cut from American hardwood •Metal pins •Complete instructions.
scan to See How to Build your
very own Case Doctor's Knife.
Tribal Lock
Working spring
action lockback
•4-1/8" closed.
CATB112010W
Peanut
Shield is laser
engraved on front
scale •2-7/8" closed.
CA220W

Mini Trapper
Shield is laser
engraved on front
scale •3-1/2" closed.
CA207W

Tear Drop- Shield
is laser engraved
on front scale
•3-5/8" closed.
CATB12028

YOUR CHOICE

$11.99 ea.

Buy all
and

11

Muskrat
3-7/8" closed.
camuskw

Save!

cajwset11

$109.99 per set

Cherry Canoe
3-1/2" closed.
CA12131C

Small Texas
Toothpick
Shield is laser engraved
on front scale •3" closed.
CA10096W

Produced under license
for Smoky Mountain
Knife Works, Inc.

Mini CopperLock®
Working spring action
lockback •3-5/8" closed.
CA11749L

new! Doctor's Knife
Shield is laser engraved on
front scale •3-3/4" closed.
CA1285W

Walnut Canoe
3-1/2" closed.
CA12131W

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
ca1254w
Each kit contains all the pieces
needed to complete a pattern.
Hardwood Trapper Kit shown.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Case® amber bone POCKETKNIVES

Shown disassembled.

All feature (except where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Jigged amber bone handles
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Hobo® Knife- Stainless
steel fork and spoon
•Nickel silver pins and
liners •4-1/8" closed.

B

A

$93.99

ca052
ea.
(also available)
Hobo® Leather Sheath
CA1049

$7.99 ea.

Enlarged to
show detail.

D

C

E

G

F

I

H

J

A. Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.

$51.99

CA6254SS
ea.
(also available) Trapper with Pocket Clip

$65.99

E. Peanut- 2-7/8" closed.

J. Hawkbill Pruner- 4-1/8" closed.

CA45
ea.
F. Mini Trapper- 3-1/2" closed.

CA249
ea.
K. Equestrian's Knife
Hoof pick •4-1/8" closed.

$45.99

$46.99

CA6540
ea.
B. RussLock®- Nickel silver pins and liners
•Stainless steel linerlock •4-1/8" closed.

CA6207
ea.
G. 	Sod Buster Jr.®- No bolsters
•3-5/8" closed.

ca260
ea.
C. Tear Drop- 3-5/8" closed.

ca245
ea.
H. 		Medium Stockman- 3-5/8" closed.

ca246
ea.
D. Mini CopperLock®- Lockback •3-5/8" closed.

CA6318SS
ea.
I. Cap Lifter Mini Trapper- 3-1/2" closed.

$60.99

$49.99

$54.99

CA133

$55.99 ea.

(also available) Amber
Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.

$50.99

CA3006

$63.99

$61.99

ca144
ea.
L. Hunter Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.

$84.99

ca149
ea.
M. 	Stockman- 3-7/8" closed.
CA6347SS

$53.99 ea.

$52.99 ea.

Bone Chrome Vanadium (Carbon Steel) pocketknives

$51.99

Large Stockman- 4-1/4" closed •Square bolsters.

$56.99

TrapperLock- Thumb stud
•Stainless steel linerlock
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed.

$49.99

CA30024

CA6254
ea.
Medium Stockman- 3-5/8" closed.

CA6375
ea.
Medium Stockman- 3-5/8" closed •Square bolsters.

CA6318
ea.
Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

CA6332
ea.
Small Texas Jack- 3-5/8" closed.

CA6213

CA077

$50.99

8
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$57.99 ea.
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$48.99 ea.

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

$101.99 ea.

Tip: Extra care is needed with chrome
vanadium. Keep a thin film of oil on the
blade to maintain the finish of the steel.

CASE® YELLOW Delrin® CHROME VANADIUM (carbon steel) POCKETKNIVES
Many Case knife users and collectors prefer chrome vanadium blades. Chrome vanadium is often referred to as carbon
steel and is widely known for its ease of sharpening. Features (except where noted): Chrome vanadium blades
•Yellow Delrin® handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.

Fishing Knife
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel
blades •4-1/4" closed
•Shield is embedded
hook sharpener
•Scaler blade with
hook disgorger
•Clip blade.
CA120

Trappers with Pocket Clips
4-1/8" closed. CA30114
(also available)
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel
CA81091
YOUR CHOICE

$49.99 ea.

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.
CA30115

$48.99 ea.

$53.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Barehead Slimline Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. CA31
(also available) Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel CA80031

Sod Buster®- No bolsters or shield •4-5/8" closed.

$29.99

CA038
ea.
(also available)
Sod Buster Jr.®- No bolsters or shield •3-5/8" closed. CA032
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel CA80032
YOUR CHOICE

$34.99 ea.

$44.99 ea.

Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed.
CA056

$42.99 ea.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed.
Pen Knife
3-3/8" closed. CA0324
(also available)
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical
Steel CA81090
YOUR CHOICE

$37.99 ea.

Tribal Lock- Tru-Sharp™
surgical steel blade
•Lockback •4-1/8" closed.

ca80165

$34.99 ea.

Small Texas
Toothpick
3" closed.
ca091

$27.99 ea.

Mini CopperLock®- Lockback •3-5/8" closed.

CA70418

YOUR CHOICE

ca735
Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. CA3318
(also available) Tru-Sharp™
Surgical Steel CA80035
YOUR CHOICE

$42.99 ea.

$64.99 ea.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed.

CA203

Tip: Extra care is needed with
chrome vanadium. Keep a
thin film of oil on the blade to
maintain the finish of the steel.

$47.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.
CA3254
(also available)
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel
CA80161
YOUR CHOICE

$42.99 ea.

$53.99 ea.
Pocket clip.

Peanut- 2-7/8" closed. CA30
(also available) Tru-Sharp™
Surgical Steel CA80030
YOUR CHOICE

$35.99 ea.

TrapperLocks - Thumb studs •Stainless
steel linerlocks •4-1/8" closed.

$86.99 ea.

Pocket Clip ca30111
(also available)
No Pocket Clip CA111

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 709029
(also available) Tru-Sharp™
Surgical Steel CA80029
YOUR CHOICE

$37.99 ea.

$76.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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SPECIAL! Buck® transition 119

Rarely does a collectible opportunity like this arise! As Buck transitioned the 119 from their 2017 anniversary run back into standard
production, they removed the medallion from the handle but maintained the 75th anniversary tang stamp. We snatched these up to bring
you the only Buck Transition 119 models available! Transition knives generally increase in value and this model will not be available again.
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Black phenolic handle •Aluminum guard and pommel
•10-1/2" overall •Leather sheath with anniversary stamp.
75th Anniversary
Proudly Made
bu170t
in the USA
tang stamp!

$59.99 ea.

Only a limited
number
available!

Buck® hunting knives

All feature: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Leather sheaths. Black Phenolic Knives feature: Aluminum
guards and pommels. Cocobola Knives feature: Brass guards and pommels. Rosewood Knife
features: Brass guard and triple rivets.
401 kalinga™- 10" overall.
A. Rosewood

bu7815

$149.99 ea.

A

B

120 generals- 12" overall.
B. Cocobola

$99.99

bu7808
ea.
(also available) Black Phenolic
bu2542

$89.99 ea.

102 woodsmans®- 7-3/4" overall.
C. Black Phenolic

C

$57.99

bu498
ea.
(also available) Cocobola
bu1287

$74.99 ea.

D

105 Pathfinders®- 9-1/8" overall.
D. Black Phenolic

$59.99

bu363
ea.
(also available) Cocobola
bu7806

$79.99 ea.

E

118 personals- 8-1/2" overall.
E. Cocobola

$79.99

bu7807
ea.
(also available) Black Phenolic
bu2540

$59.99 ea.

F

103 Skinners- 8-1/4" overall.
F. Cocobola

$79.99

bu7805
ea.
(also available) Black Phenolic
bu356

Proudly Made
in the USA

$59.99 ea.

buck® frontiersman

Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade
•Black Micarta® handles •Aluminum
guard and pommel •Double
nickel silver rivets •11-3/4" overall
•Leather belt sheath.

bu3998
10

$149.99 ea.
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Proudly Made
in the USA

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

buck® 110 folding hunter® lockbacks

Pro- Features: S30V stainless steel blade •G-10
handles •Brushed nickel silver bolsters and
liners •Nickel silver pins •4-7/8" closed •Black
leather belt sheath.

bu11689

Proudly Made
in the USA

$99.99 ea.

LT- Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Glass
filled nylon handles •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed
•Black heavy duty polyester belt sheath.

bu11553

$26.99 ea.

BUCK® Lockbacks

Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Macassar Ebony handles (except
where noted) •Brass pins, liners and bolsters.
Model 112 Ranger
A
4-1/4" closed •Black leather belt sheaths.

$54.99

A. 	Traditional BU394
ea.
(also available) Finger Grooved

$64.99

BU450
ea.
Model 110 Folding Hunters®
4-7/8" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

fo
Designed

r reliable

$9.99 ea.

u s e!

B

$69.99 ea.
(also available) Traditional BU381 $39.99 ea.
B. Finger Grooved bu388

Proudly Made
in the USA

C. Pocket Size Model 55®- American walnut handles •3-3/8" closed.

bu5684

Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 112 bu396

Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 110 bu383

$9.99 ea.

C

$49.99 ea.

buck® 101 hunter

Proudly Made
in the USA

Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Macassar Ebony handles •Brass throat
and double rivets •8-1/2" overall •Genuine leather belt sheath.

BU11170

$74.99 ea.

The fixed blade version of the Buck® 110.

Buck® 113 Ranger Skinner

A stylish and performance oriented combination of Buck's®
Ranger and Vanguard®. Features: 420 HC stainless steel
blade •American walnut handles •Brass guard and double
rivets •Lanyard hole •7-1/4" overall •Genuine leather sheath.

bu3538

$69.99 ea.

Buck® Slimline™ 500 Series

Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Rosewood handles
•Nickel silver pins, bolsters and liners.
(also available)
Knight™- 2-3/4" closed. BU246
ea.

$44.99
Prince®- 3-3/8" closed. BU244 $47.99 ea.

Squire™- 3-3/4" closed •Leather belt sheath. BU238

$49.99 ea.

Duke
4-1/4" closed
•Leather belt sheath.
Proudly Made
in the USA

BU2597

$54.99 ea.

buck® alumni lockbacks

Features: Stonewash finish 420 HC stainless steel blades •Anodized aluminum handles •2-7/8" closed.
Proudly Made
in the USA

your choice

$19.99 ea.

Black BU11770

Blue BU11772
Grey BU11776

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Gold BU11774
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morakniv® knives by Mora of sweden

300 years of superior sharpness and outstanding toughness using one of the world's best steels!

kansbol

Features: Semi matte finish 12C27 stainless steel blade •Spine is ground at a 90º angle
specifically for use with a fire starter (not included)
•Polyamide handle with textured TPE inlays for
exceptional grip •Lanyard hole •8-7/8" overall
•Built-in click lock secures knife in polymer sheath.

FS12634

$33.99 ea.

Companion Heavy Duty

Features: Heavy duty 3.2mm thick carbon steel blade
•Black rubber handle with soft high friction grip
•9" overall •Olive drab plastic sheath.

fs12494

$24.99 ea.

Companion

Features: High friction grip handles •7-1/2" overall
•Composition sheaths in corresponding colors.
Stainless Steel/Black FS12141

your choice

$19.99 ea.

(also available)
Stainless Steel/Dark Green fs11827 Stainless Steel/Orange FS11824 High Carbon Steel/Dark Green fs11863

Clipper

Features: High carbon steel blade •Black and red rubber
handle •8-1/2" overall •Black composition sheath with
drain hole and belt clip.

fs840

A real
work
knife!

$16.99 ea.

510

The "Wilderness Blade" was designed for life in the great outdoors.
Features: Carbon steel blade •Black ergonomic, impact resistant
plastic handle •8" overall •Composition sheath.

FS11732

$15.99 ea.

basic 511

Features: High quality carbon steel blades (make sure to keep clean and oiled to prevent corrosion)
•Impact resistant TPE handles with integrated guards
•Black composition sheaths.

your choice
Black/Military Green
8-1/4" overall. fs13249

$9.99 ea.

Black/Desert
8" overall. fs13248

MORA® CRAFT knives

The Mora Craft knives were designed for hard-working people who need dependable blades
for a variety of tasks. Features: Perfectly balanced carbon steel blades •Ergonomic, impact
resistant, rubber handles are slightly oversized to fit better in your hand •Molded finger
guards for optimum safety •8" overall •Combi-sheaths.
pro c- 2mm thick
blade •Black and
burgundy handle.
fs12243

$12.99 ea.
12
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robust
3.2mm
extra thick
blade
•Black and
grey handle.

FS12249

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

$17.99 ea.

helle® knives - The world's sharpest steel blades

Brothers Steinar and Sigmund Helle started knife production in the old forge on their farm in Holmedal, Norway,
in 1932. Though today the company occupies a modern facility, much of the production is done manually. Helle
knives are carried around the world by professional hunters, scouts and outdoorsmen. Features (except where
noted): Triple laminated stainless steel blades •Curly birch handles •Leather belt sheaths •Made in Norway.

Helle Factory
in Norway.

GT- Aluminum guard
•9-3/8" overall.

hf36

$154.00 ea.
Helle
triple-laminated
blade steel.

Temagami- Designed by Les Stroud •Triple laminated carbon steel blade
•Handle shape allows for solid control of the knife in more positions
•Double rivets •Lanyard hole •8-3/4" overall •Scandinavian
style sheath holds the knife securely without
snaps or straps.

hf301

$189.00 ea.

Sigmund
Designed by two generations of Helle men, representing
over 80 years of tradition, with blade designed by father
Sigmund Helle in the early 1930s •Stacked beech and
darkened oak wood handle with leather spacers was
designed by son Torodd Helle in 2012 •8-3/4" overall.

hf77

$154.00 ea.

Harding- The curly birch is combined with darkened oak
•Leather spacers •Brass end screw •8-1/4" overall.

hf99

$139.00 ea.

Taiga- A big working knife well suited for larger
hands •Full tang •Brass end screw •9-7/8" overall
•Dark brown leather belt sheath.

HF92

$129.00 ea.

Built to work!
Eggen- A stout hunting knife with a
substantial handle •8-1/2" overall.

hf75

Up to 45 different manual
operations go into each
Helle Knife.

$109.00 ea.

Viking- Triple laminated carbon steel blade •8-1/2" overall.

hf01

$109.00 ea.

Speider- For anyone who likes a solid and lightweight
general purpose knife •Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel
blade •Stainless steel guard •7-7/8" overall.

HF5

$64.00 ea.

Dokka Lockback- A classic all-purpose folding knife •Integrated
steel liners •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

hf200

$159.00 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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NEW! bradley cutlery co.
butterfly knives

Features: Bead blast finish154CM stainless steel blades
•Stainless steel handles with G-10 scales •Locking
levers •5-1/4" closed.
your choice

$119.99 ea. msrp $160

OD Green bcc901

Coyote bcc902
Black
bcc900

butterfly knives

Features (except where noted): High carbon stainless steel blades •Safety locking levers •5" closed •Weigh only 5 ounces!
Stainless Steel Handles
Tougher, harder and stronger hand polished handles!
Black Powder Coated
Spear Point- 1095
!
carbon steel blade.
w
e
n

BRss15

new!

Black Powder Coated Tanto
1095 carbon steel blade.

BRss15tan

$64.99 ea.

$69.99 ea.

new!

Satin Finish Tanto

BRss14A

Satin Finish Clip Point

BRss14

$64.99 ea.

new!

$59.99 ea.

Black Epoxy Coated Cast Metal Handles

$39.99 ea.

Satin Finish Clip Point BR114B
(also available) Small- 4" closed.

BR113b

$34.99 ea.

Damascus
Clip Point
BR115d

GENUINE DAMASCUS

!

$69.99 ea.
Silver Vein Epoxy coated
cast metal Handles

Bead Finish Tanto

BR114A

$49.99 ea.

customer favorite!

$39.99 ea.

Satin Finish Clip Point BR114
(also available) Small- 4" closed.

BR113
14
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We Accept

$34.99 ea.

NEW! sawcut torched white bone Damascus Knives

The first time that Bear & Son Cutlery® has prepared this exclusive handle material!
Features: 416-layer Bear Strike High Definition Damascus steel blades
•Sawcut Torched White Bone handles.
fixed blades- Full tangs •Brass guards and
double rivets •Leather belt sheaths.

Bowie- 14-3/8" overall.

brwsc02d

Baby Bowie- 6-1/2" overall.

brwsc0015d

$179.99 ea.

$76.99 ea.

pocketknives- Nickel silver pins, bolsters and liners.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.

brwsc054d
Large Toothpick
5" closed.

One Hand Opening Locking Cowhand™
Thumb hole •Pocket clip •3-3/4" closed.

brwsc149d

$89.99 ea.

Stockman
4" closed.
brwsc047d

$99.99 ea.

$99.99 ea.

GENUINE
DAMASCUS
BLADES!

brwsc193d

$89.99 ea.

Lockback
3-3/4" closed.
brwsc05d

Mini
Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
brwsc07d

$89.99 ea.

$89.99 ea.
Small Toothpick- 3" closed.

brwsc193d5

$49.99 ea.

back by popular demand! bear & SOn cutlery® rosewood pocketknives

Features: High carbon stainless steel blades •Rosewood handles •Nickel silver pins, liners and bolsters.

Small Clip Point Lockback- 3" closed.

Midsize Clip Point Lockback- 3-3/4" closed.

BR205r

Barlow
3-1/2" closed.
BR2281r

$34.99 ea. msrp $53

BR226r

$29.99 ea. msrp $51

$29.99 ea.
msrp $50

Midsize Stockman
3-1/4" closed.

BR218r

$29.99 ea.
msrp
$49

One Hand Opening Locking
Cowhand™- Thumb hole
•Pocket clip •3-3/4" closed.

BR2149l

$44.99 ea.

Professional Lockback- 5" closed •Leather belt sheath.

msrp $74

BR297r

$49.99 ea. msrp $100

BEAR & SON CUTLERY® hunters

Features: High carbon stainless steel blades •Stag Delrin® handles
•Nickel silver rivets •Leather belt sheaths.
Small Bird And
Trout Knife
6-1/2" overall.
br751

$pecial! your choice

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

$19.99 ea.

Upswept Skinner
7-1/2" overall. br753

December 2018
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Matt Graham Primitive Survival Series

One day, Matt Graham went for a walk...and ended up spending six months on his own in the wild. He currently lives in a remote area
of southern Utah. You may have seen Matt use Condor products on TV. Matt and CTK® teamed up to develop a special line of
Primitive Survival Tools, built tough to take you to the next level in your adventures.
Features: Full tang •Handcrafted, welted leather belt sheaths.
Primitive Bush Mondo
1075 high carbon steel blade
with polished finish •Blood
grooves and drain hole
•Tan micarta handles •Triple
hollow rivets •15-7/8" overall.

CTK3924

$114.73 ea.

Primitive Bush Knife- 420HC stainless steel blade
with blasted satin finish •Blood grooves and drain hole
•Walnut handles •Triple hollow rivets •13-1/2" overall.

ctk2428

$89.23 ea.

Primitive Bush Dagger
1075 high carbon steel blade with blasted satin finish and integrated fire striking notch
•Two-tone micarta handles •Multiple brass rivets •5-5/8" overall •Paddle type sheath
has loop for fire steel (not included).

ctk3923

$67.98 ea.

Atrox

Designed by Joe Flowers. The name means "terrible" in Latin. Features: Black traction
powder coated 1075 high carbon steel blade •Full tang •Two-tone micarta handles
•Triple hollow rivets •Double lanyard holes •17-1/2" overall
•Kydex® sheath with leather belt loop.
CTK1814108

$127.48 ea.

Golok Machete

Features: Black epoxy powder coated 1075 high
carbon steel blade •Hardwood handles •Brass rivets
•Lanyard hole •21" overall •Leather sheath.

ctk41014hcS

$84.98 ea.

Low Drag

Designed by Joe Flowers. Features: 1075 high carbon steel
blade with polished finish, 4.5mm thick •Full tang •Micarta
handles •Triple hollow rivets •11-1/2" overall •Leather sheath
with loop for fire steel (not included).

ctk281465

$80.73 ea.

Greenland Pattern axes

Features: Hand forged 1060 high carbon steel axe heads with Condor Classic finish and hammer backs •American hickory handles •Lanyard holes
•Leather sheaths.
Leather
sheaths
included!

Axe- 3-5/8" cutting edge •16-1/4" overall.

ctk4070c15

$63.73 ea.

Mini Hatchet- 2-3/8" cutting edge
•11-1/4" overall.

ctk3930

$59.48 ea.

Kephart Knife

Features: 1075 high carbon steel blade with natural finish •Hardwood
handles •Triple brass rivets •9" overall •Leather sheath.

ctk24745hc
16
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Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

$55.23 ea.

Francisca Throwing Axe

Light and precise just like those created by
Germanic tribes, and ideal for unpredictable and
versatile throws. Features: Hand forged 1060
high carbon steel axe head with natural finish
•Burnt American hickory handle •18-5/8" overall
•Handcrafted genuine leather sheath.

CTK102213

travelhawk axe

Designed by Tony Lennartz. Axe head
features: Forged 1060 high carbon steel
with blasted satin finish •Measures 6-3/4" x
3-7/8" •This unique tomahawk allows you
to remove the head to be used as a knife.
Other features: Hickory handle •16-3/8"
overall •Handcrafted welted leather sheath.

$76.48 ea.

CTK104187

Selknam

$76.48 ea.

Features: 1075 high carbon steel blade with Condor Classic finish •Thumb notches •Bow drill divot •Blade
spine is ground at a 90º angle specifically for use with U-shaped ferrocerium fire starter
rod (included) •Full tang •Tan micarta handles •Double hollow rivets
•"Coconut crusher" pommel •Lanyard hole •9-7/8" overall •Handcrafted
leather sheath with pocket for 1095 percussion fire starter.

CTK392151

$106.23 ea.

Fire starter.

Ironpath

Designed by Joe Flowers. Features: 1075 high carbon steel
blade with polished finish, 5mm thick •Full
tang •Double brass rivets •Lanyard
hole •15" overall •Leather sheath.

ctk3928

$89.23 ea.

Skirmish

Features: Black traction powder coated 1075 high carbon steel blade
•Full tang •Tan micarta handles •Triple hollow rivets •10-1/2" overall
•MOLLE compatible Kydex® sheath with paracord leg tie.

CTK181556

$76.48 ea.

Hudson Bay™ Hunting Knives

Features: 1075 high carbon steel blades with Condor Classic blade finish •Full tangs •Triple brass rivets •Leather sheaths.
Mini- Walnut handles •8-7/8" overall.

CTK281649

Large- Hardwood handles •13-1/4" overall. ctk24085hc

$63.73 ea.

$67.98 ea.

Otzi

Features: 1095 high carbon steel blade with forged flint texture •Full tang •Burnt American hickory
handles with recessed wire wrap for enhanced grip •5-1/2" overall •Handcrafted leather sheath.

CTK3922

$59.48 ea.

Indigenous Puukko

Features: 1095 high carbon steel blade with natural finish •Full tang •Walnut
handles with recessed wire wrap for enhanced grip •Lanyard hole •8-1/2" overall
•Handcrafted genuine leather sheath.
CTK281139

$72.23 ea.

(also available)
Mini Indigenous Puukko- 7-1/4" overall. CTK281232

Bushlore®

Features: 1075 high carbon steel blade with blasted satin
finish •Hardwood handles •Double brass rivets •Lanyard
hole •9-5/16" overall •Leather sheath.

ctk23243hc

$55.23 ea.

$67.98 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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special! schrade USA made lb7 lockback

All the parts were made at the now-closed Schrade Ellenville, NY factory.
They were assembled off shore to bring these knives to life and you the
best value. Features: Etched Schrade+ stainless steel blade
•Genuine stag handles •Brass pins, liners and bolsters
•Color filled nickel silver 100th Anniversary
shield •5" closed •Bulk packed.

SCH2

$79.99 ea.

Back from the past!

special! Old Timer® Trapper
in original schrade® tin

Certificate of authenticity
included with each knife.

Each knife features a Schrade factory applied, original,
top grade blade etch. Etches will vary.

These tins were among the remaining inventory we
acquired at the 2004 Ellenville factory buyout. With none of
the Ellenville knives remaining, we used a new-generation
Schrade Trapper. It may not have been made in Ellenville,
NY but the design originated there and the quality
is still held to Schrade standards.
Own a piece of cutlery industry history!
Knife features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shield.

sc94t

$19.99 ea.

own a piece of
cutlery history today!

®

Collector's special! uncle henry® limited edition hunter

Features: Damascus steel blade •Full tang •Genuine stag handle •Stainless steel guard with
fileworking and black spacers around throat •Stainless steel end cap •Brass end screw
with lanyard hole and leather lanyard •8" overall •Leather belt sheath
•Glass topped wood display box with wood hanging component
(hardware included; assembly required).

$99.99
now $69.99 ea.

sc1731cp

Glass topped
display box.

Save $30

Closeouts! UNCLE HENRY® fixed blADEs
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Full tangs
•Staglon® handles •Double brass rivets •Leather belt sheaths.

Wolverine Skinner
Nickel silver throat •6-5/8" overall.

sct162CP
Medium Guthook
Brass guard •Lanyard hole
•8-3/8" overall.

SCT186

$11.99

ea.

$9.99

msrp $43

Closeouts! Uncle Henry® Pocketknives

Features: Stainless steel blades •Staglon® handles
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Roadie
Lanyard bail
•2-7/8" closed.
SCT12UHCP

$5.99

THE LOOK
of stag at
affordable
prices!

ea.

msrp $19
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Pro Trapper
3-7/8" closed.
SCT285CP

$9.99

hot deal!!!
ea.

msrp $29

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

Limit 3 per order!

ea. msrp

$45

®

closeouts!

WOODSMAN Fixed Blade

Features: Stainless steel blade •Sawcut OT handles •Brass guard
•Nickel silver rivets and shield •9-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath.

MSRP $39 SCT165CP

Save over 50%!!

pocketknives

Features (except where noted): 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades
•Sawcut OT handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Workmate Congress
Yellow smooth Delrin® handles
•3-1/4" closed.

SCT44oTYCP

MSRP $27

$9.99

MSRP $27

sct225

ea.

$12.99

MSRP $41

ea.

Slim Premium Stockman
4" closed.

sct61
ea.

MSRP $30

Swing Gut Safe-T-Lock® Lockback- Features: Ti-nitride coated
7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Folding
edge guard creates a guthook •Rubber overmold handles
•Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed •Black molded polyester belt sheath.

sct2145ot

$6.99

ea. msrp

ea.

®

Folding Saw- Features: Linerlock •3Cr13MoV high carbon
stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Black rubber handles
•8-1/2" closed •Black polyester belt sheath.
ea. msrp

sct9ot

$7.99

ea. MSRP

$30

Double Rattler Safe-T-Lock® Lockback- Features: Ti-nitride
coated 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades (both lock open
independently) •Thumb stud on clip point •Rubber overmold handles
•Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed •Black molded polyester belt sheath.

$30
Folding edge
guard creates
a guthook!

$6.99

$7.99

Cigar Whittler- 4" closed.

copperhead outdoor essentials

sct2150

ea.

Folding Hunter
with Saw
5-1/4" closed
•Leather belt sheath.

MSRP $30

Wrangler
3-1/2" closed.
sct93ot

$6.99

$14.99

sct2144ot

Safe-T-Lock
Lockbacks come with a
polyester belt sheath.

$7.99

msrp $32

$25

Supply limited!

copperhead fixed blades

Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Full tangs •"OLD TIMER" handle
embellishments •Double rivets •Lanyard holes •Black polyester belt sheaths.
hunters- Thumb ridges •8" overall.
caping knives- 6-7/8" overall.
Mirror Polished Drop Point/Walnut Handles
Mirror Polished/Walnut Handles
SCT2141OTWNC
SCT2156otwnc

$5.99

ea.

msrp $26

®

your choice

$9.99

your choice

Ti-Nitride Coated/Oak Handles
SCT2156otokc

ea.

ea.

msrp $39

Black Coated Guthook/Rosewood Handles
SCT2143otrwc

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Closeouts!

Features: Thumb studs •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes (except where noted).
land sharks
AUS-8 stainless steel blades •Blade flippers •Assisted opening
•Safeties •Aluminum handles.
Medium- Grey coated blade •Grey handles •4" closed.

scha9s

$9.99

ea. msrp

$68

Mini- Black coated blade •colorshift® handles •3" closed.

scha9mcs

$7.99

ea. msrp

$65

Both feature pocket clips.

aluminum
Clip Point- Black coated 8Cr13MoV
high carbon stainless steel blade
•Black aluminum handles with
slip resistant insert •4-1/2" closed.
sch206cpa msrp $15

Pocket clip.

Drop Point- 9Cr18MoV high carbon
stainless steel blade
•Orange aluminum handles
•No lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.
sch221or msrp $23

Pocket clip.

YOUR CHOICE

$4.99 ea.

Modified Clip Point- 9Cr18MoV
high carbon stainless steel blade
with flipper •Black aluminum
handles •4-1/2" closed.
sch223 msrp $23

Pocket clip.

Clip Point- Rainbow titanium coated
9Cr18MoV high carbon stainless steel
blade and aluminum handles
•4-1/2" closed.
sch509rcp msrp $24

Pocket clip.

carbon fiber
Drop Point- 9Cr18MoV high carbon stainless steel
blade •Black carbon fiber handles •4-3/8" closed.

sch403

$9.99

Pocket clip.

msrp $37

ea.

polypropylene
Drop Point- Black coated 8Cr13MoV
high carbon stainless steel blade
with flipper •4-3/4" closed.

sch003CP

$5.99

ea.

Pocket clip.

msrp $24

ultra-glide series
9Cr18MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Ball
bearing pivot pin technology allows for ultra
smooth opening (manual) •4-3/4" closed.

Pocket clip.

Stainless Steel and G-10

sch305cp

$4.99

msrp $39

ea.
Pocket clip.

Aluminum- Blade flipper.

sch306cp

$7.99

msrp $49

ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Closeouts!

viper® otf

OTF = Out The Front. Features: AUS-8 stainless steel blade
•Blood groove •Assisted opening •Blade release and slider
•Safety •Black aluminum handles •Glass breaker tip
•Pocket clip •5-1/2" closed, 9" overall open.

SCHOTF6

$14.99

ea. msrp

$75

sure-lock® series

Features: Black coated AUS-8 high carbon stainless
steel blades •Thumb studs and ridges •SURE-LOCK®
mechanisms are certified tested to resist 325 pounds
of force (LBF) •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •5" closed.
Black and Red Aluminum Handles SCH503rb

Black Aluminum and TPR Handles/Plain SCH510

Grey and Black Aluminum Handles SCH503BCP

msrp $70 your choice

$9.99

ea.

Black Aluminum and TPR Handles/Serrated SCH510s

DROP POINT

Features: 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Thumb stud
and ridges •TPR coated ABS handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•4-5/8" closed.

SCH001S

$4.99

ea. msrp

$40

Orange Linerlock

Features: Black coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless
steel blade •Thumb stud •Orange aluminum handles
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" closed.

SCh107cpa

Framelock

$3.99

ea. MSRP

$15

Features: Titanium coated 9Cr18MoV high carbon stainless steel
blade •Thumb stud •Titanium coated stainless
steel handle frame •Pocket
clip •Lanyard hole •3-3/8" closed.

sch303m

$4.99

ea. msrp

$20

Pocket clip.

pocket protector® framelock

Features: 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade (sharp edge lays flush
against handle when closed) •Thumb stud •Aluminum and stainless steel
handle frame •Money/pocket clip and non load bearing carabiner clip give
you multiple carry choices •3-1/4" closed.
Included carabiner clip.

double lockback

SCH222PCP

$2.99

ea. msrp

$14

Features: Serrated and fine edge 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless
steel blades lock open independently •Thumb holes •Black rubber
coated aluminum handles •SCHRADE shield •Pocket clip •3" closed.

sch004dlb

$4.99

ea. msrp

$16

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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extreme survival bolo machete

Features: Titanium coated 3Cr13 stainless steel blade •Safe-TGrip® handle •Lanyard hole •20-3/8" overall •Nylon belt sheath
with removable utility pocket and adjustable shoulder strap
•Ferrocerium fire starter •Diamond
coated sharpening stone.
schbolocp

$14.99

Accessories
store neatly
in the sheath!

ea.

msrp $68

fixed blades

Features: Black coated blades (except where noted) •Full tangs •Lanyard holes.
jessica x
1070 high carbon steel blade •Multiple grip position, black TPE
handles •Triple rivets •17-1/2" overall •Black polyester sheath
with belt loop, leg strap and removable shoulder strap.

$19.99

schf43
ea. msrp $92
modified recurve tanto
AUS-8 stainless steel blade •Jimping throughout
•Black TPE handles •8" overall •MOLLE compatible
glass filled nylon sheath •Includes 45" paracord lanyard.
schf63b

$19.99

ea. msrp

$88

modified tanto
Stonewashed finish 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade
•Thumb ridges •Black G-10 handles •Double rivets •8" overall
•Black Kydex® sheath with multiple carry options.

schf24

$12.99

ea. msrp

$53

micarta
Micarta handles •Double rivets.
Medium- 1095 high carbon steel blade
•8-1/4" overall •Black thermoplastic belt
sheath with built-in holder
for ferro rod (included). schf56m
your choice
Large- Grey coated 8Cr13MoV high
ea.
carbon stainless steel blade
msrp $47
•8-3/4" overall •Ballistic belt
sheath with leg tie. schf61

$12.99

TPE
1095 high carbon steel blade •Black TPE handles •Double rivets
•8-1/4" overall •Black polyester sheath with built-in
holder for ferro rod (included).

$9.99

schf56
ea. msrp $38
boot knife
7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blade (single edge) •Hot
pink TPE handle •7" overall •Leather sheath with belt/boot clip.

$6.99

schf19hpf
ea. msrp $23
extreme survival neck knife
7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel one piece construction •Jimping throughout
•Bottle opener •6-5/8" overall •Sheath with neck chain and pocket clip.
scthf5n

$5.99

ea. msrp

$20

personal rescue tool

Features: 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel construction •Rescue hook
•Oxygen wrench •Pry tool •Ceramic glass breaker/punch point •Flathead screwdriver
•1/4" wrench/lanyard hole •5-1/2" overall •Black polyester sheath with pocket clip.

SCPT3
22

$4.99

ea. msrp

$23
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Polyester belt sheath.

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

smith & wesson® closeouts!

fixed blades

Features: Full tangs •Jimping throughout •Lanyard holes.
Large Drop Point- Black coated 7Cr17MoV
high carbon stainless steel blade •Black
G-10 handles •Triple rivets •12" overall
•Ballistic nylon belt sheath with leg tie.

SWf3L

$19.99

ea. msrp

$68

Combat Clip Point- Titanium coated 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless
steel blade •Black G-10 handles •Triple rivets •9-1/4" overall
•Nylon belt sheath with multiple carry options and leg tie.

SWf1l

$12.99

ea. msrp

$44

Enhanced Tanto- 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Double
blood grooves •Black G-10 handles •Braided paracord lanyard
•10" overall •Thermoplastic belt sheath.

SWF604

$14.99

ea. msrp

$45

Drop Point- Ti-nitride coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel
blade •Black TPE handles •Double rivets •9" overall
•Polyester belt sheath with leg tie.

SWF6

$12.99

ea. msrp

$43

Tanto- Stonewashed finish 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade
•Black G-10 handles •Braided paracord lanyard
•10" overall •Thermoplastic belt sheath.

SWF603

$14.99

ea. msrp

$45

Clip Point- Black oxide coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel
blade •Drain holes •Black TPE handles
•Double rivets •9-3/8" overall
•Thermoplastic belt sheath with multiple carry options.

SWF611

$9.99

ea. msrp

$38

Enhanced Tanto- Stonewashed finish 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless
steel blade •Glass filled nylon handles •Triple rivets •7" overall •Nylon
fiber sheath with breakaway neck chain.

SW994

$6.99

ea. msrp

$33

Slim Tanto- Black oxide coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade
•Glass filled nylon handles •7-3/4" overall
•Nylon fiber sheath with breakaway neck chain.

SW992

$6.99

linerlocks

ea. msrp

$23

Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes.
Special Tactical®- Blade flipper •Rubber
coated ABS handles •4-5/8" closed.

SWCKTACS

$4.99

ea. msrp

$17

Pocket clip.

$17

Pocket clip.

Bullseye- Black oxide blade coat
•Aliminum handles •4-1/2" closed.

SWCK112S

$4.99

ea. msrp

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Closeouts!

by

m2.0™ grip swap Fixed blades

Features: Black coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon
stainless steel blades •Full tangs
•Textured glass filled nylon Grip
Swap handles •Lanyard holes
•Nylon fiber sheaths with spring
steel clip and lashing holes.

msrp $61

$9.99

Large palm swell.
Small palm swell.

ea.

ea.

msrp $36

Shown in sheath.

Regular grip
Small and large interchangable
handle grips •Glass breaker
tip at end •10-1/4" overall.
1085887

$12.99

Pistol Grip
Small and large
interchangable
palm swells
•10" overall.
1085889

Shown in sheath.

Small grip.
Large grip.

linerlocks

Drop Point- 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade with flipper
•Blood groove •Jimping throughout •Aluminum
and rubber handles •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

SWMP12S

$7.99

ea. msrp

Pocket clip.

$32

M2.0™ Modified Tanto- AUS-8 high carbon stainless steel blade with flipper
•Thumb ridges •Dual action-- manual or ASSISTED OPENING •Safety •Aluminum
handles •Glass breaker tip • Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

$9.99

1084319
ea. msrp $63
M2.0™ Clip Point- 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel
blade •Textured, matte finish aluminum handles •4-1/2" closed.
1085897

$5.99

ea. msrp

Pocket clip.

$24

ultra-glides®
Features: Black oxide coated 8Cr13MoV
high carbon stainless steel blades
•Thumb studs •Jimping throughout
•Ball bearing pocket clips
•Lanyard holes.

Pocket clip.

medium
Black & Grey- Blade flipper •Aluminum
and nylon handles •3-1/2" closed.

1085907

$5.99

large
Nylon handles with textured soft rubber inserts •4-3/8" closed.

ea. msrp

$31
Pocket clip.

your choice

$7.99

ea.

msrp $36
Black & Grey 1085915

FDE 1085917

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

smith & wesson® closeouts!

Black & Brown
Features: Black coated 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel
blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges •Black aluminum
handles with brown inlay on front only •Pocket clip
•Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed.

SWCK117br

$4.99

ea.

Oasis Linerlock
Features: Grey titanium coated finish
•Thumb stud •Aluminum handles
•Lanyard hole •Pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

msrp $20

sw423g

Pocket clip.
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Pocket clip.

We Accept

$4.99

ea.

msrp $20

smith & wesson® closeouts!

linerlocks

Black Ops®- Features: Black coated 4034 stainless steel blades
•Jimping throughout •M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening mechanisms
•Safeties •Black aluminum handles •Lanyard holes •3-3/8" closed.
$PECIAL your choice

$9.99

ea. msrp

With Thumb Hole/Partially Serrated Drop Point swblop2smbsc

$45

Perfectly priced for
stocking stuffers!

Both feature pocket clips.

With Thumb Stud/Plain Tanto swblop2smtbc
modified tanto- Features: Black coated 7Cr17MoV high
carbon stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges
•Aluminum handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4" closed.

$6.99

swck116

ea. msrp

$23

Pocket clip.

clip point- Features: Ti-nitride coated 8Cr13MoV
high carbon stainless steel blade •Thumb stud
•Assisted opening •Aluminum handles with
G-10 inserts •Pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.

1084301

$6.99

tanto- Features: Stonewashed 8Cr13MoV high
carbon stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud
•Jimping throughout •Black G-10 handles •Pocket
clip •Braided paracord lanyard •5" closed.

sw603

$7.99

ea. msrp

$5.99

$37

Pocket clip.

$32

drop points- Features: Black
coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon
stainless steel blades with
flippers •Thumb studs •Jimping
throughout •Aluminum handles
with black rubber inserts •Pocket
clips •Lanyard holes •4-3/4" closed.
your choice

ea. msrp

msrp $26
Black sw605

ea.

Both feature pocket clips.

Blue sw605bl

extreme ops® folders

Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Pocket clips.
linerlock- Thumb stud •Black aluminum handles
•4-5/8" closed.

swa14cp

$4.99

ea.

msrp $30

Linerlock- Black oxide coated blade •Thumb stud
•Black aluminum handles •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

swa25cp

$5.99

ea. msrp

$16
All three feature
pocket clips.

Framelock- Thumb stud •Stainless steel
handle frame •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

swck11hs

$4.99

ea. msrp

$26

Push Button Locks- Black oxide coated blades
•Safety locks •Aluminum handles •3-5/8" closed.
Both feature pocket clips.

Drop Point sw40bs

your choice

$5.99

ea. msrp

$22

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

Tanto sw40bts
December 2018
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fenix® flashlights

Features: Cree white LEDs •Toughened ultra clear, anti reflective coated glass lenses •Corrosion resistant, anodized aircraft grade aluminum
construction with anti-roll, slip-resistant design •Rubber O-ring seals (extras included) •Reverse polarity protection •Low battery indicators
•Digitally regulated output •IPX-8 water resistant rating •User's manual or instruction sheet included.
Shown
actual size.

Rechargeable

PD32- In line with ANSI standard •Maximum 900 lumens
PD25- Maximum 550 lumens •Side switch
•Modes-- strobe, turbo, high, medium and low •Side switch •Rubber switch boot •Modes-- strobe, turbo,
high, medium, low and eco •Intelligent memory circuit
•Intelligent memory circuit •Tailcap switch
•Tailcap switch •Titanium coated body clip •Holster
•Lanyard •Pocket clip •Holster •3-3/4" overall
•Lanyard •5" overall •Battery not included.
•Includes rechargeable battery.

fenpd25

$56.95 ea.

fenpd32

$61.95 ea.

updated Features! uc35 v2.0- Maximum 1000 lumens
•Maximum distance of 266 meters •Micro USB recharging
•Tactical tail and functional side switches control (5) output levels
(including moonlight with ultra-long 800 hour run time) and
strobe mode •6" overall •Includes 3500mAh 18650 Li-ion battery
•Compatible with cold-resistant CR123A battery (not included).

UC02- Maximum 130 lumens •USB
charging port (cable not included)
•Modes-- high and low •Twist
switch •Keychain •1-3/4" overall
•Includes (1) Fenix rechargeable
10180 Li-ion battery.

fenuc02

$24.95 ea.

$89.95

fenuc35
ea.
non-Rechargeable
PD35TAC- Maximum 1000 lumens •Side and tailcap switches •Rubber switch
boot •Tactical modes-- turbo, low and strobe •Outdoor modes-- strobe, turbo,
high, medium, low and eco •Holster •Pocket clip •Lanyard •5-3/8" overall
•Battery not included.
fenpd35tac

$71.95 ea.

fenix® ruike Knives

linerlocks
G-10 handles
•4-7/8" closed.

Features: 14C28N stainless steel
blades with flippers
•Pocket clips.

Fang/Black and Pale
Blue- Lanyard hole.

RUP105K

$36.95 ea.

Hussar/Black- 3Cr14N liners.

RUP121b

$34.95 ea.

framelocks
Stonewashed blades •Stonewashed 3Cr14N
stainless steel handles
•Lanyard holes.

P108-SF- Beta Plus lock in addition to
the framelock •4-3/4" closed.

rup108sf
26

P801-SF- Thumb stud •4-1/2" closed.

$39.95 ea.

December 2018

rup801sf

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

$29.95 ea.

Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420 HC stainless steel blades •Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire strippers
•Can openers •Bottle openers •Pocket clips •Outside accessible components •25 year warranty.

wave+

Signal™

Premium replaceable wire cutters and
hard wire cutters •Spring action scissors
•Wood/metal file •Diamond coated file
•Medium screwdriver •Ruler •Large and
small bit drivers •Bits included: Phillips/
flat tip eyeglass screwdriver, Phillips #1-2
screwdriver, 3/16" screwdriver •No pocket
clip •4" closed •Nylon belt sheath.

LM832531

DLC (Diamond Like Coating) •All locking components
•Premium replaceable wire cutters and hard wire cutters •Saw
•Awl with thread loop •Diamond coated sharpener •Hammer
•Ferrocerium rod fire starter •Emergency whistle •Bit driver
•1/4" hex bit driver •1/4" and 3/16" box wrenches •Carabiner
(non load bearing) •4-1/2" closed.

lm832262

$99.95 ea.

$109.95 ea.

Fire starter.
Fire
starter
shown
in use.

Sharpener.
Shown in use.

Skeletool®

Wire cutters and hard wire cutters •No
wire strippers •Large bit driver •Bits
included: Phillips #1-2 screwdriver,
3/16" and 1/4" screwdrivers
•Carabiner (non load bearing)/bottle
opener (no standard can or bottle
opener) •Bit storage •4" closed.

LM830845

$59.95 ea.

wingman®

Skeletool® CX

Blade Exchanger® •Spring
action pliers, wire cutters
and scissors •Wood/metal file
•Phillips screwdriver •Medium
and small screwdrivers
•Package opener •Ruler
•3-7/8" closed.
lm831426

Same features as
Skeletool® except: DLC
(Diamond Like Coating)
•154CM stainless steel
blade •Black carbon
fiber handle scales.
lm830849

$79.95 ea.

$49.95 ea.

sidekick

®

Spring action pliers and wire cutters
•Saw •Wood/metal file •Phillips
screwdriver •Medium and small
screwdrivers •Ruler •No pocket clip
•Lanyard ring •Carabiner (non load
bearing)/bottle opener (no standard
bottle opener) •3-7/8" closed
•Nylon belt sheath.

LM831429

rebar®

Premium replaceable wire cutters •Saw
•Awl with thread loop •Wood/metal file
•Phillips screwdriver •Large and small
screwdrivers •Electrical crimper
•Ruler •No pocket clip •Lanyard
ring •4" closed •Components
are not outside accessible
with pliers closed
•Nylon belt sheath.

$49.95 ea.

rev™

lm831548

Wire and hard wire cutters
•Package opener •Wood/metal
file •Phillips screwdriver
•Medium and small
screwdrivers •Ruler •Carabiner
(non load bearing)/bottle
opener (no standard
bottle opener)
•3-7/8" closed.
lm832133

$59.95 ea.
surge®

Blade Exchanger® •Premium replaceable wire cutters
and hard wire cutters •Saw •Awl with thread loop •Wood/metal
file •Large and small screwdrivers •Electrical crimper •Diamond
coated file •Spring action scissors •Ruler •Large bit driver •Bits
included: Phillips/flat tip eyeglass screwdriver, Phillips #1-2
screwdriver, 3/16" screwdriver •Lanyard ring •4-1/2" closed
•Nylon belt sheath.
Stainless Finish LM830158
(also available) Black Oxide Finish lm831024

$34.95 ea.

Your choice

$109.95 ea.

bit kit

Compatible with MUT®, MUT® EOD, Surge®, Charge® TTi, Charge® AL, Charge® ALX, Charge® Ti, Charge® XTi, Wave+,
Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX and Signal™. Bit kit expands your driver’s capabilities with 21 double-ended bits-- 42
tools in all. Use the Bit Kit with all tools and knives with bit drivers and Removable Bit Driver. Features: Square
Drive-- R1 and R2 •Torx #6, #8, #10, #15, #20, #25, #27, #30 •Allen-- 0.5mm, 1.5mm, 2mm, 2.5mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm,
6mm, 1/4", 7/32", 3/16", 5/32", 9/64", 1/8", 7/64", 3/32", 5/64", 1/16" •Eyeglasses bit (Phillips/flathead) •Pozi-- #2 and
#1 •Phillips-- #0, #1, #2, #3 •Flathead-- 3/16", 1/4", 3/32", 1/8", 5/32", 7/32".

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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lm931014

$24.00
per kit
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Benchmade® butterfly knives

87 Ti Bali-Song®- Features: Satin finish CPM-S30V
stainless steel blade •Precision sandblasted
titanium handles •Magnetic latch •Thrust
bearing washers •Custom hardware
•5-1/2" closed •Grey nylon
belt sheath.

bm87

$510.00 ea.

Our Very Best!

Morpho® Bali-Songs®- Features: D2 tool steel
blades •Nitrous® spring latch locking mechanisms
•Black G-10 handles •Blue anodized titanium
liners and pocket clips •5-3/8" closed.

$276.25 ea.
(also available) Black Finish Blade bm51bk $289.00 ea.
Satin Finish Blade bm51

Benchmade® boost® folders

Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS® Assist with integrated safeties
•Dark grey Grivory® handles with black overmolded Versaflex® •Reversible,
tip-up, deep carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-7/8" closed.
Satin Finish Blade bm590

$140.25 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm590bk

$153.00 ea.

Benchmade® Osborne Reverse Tantos

Designed by Warren Osborne and highly regarded as one of the most quintessential EDCs of all time. Features: Thumb studs •Axis® locking
mechanisms •Reversible tip-up pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.
Carbon Fiber Handles- CPM-S90V stainless steel blade •Stainless steel
liners •Blue anodized barrel spacers.

BM9401

$267.75 ea.

3-D Milled Black G-10 Handles- Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel
blade •Green anodized barrel spacers.

BM9402

$170.00 ea.

Green Anodized 6061-T6 Billet Aluminum Handles
CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Purple anodized titanium backspacers.
Satin Finish Blade bm940

$182.75 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm940bk

$195.50 ea.

Benchmade® 585 Barrage®

Quick, one-handed, ambidextrous opening. Osborne design. Features: 154 CM stainless steel
blades •Thumb studs •Axis® Assist with integrated safeties •Black Valox® handles
•Stainless steel liners •Reversible tip-up pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4" closed.
Satin Finish Blade bm585

$123.25 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm585BK

$136.00 ea.

Benchmade® freek® folders

Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS® locking mechanisms •Grey
Grivory® handles with black overmolded Versaflex® •Reversible
tip-up carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-7/8" closed.
Satin Finish Blade bm560

$110.50 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm560bk

Benchmade® 535 Bugout™

$123.25 ea.

Designed to be extremely lightweight and slim, yet comfortable to use. Features: Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Thumb studs
•AXIS® locking mechanisms •Blue Grivory® handles •Reversible tip-up deep carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/4" closed.
Plain bm535
(also available) Partially Serrated bm535s
your choice

$114.75 ea.

Benchmade® 556 Mini Griptilian® Folders

Pardue design. Features: 154 CM stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS® locking mechanisms
•Black glass-filled nylon handles •Reversible tip-up pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3-7/8" closed.
Satin Finish Blade bm556

$93.50 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm556BK
28
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$106.25 ea.
SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

BENCHMADE® CLEANING CLOTH WITH
EVERY BENCHMADE® KNIFE PURCHASE!
Offer not valid with accessories. While supplies last. Offer expires 12/31/18.

benchmade® osborne design 940

Available exclusively at Smoky Mountain Knife Works! Brand new details and contour take the 940 to more refined and modern heights.
Features: DLC coated M390 super premium stainless steel blade (58-61HRC) provides superior edge retention and well-rounded
everyday performance •Red anodized aluminum thumb stud •AXIS® locking mechanism
•Red resin-infused carbon fiber handles •Grey PVD chromium nitride coated barrel
spacers •DLC coated reversible, tip-up, deep-carry pocket clip
•4-1/2" closed.

bm9401802

$323.00 ea.

Benchmade® Gold Class Valet Folder

A great knife for collecting or everyday carry. Features: Ladder patterned Damascus steel blade •Thumb
stud •AXIS® locking mechanism •Blue violet anodized titanium handles •Reversible,
tip-up, deep carry DLC coated pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-3/4" closed.

BM485171

$595.00 ea.

Benchmade® Anthem FolderS

Masterpieces that deserve to be showcased. Features: Satin finish CPM-20CV stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS®
locking mechanisms •Chevron patterned, weathered bronze anodized, billet titanium
handles •Chevron patterned tip-up titanium pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.
Plain bm781 (also available) Partially Serrated BM781S
Your choice

$425.00 ea.

benchmade® micro pocket rocket

Designed by Shane Sibert. Features: Stonewashed CPM-20CV stainless steel blade with flipper
•Titanium handles with blue sapphire titanium coated hardware •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•2-7/8" closed.

BM756

$340.00 ea. msrp $400

benchmade® infidel® fixed blades

Driven by the iconic tactical design of the Infidel® OTF, this Infidel® gives the certainty of a fixed blade for the uncertainty of
any mission. Features: D2 tool steel 4-1/2" dagger blades (double-edged) •Blood grooves •Full tangs •Black anodized
6061-T6 billet aluminum handles •Hammer ends with lanyard holes •9-1/4" overall
•Tek-Lok™ black Boltaron® sheaths.

$199.75 ea. msrp $235

Uncoated Blade bm133
(also available)
Black DLC Coated Blade

bm133bk

$212.50 ea. msrp $250

benchmade® bugout™ folder

Designed to be extremely lightweight and comfortable to use. Features: Smoked gray chrominum nitride coated CPM-S30V stainless steel
blade •Thumb stud •AXIS® locking mechanism •Ranger green Grivory® handles •Steel liner •Tan anodized
aluminum barrel spacers •Smoked gray chrominum nitride coated deep carry mini
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed.

bm535gry1

$131.75 ea. msrp $155

benchmade® crooked river mini folder

A traditional profile with modern technology and style. Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •AXIS® locking mechanism
•Contoured stabilized wood handles •Orange G-10 backspacer •Orange anodized aluminum pivot
ring •Anodized aluminum bolsters •Stainless steel liners •Reversible, tip-up, black
oxide coated split-arrow pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

BM15085

$187.00 ea. msrp $220

benchmade® grizzly ridge™ folder

The sure grip and comfort of dual-durometer (two materials, of different properties, combined) handles and a blade designed for all-around
hunting utility. Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Orange anodized aluminum thumb stud and barrel
spacers •AXIS® locking mechanism •Handles of orange Grivory® and warm grey
overmolded Versaflex® •Reversible, tip-up carry, black oxide coated
split-arrow pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

BM15061

$123.50 ea. msrp $145

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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NEW! SOG® Terminus XR

SOG® is setting a new bar for EDC with their smooth new XR locking
mechanism. Features: Satin finish CTS BDZ1 steel blade with flipper
•Thumb stud •G-10 and carbon fiber handles •XR locking mechanism
•Reversible low-carry pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

SOGTM1021BX

$69.95 ea.

SPECIAL BUY! SOG® Traction
Tanto Lockback

Features: Satin finish 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud
•Black glass reinforced nylon handles •Reversible low-carry pocket
clip •4-1/2" closed.
Pocket

TD1012CP5814

msrp $27

$14.99 ea.

clip.

Pocket
clip.

sog® powerpint multitool

special buy! sog® reactor
multitool

A variety of functions to tackle any job. Features: Stonewash finish
stainless steel construction •Needlenose pliers •Serrated and straight
edge blades •Three-sided file
•Hard and soft wire cutters
•Phillips screwdriver •Small flat
screwdriver •Jewelry
screwdriver •Ruler •Centered
magnetic 1/4" hex bit driver
•Line cutter •Awl •Can
opener •Gripper •Protractor
•Scissors •Bottle opener
•3" closed.

Features: Bead blast finish 5Cr13MoV stainless
steel construction •Compound leverage geared
needlenose pliers •Black coated assisted
opening blade with thumb stud •Bolt/nut
gripper •Bottle opener •Magnetic 1/4" hex bit
driver •Large flat driver bit •Phillips
screwdriver bit •Wire crimper •Hard wire
cutter •Lanyard ring •3-1/8" closed.
SOGRC1001CP

$24.99
msrp $59.99

ea.

Shown closed.

sogpp1001cp

$39.95 ea.

Shown closed with bit.

special buy! sog® gambit

Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel full tang construction
•Black GRN handles •Finger/lanyard hole •7-3/8" overall
•Molded nylon sheath with belt clip and lashing holes.

SOGGB1001CP

$18.99 ea.

msrp $40

special buy! sog® fielder

Features: Satin finish 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade
•Thumb stud •Assisted opening •Textured black G-10
handles •Aluminum bolsters •Tip-up carry pocket clip
•4-1/2" closed.

Features: Set of (3) •One-piece 3Cr13MoV steel
construction with Hardcased™ black finish
•Paracord wrapped handles •10-3/4" overall
•Black ballistic nylon belt sheath holds all three.
SOGTH1001

Features: Satin polished onepiece 5Cr15MoV stainless steel
construction •Lanyard/lashing
holes •4-7/8" overall •Black
molded nylon sheath
with belt clip.

now

$16.99 ea. msrp $47

SOG® THROWING HAWKS SET

sog® Mini instinct

sognb1001

sogff3002

$39.99 per set

$24.95

$14.99

ea.

Save $10!

Shown in
sheath.

Sheath holds all three!
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Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

tops® kniveS

Features (except where noted): 1095 high
carbon steel blades •Micarta handles with
white inner spacers •Serialized •Certificates
of authenticity •Made in USA.

El Chete machete
Designed by Leo Espinoza •Acid Rain finish blade, 1/4" thick •Orange inner spacers •Black
and green handles •Triple screw rivets •17-1/2" overall •Black Kydex®, out-the-front
design dangler sheath
with leather strap.
tpelch02

$199.99 ea.
msrp $300

SXB (Skullcrusher's X-treme Blade)
Designed by combat vet and survivalist E.J. "Skullcrusher" Snyder •Black traction coated blade •Sawback spine •Full tang, flared with lashing
holes •Strategic jimping •Black handles with Rocky Mountain Tread •Triple screw rivets •Glass breaker tip pommel •Lanyard hole •15-3/4" overall
•Safety whistle •MOLLE compatible, black ballistic nylon sheath with multiple
carry options and utility pocket.
tpsxb10

$184.99 ea.
msrp $300

tundra trekker
Designed by Leo Espinoza •Tactical Stone finish blade with opposing
pitch saw teeth on the spine •Full tang •Thumb ridges •Green
handles •Triple rivets •Lanyard hole •14-1/4" overall
•Open back Kydex® sheath with hanging loop.

TPTDTK01

$149.99 ea.

Top
loading
sheath.

msrp $230

operator 7
Designed by Leo Espinoza •Acid rain finish 1075 carbon steel blade •Blood groove •Full tang
•Handles of black G-10 over tan canvas micarta •Double rivets
•Lanyard holes •12-1/2" overall •Black Kydex® sheath with
hanging belt loop attachment.

TPOP701

$144.99 ea. msrp $240

Fieldcraft
Black traction blade coat •Black handles •Double rivets
•Bow drill divot •Lanyard hole •9-7/8" overall •Black
Kydex® sheath with lashing holes, rotating spring
steel clip, fire starter and blade sharpener.

TPBROSBLM

$102.99 ea. MSRP $200

backpacker's bowie
Tumble finish blade with notch •Thumb ridges •Full tang
•Green handles •Double rivets •Lanyard hole •8-1/4" overall
•Black Kydex® sheath with rotating spring steel clip.

tpbpb01

$99.99 ea. msrp $150

c.u.t. 4.0
Designed by Joshua Swanagon •Black traction coated blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •Handles have Dragonfly Tread •Double rivets •Finger
holes •8-1/2" overall •Kydex® sheaths with safety whistles.
YOUR CHOICE

$99.99 ea.

MSRP $180

Black Handles
tpcut40a

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Tan Handles
TPCUT40
December 2018
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esee® knives

Features (except where noted): Epoxy powder coated 1095 carbon steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tang
construction •Screw rivets •Serial number on pommels •Lanyard holes •Impact resistant molded
sheaths with clip plates •Includes moisture resistant survival tip cards •Lifetime guarantee.

esee® 3

Maximum thickness 1/8" •Modified pommels •8-1/4" overall.
Black Plain Blade/Black Micarta Handles/Coyote Brown Sheath
esee3p
(also available)
Black Partially Serrated Blade/Black Micarta Handles/Coyote Brown Sheath esee3s
Desert Tan Plain Blade/Forest Green Micarta Handles/OD Green Sheath esee3pdt
Gunsmoke Plain Blade/Black G-10 Handles/Black Sheath esee3ptgb SMKW Exclusive $pecial!
Uncoated Tumble Finish Plain Blade/OD Green Micarta Handles/Coyote Brown Sheath esee3u
Venom Green Plain Blade/Orange G-10 Handles/Black Sheath esee3vg

your choice

$91.99 ea.

$89.95 ea.

esee® 4

Maximum thickness 3/16" •Rounded pommels •9" overall.
Black Plain Blade/Black Micarta Handles/Coyote
Brown Sheath esee4p

$92.99

(also available)
your choice
ea.
Black Partially Serrated Blade/OD Green Micarta Handles/Coyote Brown Sheath esee4s
*Due to sharpened top edge, item numbers ESEE4PCP &
Desert Tan Plain Blade/Desert Tan Micarta Handles/OD Green Sheath esee4pdt
ESEE4PCPTGB cannot be sold in CA or MA.
Black Plain Blade/Black Micarta Handles/Black Sheath esee4pb
*Black Plain Blade/Black Micarta Handles/Coyote Brown Sheath esee4pcp
*Gunsmoke Plain Blade/Black G-10 Handles/Black Sheath esee4pcptgb SMKW Exclusive $pecial!
ea.
Uncoated Tumble Finish Plain Blade/OD Green Micarta Handles/Black Sheath esee4u

$86.95

esee® 5

Glass breaker pommel •Bow drill divot •11" overall
•Black sheaths, also featuring adjustable
tensioner and paracord lanyard with cord lock.
Black Partially Serrated Blade/
OD Green Micarta Handles esee5s
Your choice
(also available)
Black Plain Blade/Desert Tan Micarta Handles esee5p Desert Tan Plain Blade/OD Green Micarta Handles esee5pdt
OD Green Plain Blade/OD Green Micarta Handles esee5pod
Gunsmoke Plain Blade/OD Green Micarta Handles esee5ptg SMKW Exclusive $pecial!
ea.

$143.99 ea.

$136.95

esee® 6

Rounded pommel •11-3/4" overall.
Black Plain Blade/Black Micarta
Handles/Coyote Tan Sheath esee6p

$115.99

(also available)
Your choice
ea.
*Black Plain Blade/Black Micarta Handles/Black Sheath esee6pcpb
*Due to sharpened top edge, item number ESEE6PCPB
Dark Earth Plain Blade/Dark Earth Micarta Handles/Black Sheath esee6pde
cannot be sold in CA or MA.
Black Plain Blade/Black Micarta Handles/Coyote Tan Sheath esee6pod
Gunsmoke Plain Blade/Black Micarta Handles/Black Sheath esee6ptg SMKW Exclusive $pecial!
ea.

$111.95

camp-lore pr4

Designed by Patrick Rollins •Tumbled black oxide finish blade
•Spine ground at 90º for striking with ferro rod (not included)
•Brown sculpted handles •No thumb ridges or pommel
•8-7/8" overall •Leather belt sheath.

eseepr4

$99.99 ea.

izula ii neck knife

Micarta handles •No pommel •6-1/8" overall •Impact resistant black sheath
with MOLLE attachment options.

$67.99 ea.
$67.99 ea.
OD Green Plain Blade izulaiiod $67.99 ea.

Black Plain Blade eci11b
(other colors available)
Desert Tan Plain Blade izulaiidt

(also available) With Kit
Includes ECI11B knife + paracord, cord lock, large and small split rings,
ferro rod, emergency whistle, and plastic snap hook.

eci11bk
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$75.99 ea.
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Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

WIN

Our 2017 Winner,
Johnny Twehues,
made it through
his Randall’s
Adventure Training
and earned his
ESEE® knife!
Are you ready for
an adventure?

THE ADVENTURE OF A LIFETIME
with RANDALL's ADVENTURE & TRAINING®/ESEE® KNIVES!
With every ESEE knife purchase between now and December 31st, you are
automatically entered to win a trip to Randall's Adventure & Training
in Gallant, Alabama, to take part in a class of your choice.
This is no TV show. Come ready to learn how to survive!
Class choices include Advanced Bushcraft, Single Rope Technique or Field Survival.
As a bonus, you will receive a class knife upon successful completion of the class.
Visit SMKW.com for complete contest details.
Since 1997, Randall's Adventure & Training®/ESEE® Knives has had a simple mission, to provide
the necessary gear and training to survive in harsh environments and save lives. They train law
enforcement officers, SAR personnel, and outdoorsmen in critical skill sets. Their 170 acre facility
features an off-grid classroom, rappelling tower, pistol range, and navigation course.
For more info see www.randallsadventure.com.

esee® knives

Features (except where noted): Epoxy powder coated 1095 carbon steel blades •Full tang construction •Screw rivets •Serial numbered
•Lanyard holes •Includes moisture resistant survival tip cards •Lifetime guarantee.
jg5- Survivalist, instructor, master knifemaker, and native of the Great Smoky Mountains area, James Gibson was inspired to design
the JG5 in the tradition of the knife carried by adventurist George Washington Sears, who wrote under the pen name "Nessmuk."
Tumbled black oxide finish wide belly skinner blade •Sculpted brown micarta handles
•9-5/8" overall •Brown leather belt sheath.

eSEEJG5

$114.99 ea.

Izula Damascus

One piece Damascus steel construction •6-1/4" overall
•Molded sheath with lashing holes.

izuladam

$119.99 ea.

CAMP-LORE CR2.5

This little bird and trout style knife was designed by Cody Rowen
•Uncoated blade •Micarta handles •6-1/4" overall
•Leather pouch sheath.
ESEECR25

$73.99 ea.

expat cleaver

Tumbled black oxide finish blade
with Idaho cutout •Black G-10 handles
•3/16" thick •11-1/2" overall •Impact resistant
molded sheath with clip plate.

eseecl1

$144.99 ea.

Esee® zancudo framelocks

Features: AUS-8 stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Glass filled nylon
scales on fronts •Stainless steel handle frames •Reversible pocket clips
•Lanyard holes •4" closed •Made in Taiwan.

Black/Satin Finish Blade eseebrkR1
(also available) Black/Black Coated Blade eseebrk1b
your choice

Olive Drab/Black Coated Blade ESEEBRKR1ODb
(also available) Olive Drab/Satin Finish Blade ESEEBRKR1OD

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$29.99 ea.

Embellishment on
back of blades.

Pocket
clips.

December 2018
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colonel coon pocketknives

Always a favorite with collectors, Colonel Coon Knives return--better than ever! Features: Stainless steel blades with
master embellishments •Stainless steel liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed bolsters •Cast metal shields.
Yellow Synthetic Stockman- 3-7/8" closed.

CC47Y

$34.99 ea.

Walnut Stockman
3-7/8" closed.

cc47w

$34.99 ea.

Walnut Large Toothpick
5" closed.

cc93w

$32.99 ea.

Yellow Synthetic
Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.

Yellow Synthetic Large
Toothpick- 5" closed.

CC93Y

$32.99 ea.

CC54Y

$34.99 ea.

boker® tree brand pocketknives

Features: High carbon stainless steel blades with
master embellishments •White smooth bone
handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins,
bolsters and red filled shields
•Made in Germany.
your choice

Close-up of
red shield.

Congress
3-1/2" closed.
BK110791

$26.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
BK110789
Handsome
magnetic box.

Limited Edition
Red Shields!

closeout! old timer® hunt prep kit

Pruner features: 2Cr13 stainless steel blades •Spring loaded operation •Safety lock
•Black composition handles •Wrist lanyard •7-1/4" overall. Lil' Finger Fixed Blade
features: Ti-nitride coated 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Full tang •Black ABS handles
•Double rivets •Nickel silver "OLD TIMER" shield •Lanyard hole •6-7/8" overall. Folding
Saw features: Linerlock •3Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Thumb hole
•Black rubber handles •8-1/2" closed. Sheath features: Stitched and riveted nylon
construction •Keeps everything together and ready for the woods!
Sheath holds

SCP1646CPN

msrp $60
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$14.99

all three!

per set
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Stockman
4" closed.
BK110790

NEW! carson®
pocket microscope

Features: Adjustable magnification up
to 20x •Built-in LED and UV
lights •Blue plastic housing
•Measures 1-1/2" x 1-5/8" x 7/8"
•Keychain •Uses (3) G12 batteries
(included) •Instructions included.
CMM280B

$9.99 ea.

We Accept

NEW! marble's damascus hunting knives

Features: Damascus steel blades •Buffalo horn handles •Stainless steel guards •Aluminum pommels
•Brass, orange and black spacers •Brown leather belt sheaths.
Large Drop Point- 10-1/2" overall.

mr449

$34.99 ea.

Medium Skinner- 9" overall.

mr451

$29.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® Stag HUNTING KNIVES

Features: Stainless steel blades •Stag handles •Brass guards
•Spacers •Leather belt sheaths.

Great first knife!

Small Hunter- 7-1/2" overall.

ma526

$12.99 ea.

Trailhand Jr. Skinner- Thumb ridges •7-7/8" overall.

mr817

$14.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® Stacked Leather Skinner

Features: Mirror polished 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Stacked leather handle •Brass
guard •Aluminum pommel •7-3/4" overall •Leather belt sheath.

mr302

$14.99 ea.

marble's® bear creek survival Hunter

Compass
in end
cap.

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Integrated guard •Silver finish metal handle with
engraved bear on front, letter "M" on back •Removable end cap with compass •Hollow
handle with rubber seal and survival kit (contents may vary) •10" overall
•Heavy duty black nylon and leather sheath with
sharpening stone and lashing ring
and holes.

mr242

Survival
kit stores
in handle!

$14.99 ea.

marble's® horizontal carry Hunter

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Blade flare guard
with lashing holes •Wood handles •Triple stainless
steel rivets •Lanyard hole with cord •8-1/4" overall
•Horizontal carry, wraparound style leather sheath.

mr413

$14.99 HOLIDAY $pecial! $11.99 ea.

marble's® outdoor skinner

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Red stag bone handles
•Double brass rivets •7-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath.

mr403

$12.99 ea.

marble's® stacked
leather Fixed blades

Features: Stainless steel blades •Stacked leather
handles •Stainless steel guards
•Stag pommels •Spacers •Leather belt sheaths.

Skinner
7-1/2" overall.
MR822

Your choice

Guthook
8" overall.
MR821

$14.99 ea.

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

December 2018
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Marble's® firefighter Devil's tail shovel

Features: Fire hardened carbon steel blade with red coating •Full tang •Wood
handles with red coated end •Multiple brass rivets •Lanyard hole
•Nylon belt sheath with sharpening stone •18-1/4" overall
•(2) utility pockets on sheath •Made in El Salvador.
ma50151

$16.99 ea.

Notch opens fire
hydrants and
oxygen tanks.

Marble's® Paracord Survival machete

Features: Coated high carbon steel blade •Black wood handles with
rubberized grip and paracord wrap •Lanyard hole
•20-1/2" overall •Nylon belt sheath with utility
pockets and sharpening stone •Made in El Salvador.

ma12714cat

$12.99 ea.

marble's® machetes Fire hardened/oil quencHed carbon steel!

Features: Fire hardened carbon steel blades with orange coating •Flexible temper grooves •Full tang construction •Lanyard holes (except where
noted) •Nylon belt sheaths with utility pockets and sharpening stones •Made in El Salvador.
sawback- Sawback spines •Bright orange
polypropylene handles •Molded guards
•Lanyard cords.
18"- 25" overall. mr394

$16.99 ea.

14"- 21" overall. mr393

$14.99 ea.

Jungle- Wooden handles •Brass rivets.
Wire Wrapped Workhorse
Orange coated handle end
•24" overall.

ma12718w

$19.99 ea.

Workhorse
Triple brass rivets
•24" overall.

ma12718

$14.99 ea.

Scouting- Orange coated
handle end •20" overall.

ma12714

$14.99 ea.
Wire Wrapped Swamp Master
Orange coated handle end •24" overall.

MA3218W

$19.99 ea.

For your
survival
needs!

Swamp Master
Orange coated handle end •24" overall.
Bolo Camp- No lanyard hole •20" overall.

ma33514

ma3218

$14.99 ea.

ma310410

$14.99 ea.

Camp Cleaver
No lanyard hole
•15-1/4" overall.

Parang- Orange coated
handle end •20" overall.

mapar20
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$14.99 ea.

Deep Jungle Bowie- 15" overall.

$14.99 ea.

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

ma51214

$14.99 ea.

marble's® Wilderness survival sets

B

A

Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel construction •Lashing holes
•Starter length of paracord •Instructions included.
A. Spear Head Set- Set of (2) •(1) 6-3/4" spear
head •(1) 6-3/4" serrated spear head.

$9.99

mr383
per set
B. Alaskan Camp Set- Set of (3) •3" overall
spork and ulu heads •6" overall skinner blade. Don't Go In The Woods
Without Them!
mr378
per set
C. Deluxe Alaskan Wilderness Set- Set of (4)
•(1) 7" harpoon head •(1) 4" six-barb fishing head
C
•(1) 3" four-barb fishing head
•(1) 7" ulu skinner/hand axe head.

$7.99

Each set includes a starter
length of paracord.

D
E

$14.99

mr381
per set
D. Spear Head/Gig Set- (1) 6-3/4" serrated spear
head •(1) 6-3/4" trident multipurpose gig.

$9.99

mr408
per set
E. Gig Set- Set of (3) •(2) 3" forked gigs
•(1) 4-3/4" trident multipurpose gig.

$7.99

mr382
per set
F. Tactical Arrowhead Set- Set of (5)
•Sizes range from 2-1/2" to 3" overall
•Set includes one of each--forked gig,
sahara, clovis, kirk and medieval.
mr377

F

SPEAR HEADS
POUCH

$9.99 per set

They could
save your life!

Notice: These arrowheads are not designed or
intended for "big game" hunting. Make sure you are in
compliance with all state and local hunting and
fishing regulations before use.

Features: Heavy duty
nylon construction
•Velcro closure •Fits belts
to 1-1/4" wide •Measures
Shown open.
8" x 2-3/4" x 3/4".

3 pockets-- 1 large,
2 small-- accommodate (Spear heads
not included.)
spear heads.

mr380

$3.99 ea.

marble's® survival gig card

Features: 100% stainless steel construction •Removable 2-1/2" overall gig
•Standard/metric ruler •Screwdrivers on the four corners-- Phillips and
small, medium, and large flathead •Range finder •Can opener •Wire stripper
•Cap lifter •Wrench sizes-- #4, #8, #12, #10, #6, #2 •Measures 4" x 2-1/2" x 1/8".

mr407

$6.99 ea.

NOTICE: The gig head is not designed or intended for "big game" hunting or fishing. Please make sure
you are in compliance with all state and local hunting and fishing regulations before use.

marble's® 1st mate nautical knife

Features: All stainless steel construction •Marlin spike •Can
opener •Shackle key •Standard and metric rulers •Lanyard bail
•3-5/8" closed.
mr405

$9.99 ea.

Shown closed.

marble's® Camper's
Best Friend

Features: 100% 420A stainless steel
construction •Spork •Can opener
•Bottle opener •Lanyard hole
•Mini carabiner clip •4" overall.

mr290c

Shown together.

marble's® angler's card

Be ready whenever, wherever the fish are
bitin'. Features: Components come apart for
one-time use •Stainless steel construction
•Measures 3-1/2" long x 2" wide x credit card
thin, so tuck it in your wallet •(3) each single
and double fish hooks •(3) swivel weights/
snare locks •3-1/4" saw/scaler •2-1/2" gig
•2" arrowhead •(2) 1" sewing needles.

MR421

$6.99 ea.

Pocket- Lanyard ring
marble's® compasses
•1-1/4" diameter.
Features: Brass construction •Imported.
mR1147
Heavy Pocket
1-3/4" diameter.
your choice
MR223

$5.99 ea.

$4.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Marble's® Copper shield
game getter pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with
reverse frosted master blade embellishments
•Imitation stag handles with a striking
resemblance to the real thing!
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins
and ringed bolsters •Copper
"Game Getter" shields.
Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.
mr414

marble's® razor

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed.

mr415

$9.99 ea.

Copper Game Getter shield.

$9.99 ea.

Folding Hunter- 5-1/4" closed
•Nylon sheath.

$9.99 ea.

Features: Embellished
blade and handle front
•440A stainless steel blade
•Fileworked spine •Orange
smooth bone handles
•Brass pins •Nickel
silver pivot pin
•6-5/8" closed.
mr319

$14.99 ea.

mr417
Safety Folder- Stainless steel safety
Limited Production!
component shields the blade edge when
Order Fast!
the knife is closed; with the blade open, the
safety folds into the handle and locks the
blade open •6-3/8" closed.

$14.99 ea.

marble's® TACTICAL/survival
shovel with sheath

Shovel features: Black and orange coated tool steel blade
with a smooth edge, a sawtooth edge, and slightly sharpened
leading edge •Wood shaft with cord wrap •Impact resistant
orange synthetic handle •26-1/2" overall. Sheath features: Sewn
and riveted, heavy duty nylon construction •(3) utility pockets
•Sharpening stone •Fits belt to 2-3/4" wide.
Paracord wrapped shaft.

marble's® #3
safety axe

The classic, innovative design first
introduced by Webster L. Marble
with a modern take.
Features: Stainless steel axe
head •Black composition handle
and folding edge cover work
together for safety and convenience
•Texturing on handle for a
secure grip•11-1/2" overall
•Head measures
Shown
4-5/8" x 2-1/2".

mr003
Sawtooth edge. mr392s

$19.99 ea.

$29.99 ea.

A modern take on a classic design!

marble's® tin signs

Features: Full color tin construction
•Measure 12-1/2" x 16".

your choice

$9.99 ea.

Equipment
sg9164

Safety Axe
sg9163

marble's® swords

Features: High carbon steel blades •Blood grooves
•Lanyard holes •Nylon scabbards.

nd
ylon sheath a
n
e
d
ra
g
p
to
Includes
ening stone!
BONUS sharp

your choice

$19.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Items:
Additional shipping
may apply.
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with edge
cover in use.

Cover flips up to cover edge.

mr416

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

Wood Handle
Blade flares serve as guard
•Double brass rivets
•Orange coated handle end
•27-1/2" overall. mr374
Black
Composition Handle
Molded D-shaped
guard •27" overall.
mr375

Marble's® Duck Decoy Collector's Sets

Features: Stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles with full color artwork and smooth bone accents •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, bolsters and
duck shields •Black and nickel silver spacers •4-1/2" closed •Two-piece resin decoy display boxes.
Knife
displays
in base of
decoy.

your choice

Wood Duck
Red smooth
bone accents.
MR399

$24.99 ea.

Knife
displays
in base of
decoy.

Mallard
Green smooth
bone accents.
MR400

Decoy
display
shown
closed.

Decoy
display
shown
closed.

Knives enlarged to
show detail.

Marble's® stag bone POCKETKNIVES

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged stag bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver shields and ringed bolsters.
your choice
Brown Equal End
Cattleman's Whittler
3-5/8" closed
•Black vinyl zippered pouch
with padded interior.
mr298

$14.99 ea.

quality knives at
affordable prices!

Brown Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.
MR103

Bone is a natural handle material prone
to cracking. Therefore, some knives may
have cracks near the pins or bolsters.

Red Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.
mr137
Vinyl zippered
pouch.

Brown
Deluxe Trapper
3-3/4" closed.
mr166

Sowbelly- 3-3/4" closed.
marble's® ram horn pocketknives
mr359
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Genuine ram horn
handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed bolsters.
ea.
Large
Toothpick
5" closed.

$14.99

mr362

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
mr358

Canoe
3-5/8" closed.

mr360

$12.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.
If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$12.99 ea.

Congress
3-3/4" closed.
mr361

$14.99 ea.
December 2018
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Tin Signs
Features: Tin construction
•Vibrant designs.

$9.99 ea.
3 or more $7.99 ea.

your choice

Ford Trucks
12-1/2" x 16". sg1909

Rooster Brand Coffee
12-1/2" x 16". sg1793

Devil Brand Coffee
16" x 12-1/2". sg2042

Coke®/Bottle Evolution
16" x 12-1/2". sg1839

Ford Motors
12-1/2" x 16". sg2205

Farmall Cub
16" x 12-1/2". sg2132

Super Chevy Service
16" x 12-1/2". sg1355

Chevrolet Trucks
16" x 12-1/2". sg2197

Chevy Power
16" x 12-1/2". sg2199
40
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Stooges
Knuckleheads Garage
12-1/2" x 16". sg1687

Old Route 66
12-1/2" x 16". sg1938

Weathered Texaco
12-1/2" x 16". sg1927

Mobilgas Pegasus
12-1/2" x 16". sg2167

Rusty Nuts Fix-It Shop
16" x 12-1/2". sg1989

Fun
and
Decorative!

Model 101 Indian Motorcycle
16" x 12-1/2". sg1933

Indian Motorcycles
Authorized Parts
16" x 12-1/2". sg1930

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

N E W!

N E W!

Tin Signs
Features: Tin construction
•Vibrant designs.

$9.99 ea.
3 or more $7.99 ea.

your choice

Fun and
Decorative!
Steve's Roadkill Cafe
12-1/2" x 16". sg1416

The Buck Stops Here
12" x 17". REP1566

Locked for Your Protection
12-1/2" x 16". SG2292

Organ Donation
12-1/2" x 16". sg2172
John Wayne
"Sign of Weakness"
12-1/2" x 16". sg2013

These Colors Won't Run
16" x 12-1/2". SG2226

Entering Man Cave
12-1/2" x 16". sg1817

Dog On Duty
16" x 12-1/2". SG2216

John Wayne "Courage"
16" x 12-1/2". sg1429

Nut House
12-1/2" x 16". sg1824

Welcome to Our Hideout
12-1/2" x 16". sg1948

Don't Tread on Me Vintage Flag
16" x 12-1/2". SG1873

So Big
12-1/2" x 16". sg2040

Hostiles
12-1/2" x 16". SG1876

Marlin Firearms
10-1/2" x 16". sg238

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Winchester Rifles & Ammo
16" x 8-1/2". SG1862
December 2018
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Anne Stokes Wolf
Multi Color.
zp29348

Ford Eagle
Brushed Chrome.
zp29296

Chevrolet®
Satin Chrome™.
zp29318

The fantasy art of Anne Stokes
features striking designs and
life-like portrayals of fantasy
subjects. Her art covers a
broad range of subjects, from
the romantic and magical
enchanted forest, to the dark
underworld of gothic vampires.

Ford Motor
Company
Trademarks
and Trade
Dress used
under license
to Zippo
Manufacturing
Company.

General
Motors
trademarks
used under
license
to Zippo
Manufacturing
Company.

$19.99 ea.

$26.99 ea.

$16.99 ea.

©2018 Anne Stokes
www.annestokes.com
Licensed by www.artaskagency.com

Patriotic Eagle
White Matte.
zp29418

Made in USA
High Polish Chrome.
zp29430

Tree of Life
Antique Brass.
zp29149

$19.99 ea.

$19.99 ea.

$24.99 ea.

See more
Zippo® @

Ten Point Dream
Gray.
zp66480

$21.99 ea.

zippo®
all-in-one kit

Features: Street Chrome™
lighter •6-flint dispenser
•4 ounce container of
Zippo® Premium Lighter
Fluid •UPS Ground
shipping only.
zp24651

Pig
Black Matte.
zp29394

$19.99 ea.

Navigation Star
Cream Matte.
ZP66003

$19.99 ea.

Irish Prayer
Green Matte.
ZP28479

$19.99 ea.

chipboard Display
FOR YOUR COLLECTION

Features: Flocked red interior •Lift-off
lid with glass inset •Measures 8"
x 14-1/2" •Holds 20
standard size
Zippo® lighters.
ZPDS

lighter sheaths

Features: Nylon construction
•Snap closures
•Fit belts to 1-3/4" wide.
Denim SH283
Black SH281

$12.99 ea.

$14.99 per set

Lighters not
included.
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$1.99 ea.
3 or more $1.49 ea.

Your Choice

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

new!

new!

Zippo® with
Flame
White Matte.
ZP408221

new!

$24.99 ea.

$19.99 ea.

Boxer
Black Ice®.
Photo Image.
ZP0017

Big Fish
Navy Matte.
ZP411077

$19.99 ea.
new!

ZP409159

$19.99 ea.

new!

new!

Bathing Beauty
Brushed Chrome.

ZP1648

$19.99 ea.

new!

Right to Bear Arms
Iron Stone™.

$19.99 ea.

ZP411042

Anne Stokes Father Christmas
Candy Apple Red™.

ZP402434

$24.99 ea.

new!

Train
Green Matte.

ZP409157

$19.99 ea.

new!

Eagle Watch
Black Matte.

© 2018 Anne Stokes www.annestokes.com
Licensed by www.artaskagency.com

ZP9483

$24.99 ea.

new!

Tractor
Brushed Chrome.

new!

Dachsund
Black Ice®.
Photo Image.
ZP0018

$19.99 ea.

Darts
Satin Chrome™.

ZP5500

$19.99 ea.

Criminal Target
White Matte.

ZP13482

new!

Got Ammo
Black Matte.

ZP409156

new!

$19.99 ea.

new!

Tour of Duty
Moss Green Matte.

ZP409131

$19.99 ea.

$19.99 ea.

Protect the 2nd Amendment
Satin Chrome™.

ZP15955

$19.99 ea.

drummer boy

The perfect complements to the
Case Drummer Boy Trapper.
High Polish Black
Brass
Photo Image.
Color Image.
zp2018db2
zp2018db
Your Choice

$24.99 ea.

See our matching
Case Trapper, CA91005DB,
@ SMKW.com

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Explorer survival gear
survival
bracelet

wristband compass

Features: 1" diameter removable
compass •3/4" wide velcro wrist
strap adjusts to fit most.

exp19

Baseplate Compasses

Features: Plastic construction •Rotating dials with
declination marks •Scales •Neck cords.

Features: Black
braided paracord
•Integrated fire starter
and striker, accessible
by unfastening the
buckle •Buckle also
incorporates an
integrated safety
whistle •Compass
•One size fits most.

$2.99 ea.

Be
Ready
for
ANYTHING!

exp61

Integrated
fire starter
and striker.

$1.99 ea.

$3.99 ea.

Keyring Compasses

Compass

Features: Olive drab
aluminum and plastic
construction •Scales
•Rotating dial •Sight
•Magnifier.

exp29

$4.99 ea.

Features: Plastic and metal
construction •Liquid
crystals •Metal keyrings
•3-1/2" overall.
your choice

Black
exp46

$2.99 ea.

Features: OD green plastic construction
•Compass •Thermometer
•36" neck cord.

Fits in pocket, wallet, purse and
more, for anytime you need a
closer look! Features: Clear acrylic
construction •Measures
3-3/8" x 2-1/8" x 1/16"
•Vinyl carrying case.

EXP15

Compass and
thermometer on sides.

Shown in use.

Features: Coated lens •Neck cord
•Lens cloth included •Nylon pouch.

Features: Thermal construction
•Measures 55" x 89-1/2".

$6.99 ea.

EXP41

Mini L.E.D. Microscope

Features: Black aluminum construction •Removable
lanyard with keyring •3-5/8" overall •Uses
(1) "AA" battery (not included).

EXP44

$3.99 ea.

$6.99 ea.

Emergency Whistle

Features: Orange plastic construction
•Signal mirror •Storage
compartment with liquid
crystal compass in lid
•Striking surface •Neck cord
•4-5/8" overall. exp28
44

$2.99 ea.

Keyring Flashlight

Use for knife steel and firearm barrel analysis, jewelry and
diamond inspection, currency and stamp identification,
electronics and computer repairs, map reading and
the printing industry. Features: Extremely bright
single white L.E.D. •Plastic construction •Adjustable
focus •1-1/2" overall •Use (3) LR927 batteries
(included) •Instructions •45x magnification
•Vinyl storage pouch.

EXP45

$2.99 ea.

Emergency
Survival Blanket

10x25 Monocular
Exp43

Black/
Silver
exp34

emergency whistle

magnifying card

99¢ ea.

$2.99 ea.

Yellow exp36

NEVER BE LOST AGAIN! Folding

EXP60

Clear exp25

December 2018

Thermometer
on back.

your
choice

Compass.

We Accept

$1.99 ea.

Compass/
Whistle/
Thermometer/
Keyring

Features: Black plastic construction
•Liquid crystal. exp24

zippo® hand warmers™

Zippo® ultimate
hand warmer gift set

A Zippo® Hand Warmer™ fits into
A
pockets, gloves and more without
the bulk of other warmers. Zippo®
premium lighter fluid (not included)
produces more heat than traditional
models. Features: Clean burning
•Low odor •Measuring spout
•Warming bag •Provides 12 hours
of consistent heat
•Instructions included.
A. Realtree AP™

zp40289

$23.99 ea.

Features: Street Chrome™ lighter •High Polish
Chrome 6 Hour Hand Warmer •4 ounce container
of Zippo® Premium Lighter fluid
•Ground shipping only.
zp40351

B

$27.99

REALTREE AP HD
®2006 of
Jordan Outdoor
Enterprises, Ltd.,
all rights reserved.

c

per set

d

B. High Polish Chrome

zp40182
C. Black

zp40285

$15.99 ea.
Shown in use.

$15.99 ea.

D. Blaze Orange

zp40348

$15.99 ea.

(also available)
12 Hour
Replacement
Burner
zp44003

$5.99 ea.

Warming bag included!
Step
1

Step
2

, ZIPPO,
, , ,
BLACK ICE , and OUL are
registered trademarks in the
name of ZippMark, Inc.
The Multi-Purpose Lighter
shape is a patented design.
All Zippo lighter decorations are
protected by copyright.
© Zippo Manufacturing
Company 2018.

Step
3

Step
4

1. Fill with
lighter fluid.

2. Hold over a flame
for 20 seconds.

s.o.s.
lighter

3. Slip into the fleece
warming bag.

4. Enjoy hours of gentle,
consistent, odorless heat.

Zippo® oul™

(Outdoor Utility Lighter)
Wind resistant dual flame and durable construction mean it can take on
the outdoors! Features: Metal construction •Adjustable flame •Fuel level
indicator •Slip resistant rubber grip •Advanced ignition system •Patented
child resistant safety button •UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY.
zp121399

Brushed Chrome.
ZPSoS

$19.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.

Wind
resistant!

Ka-BAR® Hobo Tool

Features: Three-in-one set •100% surgical
steel construction •3-3/4" closed •Heavy
nylon belt pouch.
ka1300

$19.99 ea.

NEW! kershaw®
ration
spork tool

Features: Bead blast
finish, one piece stainless
steel construction •Fork,
spoon and bottle opener
•Carabiner clip (non load
bearing) •4-5/8" overall.

ks1140fb

$5.99 ea.

Easily comes
apart for use!

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

survival tool Cards

Features: One piece stainless steel
construction •Can opener •Knife and saw
edge •Screwdriver •4cm metric ruler •Cap
opener •Two- and four-position wrenches
•Butterfly wrench •Manual direction finder
•Lanyard hole with keychain •Measures
2-3/4" x 1-3/4" x 1/16" •Vinyl storage pouch.
Storage
pouch.

your choice

Silver mi118
December 2018

$2.99 ea.

Black mi118b
45

NEW! white christmas
special edition
sportsman

special edition
classic sd

Small blade
•Nail file/screwdriver tip
•Scissors •Toothpick
•Tweezers •Keyring
•Composition handles
•2-1/4" closed.

Large blade embellished with stars
•Nail file/nail cleaner
•Corkscrew/mini screwdriver
•Can opener/small screwdriver
•Bottle opener/large
screwdriver/wire stripper
•Reamer/punch •Toothpick
•Tweezers •Keyring •3-3/8" closed
•White handles with tree inlay motif
•Limited edition of 15,000 pieces
•White gift box with transparent
windows on both sides.

V62277

Christmas
V55455

YOUR CHOICE

$16.99 ea.

Orange and White
V55453

$47.00 ea.

NAIL CLIP 580

1-3/4" blade
•Nail file/nail cleaner
•Nail clipper •Lever
design serrated
scissors •Keyring
•Tweezers •Toothpick
•Composition handles
(except where noted)
•2-1/2" closed.

Red

V04312

$21.99 ea.

V04311

$21.99 ea.

Toy Swiss Army Knife

v43743

$34.99 ea.

NO SHARP ED

This toy Swiss Army Knife looks just like
the real thing, scaled larger and with
NO SHARP EDGES! Features: 100% plastic
construction •4-1/2" closed •For ages 3+.

V28051

Walnut

Translucent Ruby

G E S!

$10.99 ea.

Introduce your child to the
wonders of the Swiss Army Knife!

GREAT STOCKING STUFFER! nail clipper

This little tool is small, light and comfortable enough to carry anywhere! Features: Stainless steel
construction •Nail clipper •Nail file/screwdriver •Keyring •2-1/4" closed •Nylon pouch
•Instructions included.

Shown open.

v80510

$8.50 ea.
classic sd

Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •Toothpick
•Tweezers •Keyring •Composition handles •2-1/4" closed.
your choice
Cobalt
Blue
V57002

46

Black
V56013

$15.99 ea.

Pink
V57005

December 2018

White
V5019W

Yellow
V57008

MSRP
$20 Red

The most
popular
knife in
the world!

V56011
Hunter
Translucent Translucent Translucent Translucent
Sapphire
Emerald
Green
Ruby
Purple
Pink
V56212
V56214
V5023G V53034 V56211
V58005

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

NEW! hunter
pro lockback

Easy one hand opening
•Swiss made, high carbon
stainless steel blade locks
securely open •Thumb hole
•Ergonomic grip, ribbed Alox
handles •Pocket clip •Braided
paracord lanyard •5" closed.

V62291

Explorer & pouch Combo

Large and small blades •Corkscrew/mini
screwdriver •Hook •Scissors •Magnifier
•Can opener/small screwdriver
•Bottle opener/large
screwdriver/wire stripper •Phillips
screwdriver •Reamer with sewing
eye •Toothpick •Tweezers
•Keyring •Red composition
handles •3-1/2" closed
•Leather pouch with clip.

msrp $144

$99.99 ea.

V56823
Pocket clip.

special! tinker &
sharpener Combo

German Army
SOLDIER knife

Large and small blades •Phillips
screwdriver •Can opener/small
screwdriver •Bottle opener/
large screwdriver/wire
stripper •Reamer
•Tweezers •Toothpick
•Keyring
•Red composition handles
•3-1/2" closed
•Keyring sharpener.

Locking master blade
•Non-locking wood saw
•Bottle opener/large
locking screwdriver/wire
stripper •Can opener/small
screwdriver •Phillips screwdriver
•Reamer •Keyring •Olive drab
polyamide handles
•4-3/8" closed.
V54876
MSRP

$49.99 ea.

$44.99 ea.

v59112

$58.50

$27.99 ea.

Keyring
sharpener.

Yellow EvoGrip S18

Stainless steel locking large blade •Double cut wood saw •Nail file/nail cleaner
•Lever design serrated edge scissors •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/
locking large screwdriver/wire stripper •Phillips screwdriver •Punch/reamer
•Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring •Yellow composition handles with
black rubber inserts •3-3/8" closed.

V04415

Locking master blade!

$44.99 ea.

smokey bear™ series from Victorinox®

Tinkers and Classic SDs feature: Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpick •Tweezers
•Keyring •Composition handles with designs on front and back.
Tinkers- Phillips screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer •3-1/2" closed.
your choice

$24.99 ea.

Tree
Hugging
stbv911

The name and character
Paw Print
of Smokey Bear are the
stbv55416
property of the United
States, as provided by 16
U.S.C. 580p-1 and 18 U.S.C.
711, and are used with
the permission of
Paw Print stbv55415
the Forest Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.

Waving Smokey
On the Job
Designs on both
stbv913
stbv55414
front and back!
(also available) Matching Classic SDs
Features: Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed.
On the Job stbv55413 Waving Smokey stbv583 Tree Hugging stbv581
your choice

$19.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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victorinox® wounded warrior project® collection

Victorinox Swiss Army proudly supports the Wounded Warrior Project® (WWP) with these exclusive co-branded knife designs. For every WWP
Swiss Army Knife sold through June 30, 2019, Victorinox will donate 5% of the manufacturer's suggested retail price directly
to WWP. Features: Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring •Cellidor handles.
Adaptive Sports
NEW! 2018 design
Donna Pratt, Warrior. Jamie Peterson, Artist.
collaboration tinkers
As a continuation of their partnership Donna felt reborn when she discovered adaptive sports
and realized she could still participate in all the things
with WWP, Victorinox wanted to
she enjoyed, despite her injuries.
extend the program this year to
keep moving
v55458
allow warriors who are not artists to
forward
collaborate on new designs.
Jeffrey Adams,
They partnered with the United States
Warrior. Trevor
Veterans' Artists Alliance, matching each
Denham, Artist.
warrior with a veteran artist to translate the
Though Jeffrey's leg
warriors' stories into designs. Each knife will
was amputated after
be packaged in a gift box with a beautifully
battle, he is no less a
designed belly band highlighting the
soldier and knows
collection. Large and small blades •Phillips
the value of
screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver
moving forward.
•Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper
v55459
•Reamer •3-1/2" closed.
your choice

$21.99 ea.

American Flag
fieldmaster
Large and small blades
•Wood saw •Phillips screwdriver
•Can opener/small screwdriver
•Bottle opener/large screwdriver/
wire stripper •Reamer •Scissors
•Hook •3-1/2" closed.
v55075

American flag classic sd
Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver
tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed.
V55370US1

$14.99 ea. MSRP $20

$35.99 ea. MSRP $49

NEW! victorinox® navy
camouflage collection

More WWP @

Grey/blue Navy Camouflage handles.
Classic
Small blade
•Nail file/screwdriver tip
•Scissors
•Toothpick •Tweezers
•Keyring •Cellidor handles
•2-1/4" closed.

Skipper
Locking large blade with 3/4 wavy
edge •Corkscrew •Can opener/small
screwdriver •Lockable bottle opener/screwdriver/wire
stripper •Reamer/punch
•Shackle opener/marlin spike
•Pliers/wire cutters/wire crimper
•Phillips screwdriver
•Toothpick •Tweezers
•Nylon handles •Keyring
•Lanyard cord •4-3/8" closed.

V63373

v63205

$18.99 ea.

$79.99 ea.

Huntsman
Large and small blades •Can
opener/small screwdriver
•Bottle opener/large
screwdriver/wire stripper
•Reamer/sewing eye
•Corkscrew •Scissors •Hook
•Wood saw •Toothpick
•Tweezers •Keyring
•Cellidor handles
•3-1/2" closed.

V63380
48

$38.99 ea.
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SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

Knife Works®

Smoky Mountain

RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT. When you order
and purchase merchandise from SMKW®, you represent that you are of legal age to purchase the merchandise ordered and
that the merchandise can be purchased and owned in your state, county, and/or city of residence. By offering merchandise
for sale, SMKW® does not represent or warrant that any specific purchaser may legally purchase, own or possess the
merchandise ordered. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LAWS!

Monday - Friday 8 am - 6 pm EST

		
Customer Service 1-800-327-5871

To provide SMKW® customers with the first opportunity to purchase new and exclusive products,
we often advertise products after the design phase, but prior to or during production. An item may
also be temporarily out-of-stock because of our vendor's inability to get materials, problems with
tooling, or other delays inherent in our industry. We understand our customers' frustrations when
inventory is temporarily sold out. If you elect to purchase an out-of-stock item, we will immediately
ship the balance of your order, with S&H charges based on the amount of your total order, placing the
out-of-stock item on "backorder." We do not backorder items under $20. When your "backordered"
item is received, we will ship the backordered item using our method of choice with no additional
S&H charges. SMKW® reserves the right NOT to backorder items that are no longer available to us
from the vendor. Backorders are cancelled after 90 days. Items advertised in our Catalog may not be
available in our Retail Showroom.

OUT-OF-STOCK ITEMS:

1. SMKW's® "100% Satisfaction Guarantee" Policy: You can return or exchange SMKW® Merchandise in its
original unused, unsharpened condition and packaging within 30 days from date of purchase - for any
reason - no questions asked. Original shipping and return shipping costs are NOT refunded. After 30 days,
returns are subject to a 20% restocking fee. Excludes ammo.
2. PLEASE CALL SMKW® CUSTOMER SERVICE FOR A RETURN MERCHANDISE AUTHORIZATION NUMBER to
expedite your return/exchange. Open Mon-Fri, 8 am-6 pm EST.
3. Damaged or defective merchandise may be returned after 30 days from the date of purchase,
subject to the manufacturer's warranty. Please refer to product literature or call SMKW® Customer Service for
warranty information.
4. Merchandise is NOT eligible for return due to normal wear and tear, or damage caused by abuse, misuse,
or neglect.
5. Ammo is non-returnable.Your SMKW® order includes an invoice and a Return/Exchange Form, which
includes complete instructions. You may also download and print a Return/Exchange Form at smkw.com.

ReturnS & Exchanges:

Most orders are shipped within 1 business day of receipt. Orders to Alaska, Hawaii,
APO, FPO, and all U.S. territories and possessions must ship via USPS and are subject
to additional charges.

Shipping & Handling:

3. Mail this completed form to
PO Box 4430, Sevierville, TN 37864
4. Fax orders to (865) 429-0182

Open Mon-Fri, 8 am-10 pm EST
Saturday, 9 am-5:30 pm EST
Closed Sunday - OPEN Sundays Oct. 28-Dec. 16,
12-6pm EST, for your shopping convenience!

1. Online @ SMKW.com
2. Call us 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

4 Easy Ways to Order

@smokymountainknifeworks

@SMKWcom

/smokymountainknifeworks

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

SMKW.com

PO Box 4430 • Sevierville, Tennessee 37864
Local 865-453-5871 • Fax 865-429-0182

CAT
CODE
18L

items under $20.

/

Money Order

Security Code

Visa
Mastercard

Debit

USPS
Priority Mail*
2-5 DAYS
$7.99
$8.99
$9.99
$10.99
$11.99

UPS
Ground
5-7 DAYS
$15.99
$18.99
$20.99
$22.99
$26.99

Night Telephone

UPS
2nd Day** Next Day**
2 DAYS
1 DAY
$20.99
$32.99
$22.99
$37.99
$25.99
$39.99
$29.99
$42.99
$31.99
$45.99

American Express
4-digit number on the front
of the card, above your
credit card number.

*Orders considered HEAVY or OVERSIZED are subject to additional
shipping charges. This includes, but is not limited to, large quantities of a single
item, swords, etc.
**Express delivery excludes personal checks and backorders.
Dealers MUST contact SMKW® Dealer Rep for correct S&H charges.

Merchandise Total
.01 - $75.00
$75.01 - $125.00
$125.01 - $150.00
$150.01 - $200.00
$200.01 - Above

Charges

		
Shipping

Signature

Visa, Mastercard, Discover
3-digit number on the back
of the card, usually at the top
of the signature strip.

American Express

*Orders over $300 paid
by check will be held
for clearance.

Credit

Discover

(order cannot be processed without this code)

Day Telephone

THE PRICE OF THE
UNAVAILABLE ITEM(S).

Gift card value will be verified before order is processed.

How to Find Your Security Code

Expiration Date

Card
Number

Check*

Gift Card Value:

SMKW Gift Card:

Payment Method*

UNAVAILABLE ITEM(S).

REFUND:

IF (1) OR MORE OF MY ITEMS IS UNAVAILABLE PLEASE:

Pg #
$2.99

Price Each

*Ammo orders must ship UPS ground*

ORDER TOTAL

International Orders - MUST CALL for shipping rates
Tennessee Sales Tax - Shipments to TN ONLY - ADD 9.75%

Shipping Charges - ADD total from chart on left

Merchandise Total - ADD total from order above

Include in
My Order

Apparel Orders
Waist/Inseam/Color

$2.99

Total

State

Zip

Apt #

City

Street

Name

Ship to a different address:

State

Zip

Apt #

PLEASE NOTE! For your protection, SMKW® address-verifies your credit card.
For authorization, your billing address must match the billing address on your credit card statement.

YES! I verify I am over 18 years old, so please email me news and special offers from SMKW.com.

email

City

Street

Name

Ordered by:

Please provide a physical address for UPS shipping.

We cannot ship UPS to a PO Box.

Call 800-251-9306 for current ammo shipping rate.

SMKW is required by law to ship ammo orders UPS GROUND ONLY.

*Mail orders totaling $1,500 or more MUST BE PAID by Cashier's
Check, Money Order or Certified Check OR call us at 800-251-9306.

Backorders will be cancelled
after 90 days & a refund
issued for the amount of the
backordered item.

Ceramic Pocket Sharpener		

IMPORTANT PLEASE SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

1

Backorder: We do not backorder

➥

G4307

				
Item #
Qty Description

➥

frost "heritage collection" knife & truck sets

Limited edition of only 120 sets each! Baby Trappers feature: Stainless steel blades •Handles are white smooth bone
that has been lasered on the fronts, resulting in a dark finish
Close-up of
•Nickel silver bolsters, serialized on front •Brass pins and
embellished
liners •2-1/2" closed. Trucks feature: Diecast metal,
bolster.
plastic and rubber construction
•1:24 scale.
Grandson/
1937 Ford Truck
Grandpa/
FRPUwggs18
1937 Ford Truck
FRPUwggp18

Attention
collectors!

your choice

$39.99 per set

Dad/1941
Plymouth Truck
FRPUwgd18

Son/1941
Plymouth Truck
FRPUwgs18

Truck
roof art.

Frost Family Tradition Series "world's greatest" Trappers

Features: Stainless steel blades •Laser embellished handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters with
embellishment on right bolsters •4-1/8" closed •Wood display boxes.
Certificate inside lid can be
personalized by you for a
truly one-of-a-kind gift!

Son- Red smooth bone handles.
FRwgs18

Grandpa- Buffalo horn handles.
FRwggp16
Dad- Smooth natural bone handles.
FRWGD16
50

Box
top.

December 2018

Your choice

$24.99 ea.

Grandson- Smooth blue bone handles.
FRWGGS16

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

12
s!
e
v
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Kn
frost
CHRISTMAS
STOCKING
OF KNIVES
Features: (2) fixed
blade knives and
(10) folding knives.
Packaged in a
mesh stocking.
frSOCK

$39.99

per set

A Frost
Holiday
Favorite!
MRSP
Over
$125!

Styles and
materials
may vary.

FROST "MERRY CHRISTMAS"
KNIFE & TRUCK SET

Baby Toothpick features: Stainless steel blades •Mother of pearl handles
•Brass liners •Green and nickel silver spacers •Nickel silver embossed
bolsters •3" closed. 1941 Plymouth
Truck features: Diecast metal,
plastic and rubber construction
•1:24 scale.
FRPUMC18

$39.99 ea.

Truck
roof art.

Santa Claus
is coming to town!

frost holiday knives

Features: Stainless steel blades •Smooth bone handles with
embellishments •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters.
Let It Snow Stockman
Nickel silver shield
•3-7/8" closed. FR797LS

Your choice

$19.99 ea.

Gift box
with each
knife in
this ad.

Merry Christmas Trapper
4-1/8" closed. FR812mc2

OCOEE RIVER CHRISTMAS
TRAPPER & COPPER ROUND

Knife features: Embellished stainless steel blades
•Red jigged bone handles •Brass pins and liners
•Nickel silver fluted bolsters and color filled shield
•4-1/8" closed.
Copper Round
features: .999 fine
copper •1-1/2"
diameter •Packed in
an acrylic case with
foam insert. Both
pieces are presented
in a gift box with
embellished top.
FRSETOC108MC

SANTA CLAUS Pocketknives

Features: Stainless steel blades •Imprinted handles.
Folder
Imitation
ivory
composition
handles
•3-1/2" closed.
frnsanta

Gift tin.

$4.99 ea.

$34.99 per set

Trapper- Smooth
bone handles
•Nickel silver bolsters
•4-1/8" closed •Gift tin.

Box lid.

frswmc

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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$19.99 ea.
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NEW! sTEEL WARRIOR peanutS

Features: Stainless steel blades (except where noted) •Nickel silver bolsters
•Brass pins, liners and color filled shields •2-3/4" closed.
your choice

$9.99 ea.

Yellow Composition
"World's Greatest Dad"
Etched blade •"WORLD'S
GREATEST DAD" shield.
frsw107WGDY

Second Cut Bone
Carbon steel blades.
frsw107sc

Imitation Abalone
frsw107iaB

Jigged
Chestnut Bone
frsw107CjB
Jigged Dark
Red Bone
frsw107drwj

Cape Buffalo Horn
frsw107CBH

Ox Horn
frsw107ox

sTEEL WARRIOR SMALL TOOTHPICKS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Nickel silver bolsters
•Brass pins, liners and color filled shields •3" closed.
your choice

$9.99 ea.

NEW!

Ox Horn
frsw109ox

NEW!

NEW!

Smooth Mississippi
River Bone
Black and nickel silver spacers.
frsw109ASB

Imitation Ivory
Celluloid
frsw109imi
Grape Purple
Celluloid
frsw109ga

NEW!

Red Smooth Bone
"World's Greatest Dad"
Etched blade •"WORLD'S
GREATEST DAD" shield.
frsw109wgdr
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NEW!

Candy Apple
Celluloid
frsw109CA

Red, White,
and Blue Celluloid
FRSW109GBA

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

S

MKW, along with our friends at FROST, give you and Santa a helping hand with our MEGA SETS - appearing
once a year, to bring sweet deals for gifting, trading or collecting! Patterns, styles, sizes, and packaging will vary.
You are guaranteed one or two fixed blade knives in each set, while the rest will be chosen from Frost's vast and
varied inventory of first quality Frost pocketknives, linerlocks, lockbacks, tactical knives, and more! Each individual
knife within each set is brand new in original packaging. Our choice only; may vary from photo.

0
5

2018

BONUS!

DEER SKINNER
With Sheath. $12.99 VALUE!

KNIVES
+ BONUS Skinner
FR5018

79

$

99

00
1

BONUS!

$24.99 VALUE!
BIG GRIZZ BOWIE
With Leather Sheath.

KNIVES
+ BONUS Bowie
FR10018

149

$

99

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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NEW! steel warrior pearl tusk pocketknives

Features: Stainless steel blades •Pearl tusk handles •Brass pins, liners, and color filled shields •Nickel silver ringed bolsters
•Packaged in magnetic gift box.

Toothpick
3" closed.
frsw109pt

Doctor's Knife
3-3/4" closed.
frsw120pt

$12.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
frsw108pt

$19.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.

Peanut- 2-3/4" closed.

frsw107pt

Choctaw Lockback
3-3/4" closed.
frsw105pt

$19.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.

Locking Copperhead- Press
on spine of closed pen blade to
release master blade for closing
•3-3/8" closed.
frsw104pt

Stockman- 3-7/8" closed.

frsw112pt

$19.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.

NEW! steel warrior multi-turquoise pocketknives

Features: Stainless steel blades •Multi-turquoise synthastone handles •Brass pins, liners, and color filled shields •Nickel silver ringed bolsters
•Packaged in magnetic gift box.
Stockman- 3-7/8" closed.

Toothpick
3" closed.
frsw109tqt

frsw112tqt

$19.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.
Doctor's Knife
3-3/4" closed.
frsw120tqt

$14.99 ea.
Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
frsw108tqt

$19.99 ea.
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Locking Copperhead- Press
on spine of closed pen blade
to release master blade for
closing •3-3/8" closed.

frsw104tqt

$14.99 ea.

We Accept

Peanut
2-3/4" closed.
frsw107tqt

$12.99 ea.

NEW! Frost Quicksilver
Medium Stockman

NEW! hibbard spencer-bartlett
stockman

Features: Stainless steel blades •Beautifully colored black
jet and red turquoise synthetic stone handles •Brass liners
•Nickel silver, yellow, synthetic malachite,
and blue spacers •Nickel silver decorative
bolsters •3-1/2" closed.

frqs504bstn

Features: Stainless steel blades •Ox horn handles
•Brass pins, liners and color filled shield
•Nickel silver bolsters •4-1/2" closed.
FRHSB066OX

$14.99 ea.

$19.99 ea.

NEW! steel warrior doctor's knives

Features: Stainless steel blades •Brass pins, liners and color filled shields
•Nickel silver bolsters •3-3/4" closed.
your choice

Winter
Aged Bone
FRSW120WABS

$9.99 ea.

Cracked Ice
Celluloid
FRSW120ci

Orange
Smooth Bone
FRSW120osb

NEW! cherokee stone works abalone pocketknives
Features: Fileworking throughout •Stainless steel blades •Handles of genuine crushed abalone
with acrylic overlays •Brass liners •Nickel silver bolsters.
Stockmans- 3-1/2" closed.
Three Blade
Peanuts
2-3/4" closed.
Red
frcsw1073ABr

your choice

$12.99 ea.

your choice

Green
frcsw1073ABG

$14.99 ea.

Red
frcsw509ABr
Detailed
filework throughout.

Three Blade
Toothpicks
3" closed.

Blue
frcsw1093ABl

your choice

$12.99 ea.

Pink
frcsw1093ABp

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

Blue
frcsw509ABl

December 2018
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NEW! chipaway cutlery fixed blades
Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

war eagles- Brown wood
and pakkawood handles •Brass
guards •Black, brass and brown
spacers •Mosaic pins on front and
back •Lanyard holes.
I- 9-3/4" overall.

frcw670

$14.99 ea.

ii- 12-1/2" overall.

frcw671

$19.99 ea.
pecos spirit bowie- Handle of wood
and imitation leather in shades of black,
blue, green, and orange •Aluminum
guard and end cap •9-5/8" overall.

frcw351

$12.99 ea.

large Drop Points- Pakkawood
handles •Full tangs •Stainless steel
guards •Steel double rivets
•Lanyard holes •9" overall.
Red
frcw2915rpw
your choice

$14.99 ea.

Blue
frcw2915blfl

Chickasaw Skinner
Walnut handles •Full tang •Brass
guard and triple rivets •8" overall.

frcw019ww

$12.99 ea.

Little Chipmunk- Rosewood and
smooth bone handles •Full tang
•Steel multiple rivets •6-5/8" overall.

frcw1005

$9.99 ea.

Small Drop Point- Thumb ridges
•Full tang •Olive wood handles
•Steel double rivets •6-5/8" overall.

frcw1004olw
56
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Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

$9.99 ea.

NEW! chipaway cutlery navaja folder

Features: Damascus steel blade with fileworked spine •Buffalo horn
handles •Brass pins, liners and bolsters •Fileworked backspring
•4-3/8" closed •Leather belt sheath.

frcw1010bh

$29.99 ea.

Filework detail.

Leather sheath.

NEW! chipaway cutlery fixed blades

Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.
Red Fox- Smooth bone and carved
wood handle •Brass guard and end
cap •Brass, black and red spacers
•12-1/8" overall.

frcw3463brb

$19.99 ea.

Hunter- Smooth bone handle
enhanced by carving, color
and torching •Brass guard and
end cap •Blue, brass and green
spacers •12" overall.

frcw4000brb

$19.99 ea.

Arrowhead Bowie- Brown wood,
black wood and smooth bone
handle enhanced by carving and
torching •Brass guard,
rivets, spacers and pommel
•12" overall.

frcw2147wbah

$19.99 ea.

Red Plains Chief- Smooth bone
handle enhanced by carving, color
and torching •Brass guard and
end cap •Green, brass, brown and
black spacers •11-1/2" overall.

frcw3992in

$19.99 ea.

Hunter's Combo- Smooth bone handles •Brass guards
•Aluminum pommels •Multicolor spacers
•Overall lengths-- 8-3/8", 5-5/8" •Sheath holds both.

frcw988wsb

$19.99 per set

Little Fox- Full tang •Buffalo horn handles
•Fileworked brass guard
•Steel double rivets •7-5/8" overall.

frcw986bh

$9.99 ea.

Small Drop Point- Thumb ridges •Full tang
•Buffalo horn handles •Steel double rivets
•6-5/8" overall.

frcw1004bh

$9.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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NEW! trophy stag navaja ram's horn pocketknives
Features: Stainless steel blades •Ram's horn handles •Fileworked backsprings •Brass pins
•Stainless steel liners and bolsters.

Large- 6-3/8" closed.

FRTS282

Medium- 5-1/8" closed.

FRTS283

$19.99 ea.

$22.99 ea.

Fileworked backspring.

trophy stag hunting knives

Features: Stainless steel blades •Brass guards and pommels •Red and brass spacers •9-1/4" overall •Leather belt sheaths with bead accents.
your choice

Each knife includes
leather sheath
with bead accents.

$14.99 ea.

NEW! Stacked Leather Skinner
FRTS207LTHR

Walnut Drop Point
FRts208

Just in time for christmas!
NEW! native american chief walking cane

Features: Aluminum shaft •Highly detailed cast resin handle
•Cast metal fittings •Rubber tip •35" tall.

FRSW1825IN

$19.99 ea.

ocoee river skinners

Features: Polished stainless steel blades •Full tang •Double brass rivets
•Lanyard holes •7" overall •Nylon belt sheaths.

Red Jigged
Composition
froc534str

Handle detail.

your choice

$9.99 ea.

NEW! Imitation
Stag Bone Resin
FROC534SBR

NEW! chef deluxe ceramic kitchen knives
Both feature black ceramic blades.

5" Santoku- 10" overall •Black rubberized handle.

frcd07
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$19.99 ea.
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3" Parer- 7-1/8" overall
•Black thermoplastic handle and blade cover.

frcd06

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

$9.99 ea.

NEW! hen & rooster stag bowie

Created by Spanish knife designer Amos Castedo Gomez. Features: Mirror polished German stainless steel blade with signature etch on the
back •"Diamond Limited Edition" tang stamp •Stag handles •Stainless steel guard and triple rivets •Leather lanyard with stag tip slider
•12-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath with fur front inserts and leather leg tie with stag tip slider.

HR0001DS3

$179.99 ea.

Signature etch on back.

THIRD IN THE SERIES!

hen & rooster pocketknives

Features: Stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver bolsters and pins (except where noted) •Antique brass shields.
Red Jigged Bone
Swell Center
Whittler
3-1/8" closed.
hr233rpb

$39.99 ea.

NEW!

Cracked Ice Celluloid
Stockman
Brass pins
•3-1/4" closed.
hrs273ci

NEW!

$54.99 ea.

NEW!
Cracked Ice Celluloid Canoe
3-5/8" closed.
Red Jigged Bone Congress
3-5/8" closed.

hr364rpb

$49.99 ea.

HR252CI

$69.99 ea.

Cancun Blue Smooth Bone
Large Stockman- 4" closed.

hr313cb

$49.99 ea.

NEW!

hr252d

$89.99 ea.

NEW! Blue Jigged Bone
Copperhead- 3-3/4" closed.

Buffalo Horn Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

hr312bh

Stag Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

$54.99 ea.

NEW!

hr232blb

$44.99 ea.

BUCKCREEK® DEER Stag pocketknives

Features: Stainless steel blades •Genuine deer stag handles •Brass liners
•Nickel silver pins, bolsters and shields.
Little Bear and Bull Congress
Whittler- 3-1/2" closed.
3-1/2" closed.
bc6308ds
BC6682DS
ea.
ea.

$49.99

$49.99

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
bc254ds

$49.99 ea.
If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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FROST CUTLERY, WILDERNESS at THE SMOKIES & SMOKY MOUNTAIN KNIFE WORKS PRESENT

t GRAND PRIZE WINNER receives a FROST CUTLERY & WILDERNESS AT THE SMOKIES
SMOKY MOUNTAIN GETAWAY
Frost Cutlery, Wilderness at the Smokies and Smoky Mountain Knife Works bring you a weekend of fun, beginning
when you check in for a 3 day, 2 night stay at the incredible Wilderness at the Smokies! After a relaxing evening at the
incredible indoor waterpark, you’ll visit us at Smoky Mountain Knife Works for a $1,000 Shopping Spree sponsored
by Frost Cutlery! You’ll shop our vast showroom featuring hundreds of brands, including the complete family of Frost
brands! Finish off the day with a presidential dinner, joining cutlery industry legends Jim Frost of Frost Cutlery and
Kevin Pipes of Smoky Mountain Knife Works. You’re automatically entered with every Frost family brand purchase!
Visit SMKW.com for details.
Accommodations sponsored by Wilderness at the Smokies. Visit wildernessatthesmokies.com to book your next Smoky Mountain Getaway!
Shopping Spree sponsored by Frost Cutlery. Shop the entire Frost Family of brands at SMKW.com or at our store's Frost counter
featuring all your favorite Frost brands. Don't miss it!

t 2nd PRIZE – OCOEE RIVER PRIZE PACK INCLUDING AN OLD TOWN® 10' KAYAK
AND TWO OCOEE RIVER KNIVES!
t 3rd PRIZE – 20 WINNERS! FROST 50 PIECE KNIFE PRIZE PACK
t 4th PRIZE – 10 WINNERS! HEN & ROOSTER BOWIE
t 5th PRIZE – 125 WINNERS! FROST CUTLERY HAT

See more
Frost Cutlery @

Visit SMKW.com for complete contest rules.

See pages 50-60 for qualifying products!

NEW! bulldog brand blue jigged bone j Premier

Jim Frost and Kevin Pipes.

Edition i pocketknives

Features: Stainless steel blades with master embellishments and authentic fighting bulldogs tang stamps •Nickel silver bolsters (except
where noted) and fighting bulldogs shields •Brass pins and liners •Limited production of only 300 pieces each.
Stockman- 3-7/8" closed.

frbdg112dbjb

$14.99 ea.

Locking Copperhead
Clip point blade locks open
and releases for
closing by pressing on spine
of closed wharncliff blade
•3-3/8" closed.

frbdg104dbjb

Lockback Whittler
Locking master blade
•3-7/8" closed.
frbdg116dbjb

$14.99 ea.
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Utility Knife
No bolsters
•3-5/8" closed.
frbdg173dbjb

$18.99 ea.

December 2018

$14.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
frbdg108dbjb

$14.99 ea.

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

buck® masonic 110 100% u.s.a. made

Custom
Masonic
shield.

Features: Lockback •420 HC stainless steel blade
•Cherrywood handles •Nickel silver pins, liners
and bolsters •Color filled Masonic shield
•4-7/8" closed •Nylon belt sheath.
bu8781

$59.99 ea.

masonic pocketknives by rough rider

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with master embellishments •Blue smooth bone handles
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed bolsters (except where noted) •Color filled brass shields.
Congress- 3-5/8" closed.

rr1222

Small Toothpick
3" closed.

$12.99 ea.

rr1765

$9.99 ea.

In Search of
more Light!

Gift packaging.

Razor
No bolsters •6-3/8" closed.

RR1767

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.

rr1223

$14.99 ea.

Barlow- Brass pins
•3-3/8" closed.

$12.99 ea.

rr1221

$12.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

rr1224

$12.99 ea.
Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

Small
Stockman
3-1/4" closed.
rr1764

RR1766

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.

$12.99 ea.

rr1225

$12.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.
MASONIC Pen Knife

MASONIC Barlow

Features: Stainless steel blade •Clear
acrylic handles with full color art inserts
•Steel pins, liners and stamped bolsters
•5" closed.

nv259

In Search of
more Light!

Features: Stainless steel blades
•Fully detailed cast metal handles
•Lanyard bail •2-3/4" closed.
nv262

$4.99 ea.

$4.99 ea.

MASONIC compass knife

Features: Stainless steel blade with black
coated blood groove •Black accented
aluminum handles •Locking lever
imprinted with "Free Mason"
•5-5/8" closed, 9" open.

sx1462

MASONIC PEN

$11.99 ea.

Shown fully
open and
fully closed.

Perfect for letter writing and more.
Features: Black ink •Plastic and stainless
steel construction •Pocket clip •Twist
open and close •5-1/2" overall.
Unique handle design forms
the Masonic compass
when partially open.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Gift
boxed.

sxbp189
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$14.99 ea.
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Old Timer® Splinter
Carving Knife

Uncle Henry® Deluxe Wood Carving Kit

Features: 65Mn high carbon steel blades •Sawcut OT
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and
shield •4-3/8" closed.

SCT24

$19.99 ea.
Hook
blade

Straight
gouge

V-scorp
blade

Chisel
blade

Gouge
scorp
blade

Detail
blade

Features: (10) interchangeable, high carbon stainless steel blades (shown below)
•4-5/8" wood handle •Three way brass jaw
chucking system •Carrying case.

old forge whittlin' fun knife set

Features: Black coated high carbon steel blades •Wood handles
•Double brass rivets •Overall lengths--chisel 6-3/4", detailer 7",
and whittler 8" •Heavy duty black nylon pouch holds all three.

of004

Kit in
carrying
case.

set includes these (10)
interchangeable blades
Pack of (4) 65Mn Blades
•LD2 1/2" x .05" heavy duty blade
•LN3 1/2" x .05" carving blade
•LS1 1/2" x .05" carving blade
•LBG #7, 5/16" cut sweep gouge
Pack of (6) 6SBL Small Detail Blades
•20E x 15/16" with radius outside curve grind
•21EX straight blade
•#11 straight blade with slanted edge grind
•#10 1" with radius inside curve grind
•#8 2" with radius inside curve grind
•#22 2" with radius inside
curve grind

$12.99 complete set of 3 with pouch (also available

separately-no pouch)
Chisel of003
Detailer of002
Whittler of001
your choice

$4.99 ea.

SCT22

Scrimshaw Kit by Rough Rider

Kit includes: 4-1/8" closed trapper, with smooth
natural bone handles perfect for scrimshanding
•Etching scribe tool •Wooden stylus •India
ink •Cotton swabs •Transfer paper •Steel
wool •Pre-crafted design patterns
•Instruction booklet •Carrying pouch.

RR1579

$14.99 per set

The knife is
included and
ready for your
masterpiece!

Instruction
booklet.

Scribe tool enlarged to
show detail.

(also available separately)
White Trapper

RR22034W

STEELEX® 12 PIECE CARVING CHISEL SET

This complete Carving Chisel Set features: Beechwood handles with
steel ferrules •Each chisel measures 7-1/2" overall
•Set stores in a leather roll-up pouch.
Set includes:
•6mm straight
•12mm straight
•10mm V-tool
•6mm right skew
•6mm double skew
•8mm gouge
•10mm gouge
Shown in pouch
•14mm gouge
(included).
•6mm spoon
•6mm beading
•6mm round nose
D2227
per set
•6mm V-groove

$49.99

CARVE A MASTERPIECE!

Knife stores on
the outside of
the pouch.

$9.99 ea.

12 piece carving set by rough rider
All the tools you need for woodcarving!
Features: Carbon steel blades
•4-1/4" smooth wood handles
•(1) each v-tool, round chisel
and awl •(2) straight chisels
•(3) gouges •(4) slanted skews
•Nylon carrying case.

rr641

$9.99 per set

MSRP
$19.99

Shown
in case
(included).

Whittlin' Buddy knife

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Amber jigged bone handles •Brass
pins and liners •Nickel silver spacers and embossed bolsters •5-1/8" closed.

rr565
62

$14.99 ea.
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$19.99 per set

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

victorinox® butcher's essentials

Features: Specially tempered high carbon
stainless steel blades •Fibrox® handles.

Victorinox®
Apron
with $75
Victorinox®
Kitchen
Cutlery
Purchase.

6" Semi-Stiff Curved Boning
11-1/4" overall.
Red F40420

$21.99

$24.99
$pecial! your choice now $19.99 ea.
(also available) Black F40515

Limit (1) per order.
While supplies last.
Offer expires 12/31/18.

6" Skinning
11-1/8" overall. F40536
(also available) 5" Skinning
10-1/4" overall. F40535
your choice

$29.99 ea.

6" Stiff Boning- 11-3/8" overall. f40615

$21.99 ea.

GREAT STOCKING STUFFERS! VICTORINOX® PREP SETS

You can't go wrong with these colorful prep sets! Perfectly packaged for gift-giving or keep a
set for yourself to make holiday food prep a breeze. Features: High carbon stainless steel blades
•Lightweight and durable polypropylene handles •Each set includes a 3-1/4" paring knife.
Parer and 7" Overall Peeler Set

Green V06931

Red V08329

Shown in packaging.

Parer and 4-1/2" Serrated Utility Knife set

Red V7601

YOUR CHOICE

$12.99 per set

Green V76064
Shown in packaging.

victorinox® LARGE HANDLE parers

Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades
•Polypropylene handles •4" blades
•8-1/8" overall.

YOUR CHOICE

Red F40502

victorinox® Parers

Features: 3-1/4" stainless steel blades
•Polypropylene handles •7-1/8" overall.
A. Red Plain V40601
B. Red Serrated V40603
C.	Black Serrated V40602
(also available) Plain V40600
D. White Serrated F42602
(also available) Plain F40807
YOUR CHOICE

$4.99 ea.

$5.99 ea.

Blue F42605
Black
3-1/4" blades •7-1/2" overall.
Serrated F40509
(also available) Plain F40508

Special! victorinox®
wood block

A
B

Best sellers!

C
D

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Keep steak and paring knives close
at hand in their own block! Features:
Hardwood construction •(6) slots
(knives not included) •Measures
4-1/4" x 5-7/8" x 2-1/2".

$14.99
$pecial $9.99 ea.

Knives not v54180
included.

December 2018
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Yellow Composition
everyday Carry
pocketknives
Features: 440A stainless steel
blades •Yellow composition
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel
silver shields and ringed bolsters
(except where noted).

Boy's Barlow
3-1/4" closed.

rr719

$8.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
rr945

Peanut
2-7/8" closed.
RR605

$9.99 ea.

ng
Locki r
t
s
a
m e!
blade

$8.99 ea.

Whittler- 3" closed.

RR891

Lockback
3-3/4" closed.

RR893

Whittler
3-1/2" closed.
RR599

$8.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

Dog Leg Stockman
3-1/2" closed.

RR890

$9.99 ea.

ng
Locki r
maste !
blade

Small Coke
Bottle
3" closed.
rr1167

$9.99 ea.

Stockman
3-1/4" closed.

rr602

$9.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-3/4" closed.

Trapper- 4" closed.

rr1071

$9.99 ea.

rr601

$8.99 ea.

Muskrat
4" closed.
rr598

Big Daddy
Barlow
5" closed.
rr1037

$8.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

Mini Canoe
2-3/4" closed.

rr895
ng
Locki r
maste !
blade

rr721

Congress
3-5/8"
closed.
rr600

Large
Hawkbill
Lanyard hole
•4" closed.

Sowbelly- 3-3/4" closed.

$7.99 ea.

Three Blade
Mini Canoe
3-1/8" closed.
rr1079

RR861

$9.99 ea.

$8.99 ea.

$8.99 ea.

Baby
Toothpick
3" closed.
RR604

$7.99 ea.
Small Work Knife Linerlock- No bolsters •3-1/2" closed.

rr818
Canoe
3-5/8" closed.
RR720
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$8.99 ea.

Small Lockback- 3-1/8" closed.

$9.99 ea.

rr894
December 2018

We Accept

$7.99 ea.

$7.99 ea.

Moose
4-1/4" closed.
rr1198

$11.99 ea.

Jigged Bone Everyday Carry pocketknives

Features (except where noted): 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged bone
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver shields and bolsters.
Amber All Purpose
Utility Scout Knife
Can opener •Thumb
stud •Screwdriver/cap
lifter •Punch •Lanyard
bail •3-3/4" closed.
rr533

Screwdriver/
cap lifter

Amber Lockback
Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed •Black
nylon sheath can be
worn vertically
or horizontally.
rr1370

your choice

$12.99 ea.

Red Trapper
4" closed. rr1068

e!

Locking master blad

Amber Large Work Knife- Linerlock
•No bolsters •4-3/4" closed.
RR772

Quality knives
for over 20 years!

Amber Small Work Knife
Linerlock •No bolsters •3-1/2" closed.
rr819

Red Small
Leg Knife
3-3/8" closed.
rr287

Amber
Copperhead
3-3/4" closed.
rr043

Red Mini
Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
rr280

Amber
Medium
Lockback
3-3/4" closed.
rr081

your choice

$9.99 ea.

Amber Muskrat
4" closed. rr079
Red One Hand
Linerlock
Trapper
Stainless
One
steel liners
hand
•4-1/8" closed. thumb
rr1130
stud.

Red Barlow
3-1/4" closed.
rr289

Red
Copperhead
3-3/4" closed.
rr268

Amber
Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr22034

Bone is a natural handle material prone to cracking.
Therefore, some knives may have cracks near the
pins or bolsters. This bone has been dyed to its rich
color, so slight bleeding of the color may occur.

Red Mini
Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
RR947

e!

Locking master blad

Amber
Congress
3-5/8" closed.
rr053

Red Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr266

Amber Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. rr080
Amber
Razor Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr072

Red
Muskrat
4" closed.
rr275

Red
Canoe
3-5/8"
closed.
rr269

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871
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Back in stock for a limited time! IMITATION Tortoiseshell Pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Imitation tortoiseshell celluloid handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed bolsters.
Small
Lockback
3-1/2" closed.
rr500

Baby Toothpick
3" closed.
RR505

Small
Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed.
rr503

$8.99 ea.

$7.99 ea.

Large
Lady Leg
5" closed.

rr504

$9.99 ea.

$8.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-1/2" closed.

RR501

$9.99 ea.

Razor Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

RR515

Quantity limited!
Order fast!

$9.99 ea.

Large Coke Bottle
5-1/2" closed.

Doctor's Knife
3-3/4" closed.

rr499

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.

$9.99 ea.

RR512

RR510

$9.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.

bolster stripes pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Peach seed jigged bone handles •Brass liners
•Nickel silver pins, shields and pinstriped bolsters.

Lockback
3-1/2" closed.
rr1561

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr1566

$9.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.
Custom collector
packaging.

Small Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed.
rr1567

$9.99 ea.

Little
Toothpick
3" closed.
rr1568

Cub Lockback
2-1/2" closed.
rr1562

$8.99 ea.

$8.99 ea.
Moose- 3-1/2" closed.

rr1565
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$12.99 ea.

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

Smooth Bone pocketknives

Features (except where noted): 440A stainless steel blades •Smooth bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters.
Tobacco
Small Cotton
Sampler
Nickel silver pins
and shield •Lanyard
hole •3" closed.
rr1834

Bone is a natural handle
material prone to cracking.
Therefore, some knives may
have cracks near the pins or
bolsters. The colored bone
has been dyed to its rich
color, so slight bleeding of
the color may occur.

Red Signature
Stockman
Nickel silver shield
•3-1/2" closed. RR437

Amber Work Knife Linerlock
Nickel silver shield •No bolsters •3-1/2" closed. rr820

Red Medium
Toothpick
Nickel silver
shield •4" closed.
rr452
White Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr22034w
your choice

$9.99 ea.

Quality
knives for
over 20 years!

White
Muskrat
4" closed.
rr127

White
Canoe
3-5/8" closed.
rr045

White Old
Barn Stockman
4" closed. RR206

Pink
Lemonade
Barlow
Nickel
silver shield
•2-7/8" closed.
rr1272

White
Barlow
3-3/8" closed.
rr198

White Stockman
3-1/2" closed. rr003
White
Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
rr100

Great
for
scrimshaw!

your choice

Red Canoe
Nickel silver shield •3-5/8" closed.
RR436

$7.99 ea.
White Baby
Toothpick
3" closed.
RR060

White Mini Canoe
2-3/4" closed.
rr055

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

White
Lady Leg
3-1/8" closed.
RR148

December 2018

Hot Pink Mini
Scout- Nickel
silver shield •Can
opener •Cap lifter/
small screwdriver
•2-1/4" closed.
rr1292
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copper bolster pocketknives by Rough Rider

Cub Lockback
2-1/2" closed.
rr1585

Features: Stonewashed 440A stainless steel blades •Black smooth bone handles
•Copper pins, liners, shields (except where noted) and ringed bolsters.

$9.99 ea.

Custom
collector
packaging.

Hawkbill- 4" closed.

Folding Hunter- Stainless steel
locking liner •5-1/4" closed.

$12.99 ea.

rr1587

rr1677

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

rr1584

$14.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.
Bone is a natural handle material prone to cracking. Therefore,
some knives may have cracks near the pins or bolsters.

Stockman- 3-3/4" closed.

rr1586

Teardrop Jack
3-3/4" closed.
rr1676

Moose
4-3/8" closed.
rr1583

$12.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.

Hot collector's knife!

rough rider

knife handles that glow in the dark

glow

All feature: 440A stainless steel blades •Glow synthetic handles
•Nickel silver shields.

POCKETKNIVES- Features (except where
noted): Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver
ringed bolsters.

Work Knife Linerlock- Nickel silver
pins •No bolsters •3-1/2" closed.

rr1427
Lockback- 3-1/2" closed. rr1431

$7.99 ea.

rr1430

$7.99 ea.

Small Hunter
Features: Nickel silver guard •Aluminum pommel •Brass rivets
•6-1/4" overall •Nylon belt sheath with imitation leather accent.

ram's horn bone
pocketknives

$7.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

rr1425

$9.99 ea.

$7.99 ea.

Pen Knife- 3-1/4" closed.

Features: 440A stainless steel
blades with reverse frosted master
etches •Ram's horn bone handles
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins,
ringed bolsters and shields.
68

Small
Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed.
rr1429

$7.99 ea.
Small Toothpick
3" closed.

RR1426

$14.99 ea.
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rr1596

$9.99 ea.

Lady Leg
3-1/8" closed.
rr1549

$8.99 ea.

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

The
Small
look of
Toothpick
horn
3" closed.
at bone
RR1548
prices!

$8.99 ea.

NEW!

NEW! 			
by rough rider

canoe

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse
frosted master etch •Embossed nickel silver
handles with black accents •White and synthetic
red and blue turquoise spacers
•Brass liners •Nickel silver
bolsters •3-5/8" closed.

RR1750

HAWKBILL

BACK IN THE GOOD OLE DAYS ON TOBACCO ROAD
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with
reverse frosted etch •Tobacco bone
handles •Both sides of the knife are
enhanced with a cross hatched tobacco
leaf with copper nailhead accents •Brass
liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched,
embossed bolsters •4" closed.

$19.99 ea.

#1 choice
collectible

RR1893

$12.99 ea.

Custom collector
packaging.

Custom collector packaging.

arrowhead imitation turquoise by rough rider

Designed by Brian Yellowhorse. Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Imitation turquoise
handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver shields and embossed bolsters.
Baby
your choice
Elephant
ea.
Toe
collector's
$pecial
3"
Congress
Buy Them Both
closed.
3-5/8"
RR797SET
rr796
closed.
per set
rr797

Exclusive
Custom
Collaboration!

$12.99

Beautiful pocketknives that
reflect the Cherokee heritage
of the Great Smoky Mountains.
The series of dots on the shields
represent sacred numbers
recognized by the Cherokees.

$19.99

Close-up
of shield.

dreamcatcher pocketknives

Celebrating the importance of dreams to the ancients and
carrying the tradition on to us. Features: 440A stainless
steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Synthetic
turquoise and coral handles with genuine abalone accents
•Brass liners •Nickel silver spacers and ringed, embossed
bolsters •Custom
collector packaging.
Custom
collector
packaging.

Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed.
rr1523

$9.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

rr1522

"strike it rich" pocketknives
Features: Etched 440A stainless steel blades •Gold
flake acrylic handles •Brass liners •Nickel
silver pins, shields and ringed bolsters.

Stockman- 4-1/4" closed.

$14.99 ea.

rr1524

$14.99 ea.

Baby Toothpick
3" closed.

rr1517

$7.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

Grandad's Barlow
3-3/8" closed.

rr1521

rr1520

$9.99 ea.
If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$9.99 ea.
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Mini collector Pocketknives by Rough Rider

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass pins (except where noted)
and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •2" closed.

Turquoise
Smooth
Bone
Trapper
rr1263

White Smooth
Bone Trapper
Nickel silver pins.
rr1262
White
Smooth
Bone
Lady Leg
rr1248

Yellow
Composition
Lady Leg
rr0933

Ultra
Violet
Smooth
Bone
Trapper
rr1265

Amber
Jigged Bone
Trapper
RR807

Imitation
Tortoiseshell
Celluloid
Lady Leg
rr0934

Ultra Violet
Smooth Bone
Lady Leg
rr1251

Amber Jigged Bone
Baby Muskrat rr183
Yellow Composition
Stockman
RR811

your choice

$6.99 ea.
Imitation Tortoiseshell
Celluloid Stockman
rr812

Pearl
Lady Leg
No pins.
rr937

Turquoise
Smooth
Bone
Lady Leg
rr1249

$7.99 ea.

Amber Jigged Bone Canoe
Nickel silver pins •Lanyard/
necklace/keyring hole. rr0942

NEW! cross pendant knives

the vanity knife

In the not-so-distant past, before mass
production and molded plastic,
craftsmen created beautiful and
ornate objects that filled everyday
lives. This lobster pattern knife
speaks to that time.
Features: Stainless steel blades
•Nail file/cleaner •Cast metal
handles •3-3/8" closed.

NV313

Features: 1" stainless steel blades •Cross shaped smooth bone
pendants •1-3/4" closed •Chain/necklace not included.

NEW!

your choice
White
rr1582

Mini folder

$4.99 ea.

Tiny Hunter by rough rider

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •White smooth bone
handles •Nickel silver bolsters and liners •1-5/8" closed.
RR167
Bone is a natural handle material prone
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to cracking. Therefore, some knives may
have cracks near the bolsters.
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Purple
rr1581

Egyptian Sarcophagus knife
by rough rider

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Embossed
cast metal handles with antique silver finish
with sarcophagus detailing front and back
•Lanyard ring •2-1/4" closed.

rr1408

$4.99 ea.

$4.99 ea.

Back
detail.

$7.99 ea.

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Wood and imitation turquoise handles
with black accents •Stainless steel liners, spacers and bolsters •Lanyard hole for
keychain (not included) •2-1/8" closed •Collector's display style gift box.

RR1473

Yellow Composition Canoe
Nickel silver pins •Lanyard/
necklace/keyring hole. rr0940

Back
detail.

$4.99 ea.

Smallest of the Small

Features: 440A stainless steel blades (unsharpened) •7/8" closed.
your choice
Stainless Steel Both shown
Finish rr162 actual size!

$3.99 ea.

Brass Finish rr163

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

High quality Tactical fixed blades

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •Black G-10 handles •Double rivets
•Lanyard holes •Black molded form-fit sheaths with lashing holes and removable belt slots.

High quality knives at
working man's prices!
Medium Drop Point
9-1/8" overall. rr1869

MSRP $49.99

Each includes molded form-fit sheath.

your choice

$19.99 ea.

Large Wide Belly Skinner
9-3/4" overall. rr1870

Small Drop Point
8-1/2" overall. rr1868

Extra thick blades and stylish red liners.

fixed blades by rough rider

Features: Blackwashed 440A stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Black G-10 handles
•Double, black coated screw rivets •Lanyard holes with red cords •Black molded
form-fit sheaths with lashing holes.
Tactical- 9" overall •Sheath has spring steel clip.

RR1821

$19.99 ea.

Hitch Hiker Neck Knife
RR1825
Thumb ridges •5" overall
•Sheath has 29-1/4" neck chain. shown

rr1825

$7.99 ea.

around
neck.

Full tang with
stylish red liners.

night prowler combat knife

Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel blade •Blade flares
with lashing holes serve as guard •Black wood handles
•Double rivets •Lanyard hole •12-1/8" overall
•Black nylon belt sheath.

rr1491

$12.99 ea.

black & tan fixed blade by rough rider

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Jimping throughout •Textured black and tan G-10 handles •Double
screw rivets •Lanyard/finger hole •8-1/4" overall •Black nylon and faux leather belt sheath.

rr1824

$16.99 Holiday $pecial$12.99 ea.

outdoor adventure knife by rough rider

Features: One piece 440A stainless steel construction •Blood grooves
and drain holes •Thumb ridges •Removable cord wrap extends
into lanyard •Lanyard hole •8-1/4" overall •Heavy duty
black nylon sheath with imitation leather accent
can be worn vertically or horizontally.

rr1745

$12.99 now $8.99 ea.

Goes anywhere for any survival task!

every day Youth hunters

Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel
blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •Black
composition handles •Double rivets
•Lanyard holes •8" overall •Molded
composition sheaths with
webbed belt loops.

Drop Point
RR1865

tk
Great firs

nife!

your choice

$6.99 ea.

Guthook
RR1866

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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sidewinder bowie by rough rider

Features: 440A stainless steel blade with full color custom snakeskin
onlay •Brass spine accent, guard and double rivets •Wood handles
with lasered rattlesnake on front •14-1/2" overall
•Nylon belt sheath with embossed patch.
rr1601

Quantity limited!
Order fast!

$29.99 ea.

heavy
hunter series

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Polished wood handles
•Heavy duty nylon sheaths with genuine leather accents
can be worn vertically or horizontally
(except where noted).

Fixed Blades

Double brass rivets •Stainless steel guards
and pommels (except where noted).

Wear your
sheath vertically
or horizontally.

Rogue- 9" overall.

rr1346

$21.99 ea.
Wolverine
No pommel •7-1/8" overall.

rr1351

Caribou- 9" overall.

rr1347

$16.99 ea.

$21.99 ea.
Sidewinder- 10" overall.

rr1349

$22.99 ea.

Skinner- 9" overall.

rr1348

$21.99 ea.
Razorback- 11" overall.

rr1350

$24.99 ea.

Folders

Brass pins and liners
•Nickel silver bolsters.

Pocket Lockback
3-3/8" closed •No sheath.

RR1354

$9.99 ea.

Finger
grooved
Big Man Large Lockback for a solid
grip!
5-1/8" closed.

RR1352
72

$16.99 ea.
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Hunter's Lockback- 4-1/4" closed. RR1353

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

$14.99 ea.

COLLECTOR's SPECIAL! Johnny Reb's Damascus D-Guard Bowie

Features: Damascus steel blade •Genuine stag handle •Brass D-guard, fileworked
spine guard, and end cap •19-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath.

RR1942

Custom filework on spine guard.

$69.99 ea.

Genuine stag!

COLLECTOR bowies

Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.
Stone Mountain- Embellished blade •Stag
handle •Brass D-guard and
end cap •15-1/4" overall.

rr1943

$34.99 ea.

Gunstock Saddle Bowie
Stag handles •Brass rivets and
fileworked ring-style guard
•15-1/4" overall.

rr1945

$29.99 ea.

Gambler's Hideout- In the rowdiest Old West towns, toting a gun was often forbidden. Saloon
gamblers often modifed firearms, termed "hideout" guns, that could be hidden but
easily reached if trouble started. When that was not an
option, a good knife like this one was the favored choice.
Thumb ridges •Stag handle •Brass pommel and finger-ring
guard •Brown, black and brass spacers •12" overall.

rr1688

$24.99 ea.
Wild Bill's Coffin Handle
Black micarta handles •Brass
throat, shield and multiple
rivets •16-1/4" overall.

Great collectible!
Leather Handle Goliath
Stacked leather handle •Brass guard and end cap
•Red, green, brown and
brass spacers
•16-3/8" overall.

RR1639

$24.99 ea.

RR1643

$24.99 ea.

11" BLADE! THAT'S A
LOT OF STEEL!

Stag hunting knives by Rough Rider

Features: Stainless steel blades •Stag handles
•Leather belt sheaths.
Mini Skinner- Thumb ridges •Aluminum guard and pommel
•Brown and nickel silver spacers •7-1/2" overall.

RR1635

$14.99 ea.

Colorado Hunter
Brass guard and
pommel •Black, brass, grey
and brown spacers •10-1/2" overall.

RR1632

Boy's Skinner by Rough Rider

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Imitation stag handle •Stainless steel guard •Brown
spacers •Silver finish cast metal pommel •9" overall •Black nylon sheath.

rr1450

$29.99 NOW $24.99 ea.

inner
Great for beg

s!

$9.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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karambit linerlock

Features: Blackwashed 440A stainless
steel blade •Drain holes •Thumb stud
and ridges •Assisted opening •Black
G-10 handles •Pocket clip •Finger and
lanyard holes •5-3/8" closed.

RR1540

$9.99 ea.

Pocket
clip.

neck knives by
Sturdy Buddy
Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Black G-10 handles •Lanyard
hole •4-1/2" overall •Neck sheath with lashing holes and 29-1/2" neck chain. RR1813
All shown in sheaths
and worn around neck.

Quick Pal
Features: One piece 440A stainless steel construction •Thumb ridges •Handle cutouts
and lanyard hole •4-3/8" overall •Black molded nylon sheath with lashing holes and
neck cord. rr1477

$7.99

your choice
ea.
Neck Knife
Features: One piece 440A stainless steel construction •6" overall •Black
composition sheath with lashing holes and 37-1/2" neck cord with slider
adjustment. RR1849

tactical folders

Features: Titanium coated 440A stainless steel blades •Pocket clips.

Linerlock- Blade flipper •Thumb
stud •Jimping throughout •Grey aluminum handles
•4" closed. rr1827

Pocket clip.

your choice

Framelock- Thumb hole •Titanium
coated aluminum handle frame with black
G-10 scale •Cap lifter •3-5/8" closed.
rr1823

$6.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

route 66 linerlock by rough rider

Features: Jimping throughout •440A stainless steel blade with
black stonewash finish •Blood groove •Thumb stud
•Assisted opening •Cast metal handles •Pocket clip
•Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

RR1714

$6.99 ea.

back pocket carry Quality linerlocks

Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel blades with fast open
flippers (manual opening) •Thumb studs •Synthetic handles
•Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/2" closed.
your choice

$4.99 ea.

Desert Tan rr1591
Each includes
pocket clip.

Black rr1589
Orange rr1590
74
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We Accept

ocean wave linerlock by rough rider

Pocket
clip.

Features: Stonewashed 440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb
stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Blue aluminum handles
•Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

RR1820

$12.99 ea.

tactical linerlock by rough rider

Pocket
clip.

Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb
stud •Black G-10 handles with jimping •Red inner spacers
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

rr1822

$12.99 ea.

Red inner spacers.

Hatchet assisted opening linerlock

Pocket
clip.

Features: 440A stainless steel blade with partial blue stonewash finish
•Assisted opening •Black G-10 handles •Blue anodized thumb stud,
screws and pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

RR1928

$12.99 ea.

gentleman grey linerlock by rough rider

Pocket
clip.

Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges
•Assisted opening •Grey aluminum handles with wood onlay
on front •Pocket clip •4-3/8" closed.

RR1819

$9.99 ea.

Blue satin assisted opening linerlock

Pocket
clip.

Features: 440A stainless steel blade with combo matte and satin finish
•Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Black G-10 handles •Blue
anodized screws and pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

RR1881

$9.99 ea.

night seeker linerlock by rough rider

Pocket
clip.

Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper and partial
blackwash finish •Black carbon fiber handles •Blackwashed
pocket clip •Black coated thumb stud and screws •4-1/2" closed.

RR1915

$9.99 ea.

Skipper lock by rough rider

Features: 440A stainless steel blade with combo satin and matte
finish •Linerlock •Thumb stud and ridges •Stainless steel
handles and pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

rr1850

Pocket
clip.

$9.99 ea.
Pocket clip.

stonewash linerlock by rough rider

Features: Black stonewash finish throughout •440A stainless
steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •Stainless steel
handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

RR1811

$7.99 ea.

slip joint folder by rough rider

Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Slip joint
opening/closing mechanism (blade does not lock open but takes a little
extra "push" to close) •Black and blue G-10 handles, grooved for a secure
grip •Jimped backspring •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

RR1817

$7.99 ea. Pocket clip.

tactical survival linerlock by rough rider

Features: Partially black coated 440A stainless steel blade with flipper
•Notched spine •Blood groove with drain holes •Thumb stud
•Assisted opening •Rubberized camo handles with thumb
ridges •Pocket clip •Cord wrap on front handle scale extends
into lanyard through one of the dual lanyard holes •4-3/4" closed.

RR1867

Pocket
clip.

$7.99 ea.

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871
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night hiker linerlock

Out after dark? Seriously? Features: Black satin finish 440A stainless steel blade
with green and red splatter embellishment •Blade flipper •Thumb stud
•Black anodized aluminum handles with reflective green panels
on front •Wide mouth heavy duty lanyard hole •5-1/4" closed.

rr1657

$7.99 ea.

quick or dead throwing knife

Features: One piece black coated stainless steel construction with
toxic green splatter •Cord wrapped handle •9" overall •Black
nylon belt sheath.

mI224

$6.99 ea.

friends Razor

Features: Stainless steel blade
(embellishment may vary) with
flipper •Toxic green transparent
composition handle with embellishment
•7-1/2" closed.

mi201

$6.99 ea.

3 or more

zombie nick™
collection

$5.99 ea.

Don't Choke Neck Knife

Features: Embellished black coated 440A stainless steel blade
undead heads zombie
•Thumb ridges •Green composition handles •Brass rivet •Nickel ay sharp! Run fast!
St
survival set
silver shield •Lanyard hole with cord •3-1/4" overall •Black
Lash these bad boys to a stick, and you've got the perfect tool
composition sheath with beaded neck chain.
for the zombie apocalypse (and any other outdoor or survival
RR1454
adventures)! Features: 440A stainless steel construction, coated
ea.
with green and red splatter effect •(1) 3" wavy edge arrowhead
•(1) 3" serrated edge arrowhead •(1) 6" trident gig spear head
Shown around
•Starter length of paracord •Instructions included.
neck in sheath
(included).
Half-an-Elephant
rr1484
per set
Nick's
Toenail- 4" closed.
Unsunk Canoe
Pocketknives rr1455
3-5/8" closed.
Features:
Embellished black
RR1453
coated 440A stainless steel
blades •Neon green composition
handles •Brass pins and liners
•Nickel silver bolsters
and shields.
Your choice

$9.99

$9.99

$9.99 ea.

rough rider Collectible
key to davy jones' locker

Davy Jones' Locker is the name given to the
final resting place of those taken by the sea.
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with
embellishment •Black composition handles
with skull and crossbones detailing
•Brass liners •Lanyard/keyring
hole •3-1/2" closed.
rr1559

$7.99 ea.

Enlarged to
show detail.
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blackbeard's legacy collection

Fear...intimidation...treasure. Features: Blackwash finish 440A stainless steel
blades •Black smooth bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed,
pinched, embossed bolsters •Resin skull shields.
your choice

$14.99 ea.

Large
Lockback
5" closed.
rr1723

Moose
4-1/4" closed.
rr1724

Custom collector
packaging.

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr1725

benchmark® Quick linerlock

BMK115

$12.99

Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper
•Thumb ridges •Blood groove •Black
G-10 handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard
hole •4-1/2" closed.

now

$9.99 ea.

FEARLESS ARMOR PIERCING Linerlock

Features: D2 steel blade •Thumb stud •Dark wood handles •Lanyard
hole with braided cord •Pocket clip •4-3/8" closed.

$16.99 $pecial! $14.99 ea.
scoundrel linerlock

bmk065

Features: Stonewashed 440A stainless steel blade
•Thumb stud and ridges •Black micarta handles
•Lanyard hole •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

bmk070

a
r azor sh

rp D2 Steel

!

$12.99 $pecial! $9.99 ea.

benchmark® assisted opening folders

Linerlock- Camouflage blade finish •Black
G-10 handles •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed.
bmk105

Features: Stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Pocket clips.
Framelock- Stainless steel handle frame
•4-5/8" closed.
bmk106

$pecial!

Pocket clip.

your choice

Pocket clip.

$9.99 $7.99 ea.

benchmark® roger one Neck Knife

Shown
in sheath.

Features: Stainless steel blade •Micarta handles •Double hollow
brass rivets •4-7/8" overall •Molded nylon sheath with neck
chain and lashing holes.

bmk045

$12.99 $pecial! $9.99 ea.

benchmark® necklock knife

$pecial!

$9.99 ea.

Unique concept for a handy tool or self defense. Features: Blackwashed
stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Linerlock •Black G-10 handles
•Lanyard hole with cord also serves to remove the knife from
the sheath with a quick pull •3-1/8" closed •Molded
Kydex® sheath with neck chain.

bmk067

$11.99

benchmark® L.E.D. Lockback

L.E.D. Light

Features: Stainless steel blade •Dual thumb studs •Black
rubber handles •Integrated L.E.D. with pushbutton operation
(replaceable button cell battery included) •4-1/2" closed.

bmk003

MSRP $19.95

$8.99 $pecial! $6.99 ea.

Pocket
clip.

benchmark® woodie linerlock

Features: Stainless steel blade with brushed finish
•Thumb stud •Wood handles •Black G-10 bolsters
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

bmk068

benchmark® Tiny linerlock

$7.99

bmk071
Features: Stonewashed stainless steel blade •Thumb $pecial!
stud •Black G-10 handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•2-7/8" closed.
ea.

$9.99 $pecial! $7.99 ea.

size.
ctual

na
Show

$5.99

benchmark® venom STILETTO Linerlock

Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with flippers
•Easy open thumb stud •Black/green gradient
aluminum handles •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

bmk042

Fast
Action!

$6.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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american hunter golden stag bowies

Both include
sheath.

Features: Stag handles •Brass antler guards •Gold finish deer head pommels •Brown, brass
and black spacers •18-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheaths.

GENUINE D

Damascus Steel
ah796

A M A SC U S!

$59.99 ea.

Stainless Steel
ah795

$44.99 ea.

Deer head
pommel.

old forge confederate bowies

Features: Fileworked spines •Stag handles
•Damascus double
D guards and
end caps
•Brown and
brass spacers
•15-1/2" overall
Stainless Steel of039
•Leather belt sheaths.

Each includes leather sheath.

$29.99 ea.

GENUINE DAMASCUS!

Fileworked spine.

Damascus Steel of040

$59.99 ea.

wild boar hunter

Features: Stainless steel blade •Full tang •Stag and
cape buffalo horn handles •Brass guard and multiple
rivets •Brown and brass spacers •Lanyard hole
•11" overall •Brown leather belt sheath.

wb1005

$19.99 ea.

MSRP $39.99

Blackjack Genuine stag hunting knives

Features: Stainless steel convex edge blades •Genuine stag handles •Brass guards •Brown,
black and brass spacers •Leather belt sheaths.
Kentucky
Long Hunter
Stainless steel end cap
•13-1/2" overall.

bj057

ature
All blades fe ing.
d
convex grin

$29.99 ea.

Wide Belly Upswept Skinner
9-3/4" overall.

BJ063
78
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$24.99 ea.

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

All knives
include
leather
belt
sheath.

Mississippi Wide Hunter
Stainless steel end cap
•10" overall.

bj056

$24.99 ea.

handle slabs
by ROUGH RIDER
Features: Sets of (2)
•4" x 1-1/2" x 1/4".

your choice

$4.99 per pair

Black G-10
rr1478

Tan G-10 RR1646

Brown G-10 RR1647

OD Green G-10 RR1645

Black/
Pink G-10
RR1650

Black/Orange G-10
Black on one side, orange
on the other. RR1879

Wood
RR1877

Red G-10
rr1479

Black/Tan G-10
rr1480

Camo G-10- Camouflage
coloring is in the layers. RR1878

SLAB STYLE AMERICAN WOOD HANDLES

Sets of (2).
Small- 4" x 1-1/2" x 1/4".
your choice

Walnut
rr1483

$2.99 per pair

Oak RR1481

Cherry rr1482

(also available) bowie size- 5-1/2" x 2" x 3/8". Walnut WH01 Cherry CH01 Oak OH01 Your Choice

$3.99 per pair

bone handle slabs

Features: Sets of (2)
•Approximately 3" x 1" x 1/8".
your choice

$4.99 per pair

Green Jigged mi0171

Green Smooth mi0170

Red Jigged mi0173

Red Smooth mi0172

Handles are factory fresh dyed. To
help set the color, wipe with lemon
oil or other stabilizing agent.

Amber Jigged mi0169

Blue Smooth mi0174

Brown Smooth MI151

special! Schrade® knife parts

At tention
Knife
Makers!

FIVE POUNDS of miscellaneous, assorted
and sundry parts from the original Schrade
factory buyout years ago! Conditions,
Weight may vary
materials, types and ages of parts
slightly due to
vary--our choice only. Make a knife
packaging.
display or see what you can create!

5lb

$19.99 per 5 pounds

White Smooth mi0168

d.i.y. knife kit

Features: Gift box •(2) one-piece liners/
bolsters •Fileworked backspring
•Stainless steel blade •Wood handle
scales •Silver and brass finish rivets/
pins •4-3/4" closed when
assembled •Instructions included.

mi159

Majority of parts were USA made!

IMPORTANT SAFETY
NOTE: Blade edge is
sharp and should be
taped before assembly
to avoid injury.

$9.99 per set

ROUGH RIDER custom shop Do-It-Yourself knife kits

These kits come with the raw materials needed to create a custom knife-- then, with a little bit of patience,
you take the rough "parts" and combine them into flawless beauties! Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Wood handle
scales •Brass pins (extras included!) •Attached bolsters •Assembly required •Instructions
included •Closed lengths are after assembly.
Stockman
Brass liners •(1)
brass center liner
•(2) backsprings
•4" closed.
rrcs3

RRCS2
shown
assembled.

$7.99 per set

Small Lockback
Nickel silver liners •(1)
lock bar •(1) backspring
•3-3/8" closed.
rrcs4

$7.99 per set

make youR own
Rough Rider knives!

RRCS6 shown assembled.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Trapper- Brass liners
•(1) brass center liner •(2)
backsprings •4-1/8" closed.

rrcs2

$7.99 per set

Large Lockback
Brass liners •(1) lock bar
•(1) backspring •5" closed.

$9.99

rrcs1
per set
Double Bolster Lockback
Nickel silver liners •(1) lock
bar •(1) backspring
•3-1/2" closed.
rrcs6

$6.99 per set

December 2018
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Brian Wilhoite

celtic trinity framelock

Brian Wilhoite has
been with Smoky
Mountain Knife
Works® since 1987.
Working with many
industry leaders
and designers, Brian
is SMKW's® lead
designer. SMKW
is proud to be the
exclusive distributor
for BW Custom Knives.

The trinity knot is thousands of years old. While the historic meaning varies, the
most widely accepted version is that the three knots represent past, present
and future, while the circle signifies eternity. Features: Blue titanium coated
440A stainless steel blade with flipper; spine is imprinted with "Brian Wilhoite"
•Thumb stud •Aluminum handle frame with blue titanium coating •Pocket clip
•Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.
bwc33

$14.99 ea.

Celtic Clover Hunters

Features: Wood handles with inlaid brass Celtic Clover design front and
back •Brass rivets •7-1/2" overall
•Leather belt sheaths.

INE
GENUSCUS!
DAMA

Damascus Steel
bwc3

$24.99 ea.

BWC24 Detailed
filework on spine!

Stainless Steel

bwc24

Both include
leather belt sheath.

$14.99 ea.

Back in
stock!

celtic clover Trappers

Features: Wood handles with inlaid brass
Celtic Clover design front and back •Brass
liners and bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

Damascus
Steel
bwc11

Stainless Steel

bwc23

$29.99 ea.

$16.99 ea.

BWC23 Detailed filework on
backsprings, liners and spine!

legendary texas bowie knife

Jim Bowie made this knife famous. He kept it at his side
from the Vidalia Sand Bar to the ill-fated Alamo.
Features: Stainless steel blade •Wood
handle •Brass guard, pommel and
blade ornament •15-1/2" overall
•Leather belt sheath.

IT's TEXAS BIG!

MITB1

$24.99 ea.

Damascus Steel Blade Blanks

Features: Damascus steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards--may need securing (except where noted)
•May or may not have pre-drilled rivet holes.

6-1/2" Upswept Skinner
Push tang.

bl109

$24.99 ea.

5-1/2" Upswept Skinner- Full tang.

bl040

$24.99 ea.

Create your
own knife!

4" Clip Point- Full tang
•Attached copper throat.

BLDM2735

$29.99 ea.

5-1/2" Skinner
Full tang •No guard.
5-1/2" Upswept Skinner- Push tang.

bl107
80

$19.99 ea.
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bl011d

$24.99 ea.

*Measurements listed refer to blade
length only, not overall length.
4-3/4" Skinner- Full tang. bl612d $24.99 ea.

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

Stainless Steel Blade Blanks

Features: Stainless steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards--may need securing (except where noted)
•May or may not have pre-drilled holes.

4" Drop Point Hunter- Full tang.

bl070

10" Clip Point Bowie- Push tang.

bl003

$12.99 ea.

6" Small Bowie- Full tang.

bl007

$9.99 ea.

6-3/8" Upswept
Skinner- Push tang.

5" Medium Clip Point Hunter- Push tang.

bl005

$7.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

3" Drop Point Skinner- Full tang.

bl013

bl103

$6.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

5" Guthook - Push tang •No guard.
6" Riverboat Bowie- Full tang.

bl055

$9.99 ea.

5-3/4" Modified Clip Point- Push tang. bl120

8" Medium Bowie- Push tang. bl002

$10.99 ea.

ah011

$9.99 ea.

$8.99 ea.

6-1/8" Skinner- Push tang.

*Measurements listed
refer to blade length only,
not overall length.

bl104

$9.99 ea.

8-1/4" Hunter- Full tang.

bl7891F

8" Medium Bowie- Full tang.

bl008

$10.99 ea.

$10.99 ea.

7-1/2" Wide Belly
Bowie- Full tang.
5-1/2" Skinner/Narrow- Full tang.

bl011

$9.99 ea.

bl012

$9.99 ea.

6" Trailing Point
Skinner- Push tang.

Create your own knife!

bl099

$9.99 ea.

Carbon Steel Blade Blanks

Features: Carbon steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards--may need securing •May or may not have pre-drilled holes.
9-1/2" Camp Knife- Full tang.

bl616

$11.99 ea.

9-1/2" Bowie- Push tang.

bl614

$11.99 ea.

5" Clip Point- Push tang.

bl618

$8.99 ea.

9" Dress Bowie- Push tang.

bl615

$11.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

7-1/2" Stubby Bowie- Full tang.

bl613
December 2018

$9.99 ea.
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NEW! damascus short sword

Features: Damascus steel blade •Blood groove •Walnut & bone
handles •Multiple brass rivets •Black and brass spacers •Lanyard
hole •22" overall •Brown leather belt sheath.

DM5017

$74.99 ea.

NEW! sugar skull sword cane

Features: 12" stainless steel removable blade •Highly detailed cast resin
handle unscrews from aluminum shaft •Rubber tip
•35" tall •Not intended for walking support.
926935

$19.99 ea.

Shown apart.
Handle detail.

NEW! knight's dagger

Features: Stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Black
composition handle •Pewter finish guard and pommel
•13-3/4" overall •Black scabbard with pewter finish fittings.

211445SL

$9.99 ea.

NEW! flag bowies

Features: Stainless steel blades with Damascus-style etching •Flag design composition handles •Metal guards and end caps •12" overall
•Nylon sheaths printed to match handles.
Eagle 211444eg
ea.
your choice
Wolf 211444WF

$12.99

NEW! fileworked hunters

Features: Stainless steel blades •Fileworked spines •Full tangs •Stainless steel
guards •Double nickel silver rivets •Red and black spacers •Lanyard holes
•7" overall •Brown leather belt sheaths.
your choice

Bone 203407bo

$9.99 ea.

Each includes a
leather sheath.

Horn 203407HN

NEW! rite edge linerlock

Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges
•Blue wood and silver finish metal handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•4-1/2" closed.

300444BL

$6.99 ea.

Brass Tipped
Powderhorn

Depressing the button on the tip
opens gun powder dispensing valve.
Features: Genuine horn construction
•Brass dispensing tip, spring loaded
to close automatically •Leather
strap •Measures approximately
13" overall (may vary due to the
natural material) •Fully
functional--powder not included.

miph

Pocket clip.

$9.99 ea.

NEW! ka-bar® coypu Rescue linerlock

Features: Hollow ground 5Cr15 stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges
•Black G-10 handles •Aluminum bolsters •Seatbelt cutter
•Glass breaker tip •Pocket clip •5" closed.

ka3085
82

$19.99 ea.

Shown in use.

December 2018

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

special purchase! ontario knife company® spec plus® generation ii SP50

Features: Black powder coated 5160 carbon steel blade •Black Kraton®handle
with molded guards •14-5/8" overall •Lanyard cord •Black nylon belt sheath.

on8550

$104.99 Now $49.99 ea.

factory cosmetic second! ontario® air force survival knife

Minor cosmetic imperfections. Features: Black zinc phosphate coated carbon steel blade
•Sawback spine •Stacked leather handle •Black coated steel guard
and pommel •9-1/2" overall •Brown leather belt sheath
with leg tie and sharpening stone.

OKC6150SEC

$29.99 ea. msrp $79.95

special purchases! ontario® rat1a linerlocks

Features: Satin finish AUS-8 stainless steel blades •Thumb studs and ridges •Tactical Assisted Opening (T.A.O.)
•G-10 handles •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3-5/8" closed.
your choice

$34.99 ea.

Both feature
pocket clips.

Desert Tan OKC8870TN

msrp $83.95

special purchases! kershaw® folders

Amplitude Framelock- Designed by Todd Rexford.
Features: Hollow ground, satin finish 8Cr13MoV
stainless steel blade with flipper •SpeedSafe® assisted
opening •410 stainless steel handle frame •Reversible,
tip-up carry pocket clip •4" closed.

ks3871x

OD Green OKC8870OD

Shuffle Linerlock- Features: Stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV
stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Navy blue glass filled
nylon handles with K-Textured grip •Reversible pocket clip
•Bottle opener •Screwdriver •Lanyard hole •3-1/4" closed.

ks8700nbswx

$9.99 ea. msrp $24.99

$19.99 ea.

msrp $49.99

remanufactured! daisy® 426 pistol

Features: Semi-automatic repeater mode •Smooth bore barrel •Built-in
15 capacity magazine •Blade front sight •Fixed rear sight •Shoots .177
caliber BBs at velocities up to 430 fps •350 count tube of BBs included
•12 gram CO2 cartridges--3 included •Finger molded grip.

R94426403

$14.99 ea.

smith & wesson® closeouts!
Glass Breaker Tip for Baton
Features: Black coated steel
construction •Screws into end of
baton (not included) •1-3/8" overall.

SWBATGB1

$1.99

msrp $18

ea.

Shown in use
(baton not
included).

Razor Folder
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon
stainless steel blades •Stainless steel
handles •Brass shield •3-1/8" closed.

swckrd

$4.99

ea.

Fire Striker/Survival Kit
Features: 4-1/16" overall
•Ferrocerium rod fire starter
•Lanyard cord with striker •Matches
•Fishing line/hooks •Compass.

swfs1

$2.99

ea. MSRP

Survival
essentials.
Compass.

$16

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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basket weave
leather folding
knife sheaths

Formed Nylon
Folder sheaths

Features: Form fitted nylon
construction •Velcro closure
•Vertical/horizontal wear.
Fits 3" Closed

Features: Stitched leather construction
•Snap closures.
Fits 3" Closed- Fits belt to 2" wide.
Natural sh203
Black sh200 your choice

$1.99

SH278
ea.
(also available)
Fits 4"-5" Closed
SH280
Fits 3"-4" Closed
SH279
YOUR CHOICE

$3.99 ea.

Fits 4" Closed- Fits belt to 2-1/2" wide.
Natural sh204

$4.99 ea.

Fits 5" Closed- Fits belt to 2-1/2" wide.

$2.99 ea.

Natural sh205

$5.99 ea.

fixed blade leather sheaths

6"
SH1135

Features: Riveted (except where noted)
and stitched brown leather construction
•Snap closure.

18"
machete
sheath

$5.99 ea. $6.99 ea.
Nylon Folder sheaths

sheath for large
fixed blade knife

Features: Stitched and riveted,
black heavy duty nylon construction
•Fits up to 7" long blade
•Fits belt to 3-3/4" wide.

Features: Black
composition
construction
•Black coated
metal safety
latches and belt
hook •For
machete with
18" blade.
on18p

sh913

Features: High quality nylon construction
•Velcro closures •Fit belts to 3" wide.

4"
Camo sh270
Black SH1075
your choice

$2.99 ea.

$1.99 ea.

3"
Camo sh269
Black SH1070
your choice

carry-all sheath

Features: For knife to 4-1/2" closed
•Heavy duty nylon construction
•Interior pen loop •Velcro closure
•Fits belt to 2-1/2" wide.

99¢ ea.

k pen too!
Holds an in ded)
u
cl
in
(not

$2.99 ea.

horizontal wear sheath

Features: Stitched genuine leather
construction •Horizontal wear
only; fits belt to 1-3/4" wide
•Measures 4" x 1-1/2".

sh1174

FIXED BLADE
NYLON Sheaths

Features: Stitched and riveted nylon
construction •Velcro closures.
Fits 5" Blade
Fits 6" Blade
Camo SH261
Camo SH263
Black SH262
Black SH264
your choice your choice

$2.99 ea.

$3.99 ea.

Fits 8" Blade
Black SH266

$4.99 ea.

84

5"
Camo sh271
Black SH1080
your choice

$2.99 ea.

$7.99 ea.

sh1097

7"- No rivets.
SH1136

December 2018

We Accept

$4.99 ea.

leather Fixed
Blade
sheaths

Features: Stitched
and riveted
leather
construction
•Snap closures
•Fit belts
to 2" wide.
6" SH259

$3.99 ea.
8" SH260

$4.99 ea.

carry-all
Leather sheath

Features: Leather
construction
•Fits belt to
3" wide •Stud
and notched
tab closure
•For folding
knives to
5" closed.

sh1019

$6.99 ea.

knife collector's
carry-alls

Briefcase- Holds (42) knives
•Zipper closure •13" x 10-1/2"
x 1-1/4" closed.

Shown
closed.

Features: Black vinyl construction
•Felt interiors •Plastic handles.

AC196

Knives not included.

$9.99 ea.

Roll- Holds (51) knives •Buckle
and adjustable strap closure
•13" x 9" x 1-1/4" closed.

ac1970

$12.99 ea.

vinyl Knife Storage Pouches

X-LARGE CARRY-ALL
STORAGE ROLL

Shown
closed.

Features: Soft vinyl construction •Plush
lining •Stitched elastics hold (54)
knives or other products in place
•Closed size depends on
contents •Plastic handle
•Buckle and adjustable
strap closure
•11-3/4" x 39" open.

ac90

$14.99 ea.

$3.99 ea.
Medium- 11" x 3-1/2" x 1". AC98 $2.99 ea.
Small- 7-1/2" x 3" x 1". AC97 $2.99 ea.
Mini- 5-1/2" x 2-1/4" x 1". AC147 $1.99 ea.

Knives not included.

Carry All knife Pack

$8.99 ea.

Cordura® Safety Pouches

Features: Cordura® construction •Plush linings •Zipper closures.
X-Large- 17". AC121
Medium- 13-1/2". AC120

$3.99 ea.
Small- 11". AC119 $2.99 ea.
X-Small- 7". AC118 $1.99 ea.
YOUR CHOICE

Shown
open.

stand-up knife display pack

Nylon knife briefcase

Features: Nylon construction •Holds (22) straight or folding knives
•Zipper closure •Detachable center panel
•(2) exterior pockets
•Measures 15-1/2" x 9-1/2" x 4".
ac128

$14.99 ea.

Features: Converts to stand-up display •Hardshell
vinyl construction •Plush interior with elastics
•Holds (4) large or (8) mini •Velcro closure
•6" x 6-1/4" x 1-1/4" closed.

ac176

$8.99 ea.

Converts to
stand-up
display.

Detachable
center panel!

Shown
closed.

Tactical cordura®
knife pouches

Shown
closed.

Knives not included.

Plush protection Knife Pack

Features: Nylon construction with carry handle
•Plush lining •Stitched pockets •Holds (12) •Velcro closure.

Features: Cordura® construction
•Double-slider zippers with
cord pulls •Fabric interiors
•MOLLE compatible.
7"- (1) interior pocket.

AC111

$6.99 ea.

a Super
protector!

$2.99

ac181
ea.
9"- (2) interior pockets.

$3.99 ea.

Shown open.

Large- 14" x 5" x 1". AC99

Features: Black fabric construction •Zippers and
velcro closures •Exterior pocket •Red felt interior
•Holds (16)
pocketknives
•Measures 7" x
10-1/4" x
Holds
16 knives!
1-1/8" closed.
ac141

ac180

Features: Vinyl construction •Plush linings •Zipper closures.

Back.

Shown open.

Shown open.

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871
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closeouts!

Edge Grip™ Knife Sharpener
Lightweight, portable, and easy to use on either
a flat surface or the edge of your countertop
or table. Features: Black plastic housing with
non-slip bottom •Coarse carbide blades provide
quick edge setting capabilities
•Fine ceramic rods for final edge honing
•Pre-set sharpening angles that provide the
proper sharpeningangle every time

SA50150

Hook File & Knife Sharpener
Quick, safe, and easy to use. Sharpens all types of standard-edge knives and
fish hooks of all sizes. Features: Made of marine grade materials •Silicon
treated high carbon steel file •Soft grip handle •Reversible, replaceable,
coarse carbide sharpening blades •Fine ceramic rods •Pre-set sharpening
angle •Lanyard hole •9-3/4" overall •Instructions included.

Shown on
table edge.

sa50626

$6.99 ea. msrp $15

$3.99 ea.

special purchase! schrade®double sided
diamond dust sharpener

fine diamond sharpener

Features: Plastic handle and lid •320 grit diamond
coated rod with fish hook groove
•Pocket clip •4-5/8" overall.

Features: 360 and 600 grit •Plastic handle •8-3/4" overall open.

schddfsc

$6.99 ea. msrp $25

rr539

600 grit
back side.

Marble's® Round Stone
tool sharpener

Designed for use on axes,
hatchets, lawn mower
blades, machetes
and shovels.
Features: Dual
grit (coarse
and medium)
•Tapered edge
•Measures
3" x 1".
mr291

$4.99 ea.

sharpening Rods
SI1020

Dual
G r i t!

$1.99 ea.

et
0- L i f

SI100
Wear

on

and
e out

Coconut
SM2000 $3.99 ea.
scented!
Leaves a brilliant shine on any metal!
Case Paste is the premier polishing paste for most
metals, especially Case knife blades. It will restore
shine to bolsters, blades and shields, leaving your
knife looking like new. Also works great on
chrome, silver, aluminum, brass and more!
Features: 1.76 oz tube
•Instructions included
•Made in USA.
Single Tube ©W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery
Company.
Produced under
CAP01
license by Smoky Mountain
Knife Works, Inc.

Dealer Box of 24
Full color counter
display box included.

CAP24

$99.00 per 24

December 2018

we'll

r

ante

ce it
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e!

FREE

$6.49 ea. 12 or More $4.95 ea.

Cleans, polishes, and leaves an invisible protective
coating on metal or wood!

$4.99 ea.

ua r
ime G

Big John Super Stick
1" diameter ceramic rod •16" overall.

SI1000

CASE® PASTE

$4.99 ea.

Tennessee Big Stick- Ceramic rod •11-3/4" overall.

Miracle Cloth

86

Shown
in use.

!

SMKW
Co-founder
"Big John"
Parker.

grandpa's sharpening stone

Features: 400 grit •Measures 1-1/8" x 3-1/8" x 3/8" to fit
easily in pocket or tool box •Instructions included.

RR1882

$2.99 ea.

Coon P
All Purpose
KNIFE CARE Oil

Features: Repels dust
and dirt •Rust
prevention and control
•Environmentally safe
•(2) ounce bottle
•Tested safe on all
handle materials and
blades •Instructions
included.
coonp2

$6.99 ea.

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

Multi Purpose
rust Eraser

Features: Removes almost any
stubborn spots from metal,
even rust •Ready to use.

UC135

$3.99 ea.

make it
shine!

concealed carry accessories

Ankle Holster- Features: Vinyl, elastic
and velcro construction •4" wide
•Adjustable to fit most sizes.

Affordable concealed carry options for most standard pistols. All adjust to fit most sizes.
Shoulder Holster- Features: Ballistic nylon construction
•Metal and composite hardware •Adjustable shoulder
harness •Pistol holster •Ammo pockets.

ac204

ac207

$4.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.

GUNS NOT INCLUDED.

Universal Hip Holster- Features: Ballistic
nylon construction •Metal and composite
hardware •(1) magazine pouch.

Single Strap Drop Leg
Holster- Features: Ballistic
nylon construction •Metal and
composite hardware •Adjustable
strap and leg harness.

ac205

ac206

$11.99 ea.

Double Pistol Range Case
Features: Ballistic nylon and padded
felt construction •Zipper closure
•(2) interior pistol pockets •(6) interior
magazine pockets •(1) large exterior
pocket •Web handles •Measures
15" x 12" x 1-3/4" closed.

ac203

$9.99 ea.

Waistband Holster- Features: Vinyl and ballistic nylon
construction •Spring steel clip •Loop that fits belt to 2-1/2" wide.

ac208

$14.99 ea.

Camo

15"
ac125C

$4.99 ea.

Shown closed.

Safety Pack
Nylon gun cases

PROTECT YOUR GUNS!

Features: Nylon construction
•Zip closures •Soft padded interiors.
(also available)
Black
Camo
YOUR
9" ac126
9" ac126C
CHOICE
12" ac127
Tan
15" ac125
ea.
9" AC126T
16-1/2" AC124

deluxe pistol cases

Features: Fabric construction •Carry handles
(except where noted) •Zippered outer
pockets with pull cords •Padded interiors
•Heavy duty zippers •D-rings.
16" AC188

$6.99 ea.
10-1/2"
AC185

$4.99

Collector gift boxes

$5.99 ea.

Padded
interiors.
Gun not
included.

(also available)
8-1/2"- No carry handle.

$4.99 ea.
9-1/2" AC184 $4.99 ea.
11-1/2" AC186 $5.99 ea.
14" AC1870 $6.99 ea.
AC183

Easel Knife Display stands

Shown

Perfect for jewelry or knives. Features: Quality
closed.
paperboard construction •Magnetic closures
•Removable fabric covered pads.
Small
Measures 5-1/8" x 2-1/8" x 1-1/4".
m1160
YOUR
(also available) Large
CHOICE
Measures 9-7/8" x 2-5/8" x 1-1/2".
m1161
ea.

Features: Wood construction
•Holds (4) knives (not included).
Small/Medium
Measures 3-5/8" x 10-1/4" x 9" set up.
mi111
ea.
Small
Measures 2-3/8" x 9" x 6" set up.
mi189
ea.

$5.99

$2.99

$4.99

BLACK chipBOARD COLLECTION DISPLAY CASES
Features: Clear glass fronts •Polyester cushion filling inserts •Available in the following sizes (not all sizes pictured):
DIMENSIONS

$3.99 ea.
4-1/2" x 5-1/2" x 3/4" ......DS4454 ....................... $3.99 ea.
6" x 5" x 3/4" .........................DS5600 ....................... $4.99 ea.
6" x 8" x 5/8" .........................DS6800 ....................... $4.99 ea.
8" x 12" x 5/8" .......................DS812R ....................... $6.99 ea.

3-1/4" x 4-1/4" x 3/4" ......DS3848 .......................

$9.99 ea.
8" x 14-1/2" x 1" ..................DS260 .......................... $8.99 ea.
12" x 16" x 2"..........................DS12DP........................ $12.99 ea.
8" x 14-1/2" x 1-1/2".........DS270 .......................... $9.99 ea.
8" x 12" x 2".............................DS812D ....................... $9.99 ea.
14" x 20" x 2"..........................DS390........................... $17.99 ea.
12" x 16" x 5/8" ....................DS12RG .......................

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Model 100 PROFESSIONAL™
IWB Holsters

Engineered for deep concealment requirements, the high back design of this
leather holster comfortably shields your body from the butt and hammer
of your gun. Rides at an optimum angle to ensure proper firing grip on the
draw. Heavy duty spring-steel clip slips conveniently over your belt and
works together with the non-slip suede backing to secure the holster in
place draw after draw •Available in tan or black •Fits up to 1-3/4" belts.
YOUR CHOICE

$45.60 ea.

Over 65 fits available from Ruger LCP to full size 1911!
OUR OPERATORs are HAPPY TO HELP YOU FIND THE PROPER FIT FOR YOUR GUN.

model 6t tuckable iwb Holsters

Features: Soft suede construction •Right-hand wear •Inside waist band
(IWB) tuckable •Heavy duty clip.
Charter Arms Undercover, Colt Detective, Ruger SP101,
S&W J-Frame, Taurus 85 (REV 2")
Tan 10760
Black 10762
colt king cobra/python, llama comanche, ruger gp100,
S&W 15/19/686, taurus 66/80/82/83 (4")
Tan 10764
Black 10766
CZ 75 compact, glock 19/23/26/27/30s/32/33/36, h&k VP
Tan 10772
Black 10774
glock 43, s&w shield, ruger lc9/lc9s, springfield xds,
beretta nano
Tan 10756
Black 10758

your choice

$19.99 ea.

safariland® micro 7ts™ Holsters

Features: Crafted from SafariSeven™, a DuPont™ nylon blend that is extremely rugged and protective •Non-abrasive interior maintains
firearm's finish •Interior risers create airspace to impede dirt and moisture as well as decreasing friction for an easy draw •Weather and
moisture resistant •Compatible with all Safariland® holster mounting options •Right-hand wear.
Ruger LC9/LC380 7371184411

$39.99 ea.

S&W Shield with Streamlight 737117918411
S&W Shield 7371179411

$39.99 ea.

$51.99 ea.

Glock 42/43 with Streamlight 737189518411
Glock 42/43 7371895411

$39.99 ea.

$51.99 ea.

Clip side.

Give us a
call or visit
us online @

Innovation not imitation®
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SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

holsters

injection molded
Features: Urban Grey injection molded construction
•Ambidextrous wear •Appendix reversible carry
(ARC) inside waist band (IWB) •(2) adjustable belt clips.
Glock 17/22/31 bh417500ug
Glock 19/23/32 bh417502ug
Springfield XD/MOD2/XDM bh417507ug
S&W J-Frame bh417520ug
S&W M&P bh417525ug
Ruger LC9/LC380 bh417549ug
S&W Shield bh417563ug
Springfield XDS 3.3" bh417565ug
Glock 42 bh417567ug
Glock 43 bh417568ug
your choice

HONOR.

As a Way
of Life.

$14.99 ea.

tecgrip®
Features: Tan TecGrip® outer shell holds to any material, so no clip needed!
•Ambidextrous wear •High density closed-cell foam interior holds firearm securely.

Inside the Waist Band

3"-4" Medium Automatic & 3.25"-3.75" Large Automatic bh40ip01ct
4" Medium & Intermediate D/A Revolvers bh40ip02ct
.22/.25 Small Automatic & Very Small Frame .32/.380 bh40ip04ct
Glock 26/27/33 Subcompact & Similar Subcompact Automatic bh40ip05ct
3.25"-3.75" Automatic bh40ip07ct
Small Frame Revolver & .380 Automatic with Crimson Trace Laser bh40ip08ct
your choice

$19.99 ea.

Inside the Pocket

.22/.25 Small Automatic bh40tp01ct
.380 Small Automatic without Laser bh40tp02ct
2" Small Frame Revolver with Hammer Spur bh40tp03ct
3.5" Automatic 9/40 bh40tp04ct
your choice

$14.99 ea.

Inside the
Waist Band

Inside the Pocket

omnivore™ multi-fit
Features: Omnivore™ Holsters fit more than 150 styles of semi-automatic handguns with accessory rail •Black
injection molded polymer construction •Active Retention Mechanism-- ergonomic thumb-activated
retention mechanism delivers instant firearm access; Level 2 Retention uses two
components to hold handgun securely in place •Free-floating design-- holster
locks onto rail attachment device, protecting firearm's frame and finish
•Three-position adjustable release-- height of thumb-activated
retention mechanism adjusts to fit your hand.

For Non Lightbearing Pistols with Rails
Right Hand bh419000bbr
Left Hand bh419000bbl

Feeds on almost
anything with a rail.

For Pistols with Surefire X300
Right Hand bh419001bbr
Left Hand bh419001bbl

For Pistols with Streamlight TLR-1/TLR-2
Right Hand bh419002bbr
Left Hand bh419002bbl
your choice

$49.99 ea.

For Non Lightbearing
Pistols with Rails

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

For Pistols with
Surefire X300
December 2018

For Pistols with
Streamlight TLR-1/TLR-2
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The industry leader in laser sighting technology for firearms! Features (except where noted): Instinctive Activation™, the hallmark of the
Crimson Trace brand, activates the light with the hold of your natural grip when you pick up your gun •Designed to ergonomically work with
the shooter, allowing a comfortable, seamless grip on the firearm •Polymer construction with rubber overmold •Installs in minutes with zero
modification needed to the firearm •Batteries included.
laserguard®- Attaches to trigger guard •Holster included.
Laserguard® with Green
•Shield 45 with BT Holster
•Shield 9/40 with BT Holster
Laser and BT Holster
Red ejlg485hbt
ea.
Red ejlg489hbt
ea.

$229.99
Green ejlg485ghbt $319.99 ea.

$229.99
Green ejlg489ghbt $319.99 ea.

•Ruger LCP with Pocket Holster

•XDS with BT Holster

Red ejlg431h
•Ruger LCPII with S Holster

Red ejlg469hbt

Red ejlg497h

•Glock 43 with BT Holster

$209.99 ea.

$209.99 ea.
Green ejlg497gh $294.99 ea.
•SIG P238/P938 with BT Holster

$319.99 ea.

Green ejlg492ghbt
•SW Bodyguard with Holster
Green ejlg454gh

$294.99 ea.

Laserguard® with Red
Laser and Pocket Holster

$229.99 ea.
Green ejlg469ghbt $319.99 ea.
$229.99 ea.
Green ejlg443ghbt $319.99 ea.
Red ejlg443hbtG

•Ruger LC9 with BT Holster
Red ejlg412hbt

$229.99 ea.

laserguard® pro™- Red laser + 150 lumens L.E.D. white light •Modes-- laser

Laserguard® Pro™ with BT Holster

and light; laser; light; laser and strobe •Master on/off switch in addition to Instinctive
Activation™ •Attaches to trigger guard •Holster included (except where noted).
With BT Holster
•XDS ejll802hbt
•Shield 9/40 ejll801hbt
•Glock 42/43 ejll803hbt

Laserguard® Pro™ (no holster)

$289.99

your choice
ea.
•Glock 3rd Gen 26/27 Compact- Holster not included. ejlg81o

$269.99 ea.
•Glock 19/17 Full- Holster not included. ejll807 $269.99 ea.
railmaster®- For rail equipped firearms •Tap on/off
activation •Auto shut off •Polymer construction.
•Universal
Railmaster®
Red ejcmr201
ea.
with
Green ejcmr206
ea.
Green Laser
•Universal with L.E.D. White Light

$139.99
$199.99

$259.99 ea.
Green ejcmr204 $349.99 ea.
Red ejcmr205

lasergrips®- Replaces grip in
firearm •Master on/off switch in addition
to Instinctive Activation™.
•S&W J-Frame Round Butt
Red ejlg350

$299.99 ea.
$369.99 ea.

Green ejlg350g
Ruger LCR

$299.99 ea.
Green ejlg415g $369.99 ea.
Red ejlg415

Lasergrips®
with
Red Laser

Railmaster®
with
Red Laser
and
White Light

Lasergrips®
with
Green Laser

linq™ - Replaces grip in AR rifles •Bluetooth technology for

wireless control •Green laser + 300 lumens L.E.D. white light.

ejlnq100q

Only Available in Red
•Colt Gov't Rubber ejlg401
•1911 Compact ejlg404
•Kimber Micro 380 ejlg478
•Kimber Micro 9mm ejlg409

your choice
90

$299.99 ea.
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Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

$399.99 ea.

hoppe's® gun cleaning supplies

cleaning kits

Premium Gun Cleaning Kit- (3) three-piece rods with handle assemblies for .17 caliber, .22 caliber
rifles and up, and shotguns •(10) phosphor bronze brushes for 12, 20 and 28 ga., .410 bore, .44/.45,
.38, .30, .40/10mm, .22 and .17 calibers •(6) swabs for 12, 20 and 28 ga., .410 bore, .280/.32 and
.22/.270 calibers •(9) jags for calibers .17/.20, .22/.243/6mm, .25-6.5mm, .270-7mm, .30-8mm,
.375-.40, .416 to .44, .45, .338 to 9mm •(4) slotted ends to fit most calibers •Utility brushes: nylon,
phosphate bronze and stainless steel •(2) round receiver brushes for .45 caliber and 12 gauge
•Shotgun and pistol adaptable •Aluminum carrying case.

$43.99

BHUACPR
ea.
*All Calibers Cleaning Kit- (1) 3-piece aluminum cleaning rod •(5) phosphor bronze brushes
•(5) mops •Hoppe's® No. 9 Gun Bore Cleaner and Gun Oil.

$9.99

hopcob
ea.
*Pistol Cleaning Kit- Aluminum rod with T handle •Bronze brushes-- .22, .38, 9mm, .44/.45,
.40/10mm •Swabs-- .22/.270, .35/.375, .40/.45 •Patches-- .22 to .270, .38 to .45 •Knob ends-- .22, .30,
.38 •Nylon brush •2 oz. Hoppe's® No. 9 Bore Cleaner •2.25 oz. Hoppe's® Lubricating Oil •Silicone
Gun Cloth •"How to Clean Your Gun" booklet •Cleaning mat •Storage case.

$11.99

hoppc038b
ea.
*Shotgun Cleaning Kit- Round die-cut patches for an absorbent surface with deep cleaning
•2 oz. Hoppe's® No. 9 Gun Bore Cleaner •2.25 oz. Hoppe's® Lubricating Oil •Slotted ends and
adapters •Aluminum cleaning rods.

$9.99

hopsgoub
ea.
*Rifle/Shotgun Cleaning Kit- Cleans all calibers over .22 and all gauges •Bench Rest 9 Gun Bore Cleaner
•Bench Rest 9 Lubricating Oil •Cotton patches •Stainless steel cleaning rod •Rod end accessories •Storage box.

Shown:
Premium Gun
Cleaning Kit

$9.99

hopuob
ea.
*New Shooter's Universal Cleaning Kit- Aluminum rod with T handle •Aluminum adaptor •Bronze brushes-- 20 ga., 12 ga., .30, .22, .38
handgun, 9mm handgun •Swabs-- 20 ga., 12 ga., .22/.270, .280/.32, .25/.38 •Patches-- .22 to .270, .38 to .45 •Rifle to shotgun adaptor •Knob ends-.22, .30, .38 pistol •16-12 ga. slotted jag •Nylon Brush •2 oz. Hoppe's® No. 9 Bore Cleaner •2.25 oz. Hoppe's® Lubricating Oil •Silicone gun cloth
•"How to Clean Your Gun" booklet •Cleaning mat •Storage case.
*Items marked with * must ship via UPS Ground.
nk1
ea.

$34.99

lubrication

cleaning accessories

$2.99 ea.
B. Set of (3) Cleaning Brushes hopt01 $7.99 ea.
C. Set of (4) Cleaning Picks hopt02 $4.99 ea.
D. Cleaning Picks, Swabs & Brush Set hopt03 $13.99 ea.
D
E. Bore Light hopbrl1 $5.99 ea.
C
B
A

*2.25 Oz. Bench Rest Oil with Weatherguard

A. Utility Brush hop1380p

hOpbr1003

*11 Oz. Cleaner/Degreaser hopcd1
E.
Bore
Light

F. Cleaning Patches
No.1 Small Bore/17HMR/.204cal
60 Count hop1201
No.3 .22 to .270cal

$1.49 ea.
500 Count hop1202s $3.99 ea.

$2.99 ea.
$4.99 ea.
*Pint hop916 $11.99 ea.
*2 Oz. Bottle hop902
*5 Oz. Bottle hop904

40 Count hop1204

$1.49 ea.
300 Count hop1205s $6.99 ea.

G. Boresnake® Viper®
M16/.22/.223/5.56 hop24011v
9mm/.357/.380/.38 hop24002v
12ga. Shotgun hop24035v
your choice

$16.99 ea.

Gun & Reel Cleaning Cloth hop1218

$7.99 ea.
4 Oz. Spray Bottle hopgc4 $10.99 ea.
8 Oz. Spray Bottle hopgc8 $16.99 ea.
2 Oz. Spray Bottle hopgc2

Hoppe's® No. 9 Gun Bore Cleaner

No.4 .38 to .45cal and .410 to 20ga.

25 Count hop1205

Elite Gun Cleaner

See full
$7.99 ea. features
on
4 Oz. Spray Bottle hopgo4 $11.99 ea.

60 Count hop1202

No.5 16/12ga.

$5.99 ea.

Elite Gun Oil
2 Oz. Squeeze Bottle hopgo2

$1.49 ea.

$1.49 ea.
500 Count hop1204s $5.99 ea.

$3.99 ea.

See full
features on

Lubricating Oil

hop1003

$2.99 ea.

F

$3.99 ea.

G. Boresnake® Viper®

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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fiocchi brass case

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

223REM	 77GR HPBT

20

fio223mkd

357MAG 158GR JHP

50

fio357B

380AUTO	 95GR FMJ

50

fio380AP

45ACP	

230GR FMJ

50

fio45A

9mm

115GR FMJ

50

fio9AP

$15.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$11.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$9.99 ea.

BY THE CASE
Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

380AUTO	 95GR FMJ

1000

fio380APCS

45ACP	

230GR FMJ

500

fio45A500CS

9mm

115GR FMJ

1000

fio9APCS

$229.99 ea.
$139.99 ea.
$179.99 ea.

Fiocchi of America...

Bringing you the very best of Italian tradition
and American innovation
UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY

Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he
can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.

Cannot be sold in CA, AK, HI, MA, NY, NJ, IL, CT and DC.
Ammo sales are final. No returns/exchanges.

WOLF® POLYFORMANCE®

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #		Price

7.62x54R	 148GR FMJ

BY THE CASE

20

WF76254RBX

$9.99 ea.

$119.99 ea.
$79.99 ea.
$249.99 ea.
$119.99 ea.
$119.99 ea.
$119.99 ea.

45ACP	

230GR FMJ

500

WF45CS		

9mm

115GR FMJ

500

WF9MMCS		

7.62x54R	 148GR FMJ

500

WF76254RCS

223REM	 55GR HP

500

WF22355HPCS

223REM	 62GR FMJ

500

WF22362CS

223REM	 62GR HP

500

WF22362HPCS

WOLF® MILITARY CLASSIC

Caliber

WOLF® Performance Ammunition continues
to be the leader in top-quality ammunition
at an affordable price. WOLF® is the only
ammunition company that provides a
100% Performance Guarantee.

Description	Rounds	Item #		Price

308WIN	 145GR FMJ

20

MC308FMJ145B

7.62x39

20

MC762BFMJBX

124GR FMJ

$7.99 ea.
$4.99 ea.

BY THE CASE
Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #		Price

7.62x39

124GR FMJ

1000

MC762BFMJCS

223REM	 55GR FMJ

500

MC22355FMJCS

308WIN	 145GR FMJ

500

MC308FMJ145C
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$229.99 ea.
$109.99 ea.
$189.99 ea.

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

Since their inception, conventional
hollow point pistol bullets have
performed well, but have never delivered
100% reliability, especially in self-defense
situations. The patented Flex Tip® technology used in Critical
Defense® ammunition eliminates the
clogging and inconsistency that often
plagues hollow point bullets. Hornady®
achieved this by using the same tip material
used in LEVERevolution® ammunition. All
CriticalDefense® ammunition is loaded in
nickel-plated cases for chamber visibility.
Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

380ACP	 90GR FTX

25

90080

9mm

115GR FTX

25

90250

9mm

100GR FTX

25

90240

9X18MAK 95GR FTX

25

91000

38SPL	

90GR FTX

25

90300

38SPL	

110GR FTX

25

90310

38SPL+P	 110GR FTX

25

90311

357MAG 125GR FTX

25

90500

40S&W

165GR FTX

20

91340

44SPL	

165GR FTX

20

90700

45ACP	

185GR FTX

20

90900

45LC

185GR FTX

20

92790

410GA	

TRIPLE DEFENSE

20

86238

$16.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.

Designed to meet the needs
of those who demand superior
barrier penetration and
prefer a full-size handgun
for their personal protection. Critical Duty® is loaded with the
tough Hornady® FlexLock® bullet that delivers “barrier blind”
performance when shot through common urban barriers. The
FlexLock® bullet incorporates two revolutionary Hornady®
features to deliver superior barrier penetration and consistent
performance in FBI tactical handgun ammunition tests (FBI
Protocol). The patented Hornady® Flex Tip® design eliminates
clogging and aids bullet expansion. A large mechanical jacketto-core InterLock® band works to keep the
bullet and core from separating for maximum
weight retention, excellent expansion,
consistent penetration and terminal
performance through all FBI test barriers.
Bright nickel-plated cases simplify
chamber checks in reduced light.
Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

9mm

135GR FLEXLOCK

25

90236

9mm+P	

135GR FLEXLOCK

25

90226

357MAG 135GR FLEXLOCK

25

90511

357SIG

135GR FLEXLOCK

20

91296

40S&W

175GR FLEXLOCK

20

91376

10mm

175GR FLEXLOCK

20

91256

45ACP	

220GR FLEXLOCK

20

90926

$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.

Hornady BLACK™ ammunition features
versatile loads optimized for excellent
performance from America’s favorite guns.
Caliber		

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

223REM

62 FMJ

20

80234

6.5GRENDEL

123GR ELD MATCH

20

81528

6.8SPC		

110GR V-MAX

20

83464

300BLACKOUT	

110GR V-MAX

20

80873

300BLACKOUT	

208GR A-MAX

20

80891

7.62x39		

123GR SST

20

80784

308WIN 		

155GR A-MAX

20

80927

308WIN 		

168GR A-MAX

20

80971

20

82246

450BUSHMASTER	 250GR FTX

$11.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$23.99 ea.
$23.99 ea.
$24.99 ea.

UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY

Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he
can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.

Cannot be sold in CA, AK, HI, MA, NY, NJ, IL, CT and DC.
Ammo sales are final. No returns/exchanges.

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

243WIN	

100GR BTSP INTERLOCK

20

8047

25-06REM	

117GR BTSP INTERLOCK

20

8144

6.5CREEDMOOR	 129GR INTERLOCK

20

81489

270WIN	

130GR SP INTERLOCK

20

8053

270WIN	

140GR SP INTERLOCK

20

80534

7mm-08REM	

139GR SP INTERLOCK

20

8057

7mm REM MAG

139GR SP INTERLOCK

20

80591

7mm REM MAG

154GR SP INTERLOCK

20

80590

30-30WIN	

150GR RN INTERLOCK

20

80801

308WIN	

150GR SP INTERLOCK

20

8090

308WIN	

165GR SP INTERLOCK

20

80904

30-06SPRING

150GR SP INTERLOCK

20

8108

30-06SPRING

180GR SP INTERLOCK

20

81084

300 WIN MAG

150GR SP INTERLOCK

20

8204

300 WIN MAG

180GR SP INTERLOCK

20

82044

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$24.99 ea.
$24.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$24.99 ea.
$24.99 ea.
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blazer® brass

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

9mm

124GR FMJ

$9.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.

50

5201

380AUTO	 95GR FMJ

50

5202

357MAG 158GR FMJ

50

5207

40SW

165GR FMJ

50

5210

40SW

180GR FMJ

50

5220

45ACP	

230GR FMJ

50

5230

1000

5201cs

380AUTO	 95GR FMJ

1000

5202cs

357MAG 158GR FMJ

1000

5207cs

40SW

165GR FMJ

1000

5210cs

40SW

180GR FMJ

1000

5220cs

45ACP	

230GR FMJ

1000

5230cs

BY THE CASE
9mm

124GR FMJ

$199.80 ea.
$259.80 ea.
$359.80 ea.
$259.80 ea.
$259.80 ea.
$299.80 ea.

for all your
ammo needs!

visit

Each box
marked with
what's inside.

UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY

Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.

Cannot be sold in CA, AK, HI, MA, NY, NJ, IL, CT and DC.
Ammo sales are final. No returns/exchanges.

CCI® RIMFIRE

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

22SHORT	 29GR RN MINI-MAG

100

0027

22SHORT	 27GR RN CPHP

100

0028

22LR	

40GR RN MINI-MAG

100

0030

22LR	

40GR LRN GREEN TAG

100

0033

22LR	

STANDARD VELOCITY

500

0035BR

17HMR	

20GR GAMEPOINT

50

0052

17HMR	

17GR TNT

50

0053

22MAG

30GR TNT GREEN HP

50

0060

22MAG

30GR V-MAX

50

0073

94
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We Accept

$7.99 ea.
$7.99 ea.
$6.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$31.99 ea.
$11.99 ea.
$11.99 ea.
$11.99 ea.
$10.99 ea.

The leader in
rimfire ammunition

UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY

Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he
can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.

Cannot be sold in CA, AK, HI, MA, NY, NJ, IL, CT and DC.
Ammo sales are final. No returns/exchanges.

american eagle full metal jacket

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

10mm

180GR FMJ

50

AE10A

38SPL

130GR FMJ

50

AE38K

380AUTO	

95GR FMJ

50

AE380AP

40SW

180GR FMJ

50

AE40R1

40SW

155GR FMJ

50

AE40R2

44REM MAG	 240GR JHP

50

AE44A

45ACP	

230GR FMJ

50

AE45A

45LC	

225GR JSP

50

AE45LC

5.7x28

40GR FMJ

50

AE5728A

9mm

124GR FMJ

50

AE9AP

9mm

147GR FMJ

50

AE9fp

$29.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$34.99 ea.
$15.99 ea.
$33.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$11.99 ea.
$11.99 ea.

STEEL of a DEAL

Purchase three boxes of Federal® Syntech®
Ammunition & receive a Champion® Center Mass™
4" steel target FREE. Offer valid on purchases made
from October 1-December 31, 2018.
To redeem, visit:
https://promotions.vistaoutdoor.com

american eagle total synthetic jacket

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

40SW

180GR TSJ

50

AE40sj1

45ACP	

230GR TSJ

50

AE45SJ1

9mm

115GR TSJ

50

AE9SJ1

$15.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.

*Promotion satisfied through Federal®, not Smoky Mountain Knife Works.
SMKW cannot answer questions about the status of your free item.*

american eagle rifle

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

223REM	

55GR FMJ

100

AE223bL

300BLK	

220GR OTM SUBSONIC

20

AE300BLKSUP2

200BLK	

150GR FMJBT

20

AE3000BLK1

6.8SPC	

115GR FMJ

20

AE68A

RIMFIRE

$36.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$13.99 ea.
$15.99 ea.

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price	

AUTOMATCH22LR	

40GR FMJ

325

AM22

22LR TARGET

40GR SOLID SUBSONIC

500

711BR

22LR TARGET

40GR SOLID

500

719BR

22LR HIGH VELOCITY	

40GR HUNTER MATCH

500

720BR

500

724BR

22LR HYPER VELOCITY	 31GR CPHP GAME SHOCK

NON-TYPICAL™ RIFLE ammunition
Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price	

243

100GR SOFT POINT

20

243DT100

30-06

180GR SOFT POINT

20

3006DT180

30-30

150GR SOFT POINT

20

3030DT150

30-30

170GR SOFT POINT

20

3030DT170

308WIN	

150GR SOFT POINT

20

308DT150

308WIN	

180GR SOFT POINT

20

308dt180

6.5CREEDMOOR	 140GR SOFT POINT

20

65CDT1

7mmREMMAG	

20

7RDT150

150GR SOFT POINT

$14.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$13.99 ea.
$13.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.

$16.99 ea.
$39.99 ea.
$39.99 ea.
$43.99 ea.
$34.99 ea.

After
rebate*

$9.99
$9.99
$8.99
$8.99
$9.99
$9.99
$9.99
$13.99

Deer Camp Cash
Purchase 1 box of Federal® Non-Typical™ Rifle Ammunition and
receive $5.00 back. Limit 10 boxes/$50 per address. Offer valid
on purchases made from August 1 – December 31, 2018.
DEADLINE for submission January 31, 2019. Exclusions apply.
See official terms and conditions for details.
To redeem, visit: https://www.federalpremium.com/promotions

*Full price will be charged when order is placed. Customer must file rebate with Federal®.

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

*Promotion satisfied through Federal®, not Smoky Mountain Knife Works.
SMKW will not have information regarding the status of your rebate.*
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arrowheads

Handmade from agate and jasper agate. Agate is a microcrystalline variety of quartz, characterized by
its fineness of grain and brightness of color. Although agates may be found in various kinds of rock,
metamorphic rocks.
's
ctor they are classically associated with volcanic rocks and are common in certain
collea
Large
Arrowheads
CHEAPER
THAN
dre m! arrowhead frame
6 pack.
THE COMPETITION!
MSRP smrr1638
55 small to medium arrowheads!

55
Points!

$18

12" x 16" x 3/4"

Riker Mount
glass top box for
professional display!
Small
•Contemporarily
Arrowheads
handmade points
12 pack.
•Colors may vary.
smrr1637
SMRR2083
Relic room price

Relic room price
your choice

$7.99 per pack

Agate/Jasper
Spear Points
3"-4"
smrr1634

$5.99 ea.

Huge $34.99
frame! MSRP $82

5"-6"
smrr1656

per set

$8.99 ea.

natural history displays

These butterflies were raised in a public arboretum. At the natural
end of their full life, they were collected and preserved in these
3-dimensional frames. Now they may be used for scientific study and
museum displays, allowing all to enjoy these natural wonders.
Scientific ID included with each butterfly frame.

Single Urania
Sunset Moth
smrr270

$24.99 ea.

Single Morpho
Didius Butterfly
smrr271

$31.99 ea.

Two Butterflies
No two alike. Species, colors
and sizes will vary; will be
identified on frame.

smrr446

$24.99 per set

fish fossil display
Hardshell display
with artwork and
historical data.

smrr416

$19.99 ea.

Ten Butterflies
No two alike. Species, colors
and sizes will vary; will be
identified on the frame.

smrr312

$75.99 per set

Seven Butterflies
No two alike. Species, colors
and sizes will vary; will be
identified on the frame.

smrr272

$46.99 per set

Wooly mammoth
hair display

From the late Pleistocene era. Preserved
by the permafrost (permanently frozen
ground) in which it was discovered.

smrr268

$14.99 ea.

Real world war i hospital readers
Set of (2) miniature books •Published by the Little
Leather Library in the early 1900s •Titles and content
vary from the classics to popular fiction of the day and
are our choice only.
Genuine

Mosasaurus Teeth

(3) teeth in display box
•Includes descriptive insert.

smrr224

smrr368

$12.99 per set

Mosasaurus Tooth with Root

The Mosasaurus was the top ocean predator in the
age of dinosaurs. This single tooth was
professionally restored after discovery.

smrr260
96

$9.99 ea.

December 2018

$9.99 per set

Leather Bound!

indian wars General orders #13
crushed casing

Includes a copy of an order made by the Adjutant
General of the US Army that warned against
letting empty shells fall into the hands of the
smrr370
Indians and reused.

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

$6.99 ea.

frost "keep on trumpin' " knife & truck set

Lockback features: Stainless steel blade with thumb hole •Stainless steel
handles with front embellishment •3" closed. 1956 Ford®
F-100 Truck features: Diecast metal, plastic and rubber
construction with full color graphics on the doors and roof
of the cab •1:24 scale.

frputrump20

frost
"trump 2020" lockback

Features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb stud
•Composition handles with
front embellishment
•Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.
frc235trump

$34.99 per set

$12.99 ea.

It's gonna
be HUGE!

Art on truck top.

frost "keep on trumpin' "
lockback

Features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb
stud •Composition handles with front
embellishment •Brass pins, liners and
embossed bolsters •4-3/8" closed.
frk311trump

$14.99 ea.

Donald J. Trump one
ounce Copper round

Frost Cutlery "God,
Family, Country"
Novelty Knife

A safe, inexpensive way to invest in
commodities. Features: Uncirculated
•.999 fine copper content
•1-1/2" diameter •Packaged in
an acrylic case
with foam insert.
usc126

Features: Stainless steel blade
•Composition handles with front
embellishment •Brass pins
•Stainless steel liners •3-3/8" closed.
FRN122

$5.99 ea.

$4.99 ea.

3 or more

$4.99 ea.
new! 24k gold foil bills

Impress your family and friends! •Single bill •Not legal tender.

$10,000 Gold Certificate
CPRR25

$1000 Gold Certificate
CPRR27

$5000 Gold Certificate
CPRR26

New Jersey $5 CPRR32

Ohio $50 CPRR31
Indiana $1 CPRR29

your choice

Massachusetts $1000 CPRR30

collector
packaging.

$4.99 ea.

Trapper- Double nail pulls
•4-1/8" closed.

Easy Money Pocketknives

Ever wonder what it feels like to have a pocket full of bills?
Now you can find out! Features: 440A stainless steel blades with
master embellishment •Handles are "minted" with shredded
authentic U.S. currency under acrylic •Nickel silver pins
•Pinched, ringed & embossed bolsters (except razor) •Brass liners
•Custom collector boxes.
Custom

$500 Gold Certificate
CPRR28

RR1884

$14.99 ea.

Razor
6-1/2" closed.

RR1891

$12.99 ea.

Congress
3-3/4" closed.
RR1885

$14.99 ea.
If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Canoe
3-5/8" closed.

RR1890

$12.99 ea.
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Name brands! Priced right and ready for gift giving!
NEW! uncle henry® limited edition
three knife set

Features: 3Cr13 stainless steel blades with master etches •Staglon®
handles •Nickel silver pins, liners, bolsters and Uncle Henry shields
•Gift tin.
1085955
per set

$24.99

special purchase!
BUCK® BANTAM® COMBO SET

Both feature: Lockbacks •Tumbled finish 420 HC
stainless steel blades •Black glass reinforced nylon handles •Gift tin.
Nano features: 3" closed. BLW features: Thumb stud •Stainless steel
pocket clip •4-3/8" closed.

BU11865

$29.99 per set

Dog Leg Jack
2-7/8" closed.

Pro
Trapper
3-1/2" closed.

Premium
Stockman
3-1/2" closed.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL! uncle henry® knife set

Both feature: Bead blast finish, embellished 3Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Staglon®
handles •Lanyard holes. Folder features: Pocket clip •Thumb stud •4" closed. Fixed
Blade features: Triple rivets •9" overall •Nylon belt sheath.

1085929

$14.99 per set

special purchase! browning® linerlock & whitetail tin

Features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •Black wood handles
with carved Browning logo •Pocket clip with Browning logo cutout •Lanyard
hole •4" closed •Gift tin measures 4" x 5-5/8" x 1".

BN3220222

$16.99 ea.

special purchase! smith & wesson®
framelock/multitool combo

Framelock features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •Stainless steel
handle frame •Pocket clip •4" closed. Multitool features: 100% stainless steel construction •Pliers
•Wire cutter •(1) serrated clip point blade •(1) plain edge clip point blade •Small and medium
flathead screwdrivers •Phillips screwdriver •Can/bottle opener •Ruler/file •Punch •4-1/4" closed
•Black polyester belt sheath (holds multitool only).

1085961

$19.99 per set

special purchase!
Collector's set

Both feature: 420 J2 stainless steel blades •Lasered wood handles
•Stainless steel pins and bolsters •Packaged in full color tin.
Lockback features: Stainless steel belt clip •3-3/4" closed. Toothpick
features: Stainless steel liners •3" closed.

RE100088
98

$19.99 per set

December 2018

Full color
collector's tin.

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

NEW! 2018 "merry christmas" trapper by rough rider

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted etches
•Front and back, animated lenticular designs under acrylic
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, embossed
bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

rr1986

$12.99 ea.

Gift boxed for
the holidays!

Rotate handle
slightly to see the
Lights on the
tree twinkle!

With a slight turn of the
handle, Santa and his
reindeer dash away!

Front
design.

Back design.

stone
nativity scene

NEW! CHRISTMAS 1 OZ. COPPER ROUNDS
Give the children or grandchildren
a true keepsake this Christmas.
Features: .999 fine copper
•1-1/2" diameter
•Packed in acrylic
cases with
foam inserts.

Nativity
USCC151

$5.99 ea.
3 OR MORE mix-n-Match $4.99 ea.
YOUR CHOICE

This nativity is a treasure. The
alabaster exterior is carved out
with hand-carved gypsum nativity
figures placed inside. This oneof-a-kind piece makes a great
gift or holiday display. Size and
appearance may vary due to the
natural materials. Approximate size
3-1/4" x 3-1/4" x 1-3/4".

SMRR322

Santa
USC92

$8.99 ea.

A hand-carved treasure!
Desert
Tan
AC202

tactical stockings

Perfect for gift giving, especially to military personnel. It's
also sturdy enough for a multitude of uses after the holidays.
Features: Ballistic nylon construction •MOLLE compatible
•Side zipper closure •Utility pocket •Velcro square for morale
patch •(2) carabiner clips (non load bearing) •Webbing strap
with grippable handle •17" overall.
OD Green
AC201
your choice
ea.

Black
AC200

$7.99

NEW! CASE®
CHRISTMAS
TRAPPER SETS

Celebrate both the wonder
and magic of Christmas!
Features: Embellished
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel
blades •Nickel silver bolsters
and shields •4-1/8" closed
•Presented in a gift
box with embellished top.

Nativity
Corelon® handles.
CATCEJ

$89.99 ea.

Box
tops.

Santa
Embellished red
smooth bone handles.
CATMCRSB

$79.99 ea.
If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.
p.o. box 4430
sevierville, tn 37864

1-800-251-9306

© Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc. ("SMKW"). All Rights Reserved. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in
any form without written permission from SMKW. Policies, items availability, manufacturer's specifications and prices
subject to change without notification. RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY
AGREEMENT. Every buyer of SMKW merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase the merchandise in his place
of residence and that he is in compliance with all Federal, State and Local Laws related to his purchase from SMKW.
Prices in this catalog are superseded by the next SMKW catalog distributed.

2019 Bullet Knives
Features: Lockbacks •420 HC stainless steel blades
•Nickel silver bolsters and fileworked liners.

shown actual size!
R50032 Bullet Knife- Green wood
handles •Nickel silver bullet shield
•Limited edition of 2,500 pieces
•Packaged in two piece Remington
box •4-1/4" closed.
re100104

R50033-B Silver Bullet Knife
Ivory Micarta® handles •Sterling silver bullet shield
•Limited edition of 500 pieces •Packaged in
wooden box with sliding lid •4-1/4" closed.

$139.99 ea.

re100105

$224.99 ea.

Wooden
gift box.
Fileworked liners.

ntity
Limited Qua
!
le
b
availa
Fileworked
liners.

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!
/smokymountainknifeworks

@smokymountainknifeworks

@SMKWcom

1-800-251-9306
or
(865)453-5871

